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These are nice ribs cut from small pigs.
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Legs Best Lamb..................................................
and greeting card imay be at its
plates.
Lamb Chops: Ribs lb .35; Kidney Chops lb .40
destination bright and early Christ- j ,^ere are no beggars m Alaska ...

“My Dream Garden’

AT THR WALDO

CHRISTMAS COOKING SCHOOL

AT “JAMESONS”

Lamb Fores.......... lb .14; if boned ............. lb
Jameson’s All Pork Sausage............................ lh

.15
.28

Baxter’s Baked Beans .............................. 2 cans
One Can Brown Bread Free

.36

Fancy Basket Shelled Pecans .................................... 32
Oxton’s Peanut Brittle.......................... 1 lb box .25
Oxton’s Ribbon Candy ........................... 2 lb box .33
Peppermint Patties................................. 1 lb box .25
The Famous Chocolates................................... lb -35
These are high grade chocolates in a Christmas package.

All New Mixed Nuts ......................................... lb

.28

A Good Basket, containing a nice assortment of
Fruit, Candy, Figs, Jelly, Crackers, etc.
$1.19
A good present for anyone

FOR CHRISTMAS

Unusually Fine Lot of
NORTHERN TURKEYS, CAPONS, CHICKENS,
DUCKS AND GEESE
Prices will be low and quality never better
Please order early. You will be pleased with our
Poultry
For your dessert, try a luscious cream roll of de
licious FRO-JOY BUTTER-PECAN ICE CREAM
covered with crushed walnuts; serves four
35 CENTS

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL 17
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I TWELVE PAGES

COMING BY THE SKY ROUTE

Volume 91................ Number 131.

THE LATCH STRING IS OUT

Santa Claus Will Again Visit Lighthouses and Everybody Is Invited To the Opening Of the
Community Building Tomorrow Night
the Coast Guard Stations

Albert Abrahamson. Maine Admin- ing who have been on the ground re
Santa Claus in the person of that' plane swept down out of the wintry
veteran New England flyer, Captain sky. He has 1611 his g«ra8e door istrator of the Works Progress Ad- peatedly during the months of its
William H Wincapaw, is ready to open and t!le bundle f°und ll£ wa> ministration, will be a headline construction, Deputy WP.A. Admin
into the garage and was awaiting
istrator John C. Fitzgerald of Bath
| speaker at tomorrow night's opening
ride the skies again on Christmas j the keeper Qn hls
and (District (Director R. Wyman
' J j’i 7Z".
■ j ceremony of IRockland's new ComDay to make his eighth annual flight
In 1934 the bundle that was marked
J
I
Foster of this city, will speak, as well
munity Building. Congressman Mo
to 91 lighthouses and Coast Guard for the station at Cape Elizabeth,
as Mayor Thurston representing the
stations along the rock-bound New I Maine, landed squarely on the fender ran. well known in national as well city. The ceremonies will start at
as his own home circles, will be the
England coast. A new ship, recently of a Modlel-T Ford, carrying away other principal. It was largely 7.30 with a concert by the strong
the fender but doing no harm to the
WPA band and the speaking will
christened "Nor'easter,” will be
seourely wrapped bundle.
start at 8 o'clock with James E Con
loaded with Yuletide bundles Christ
Last year a bundle carried away a
nellan presiding. This will be fol
mas morning and the aerial Santa small picket fence at Monhegan'
lowed by a performance by the fa
will head northward from Boston to Island. The keeper there wrote to
mous WPA show troupe. This group
drop these packages of cheer to Captain Bill saying he was leaving
has made a splendid record of suc
the waiting keepers and their fami the fence tn the same condition, be
cess where they have played from
cause “All the children on the isla ,d
lies.
one end Ipf Maine to the other. The
This year Captain Wincapaw’s 19 know that Santa Claus had a small
personnel is made up from experi
year old son. Bill Jr., will be flying accident with a present when he
enced actors and actresses who have
a second plane to make about 25 of arrived." The broken fence is still
made successful careers in other days.
his father s Yuletide calls. Bill Jr., viewed by visitors to the island.
A member of the troupe died recently
From year to year these stalwart
holder of a private license, has ac
and at a voluntary benefit show Frye
companied his dad on the flight for Americans look forward to Christ
hall in (Portland was packed to the
several years, but 1936 will mark mas. They know that it brings
doors. One of the group was re
the first year that he has flown Captain Bill and his famous plane.
cently picked to fill an important
They scan the horizon the hours unindependently.
commercial radio engagement.
On thus annual lighthouse trek 1 til he comes. They rush outside.
Tlie public is cordially invited to
Captain Wincapaw covers close to 1 wave their arms in appreciation. The
attend the affair which is really an
2000 miles, dropping packages at children of the islands know they r
accounting of stewardship by the
each station from Minot's Light as j have seen Santa Claus.
WPA officials who are truly proud of
far north as the one it Grand' Bill Wincapawl's aviation career
the splendid building they have
Manaan Island, in Canadian terrl- | started in 1911 when he was taught
made possible for Rockland. It ls
ton'. This traditional flight was to fly at Hammondsport. Long Island,
not entirely finished but is so far
originated in Rockland, in 1929 when in a hydroplane by the late Glenn H. Albert Abrahamson, Maine's WPA completed that the people may see
the Captain was iti charge of a sea Curtiss. He was bom fifty-one years
Chief who will speak at Community its great possibilities for future soplane base and flying field for the ago at Friendship. Maine, and is a
Building
cial and civic benefit. It is of course
Curtiss Flying service. On countless direct descendant of Henry Wads
-------------------------------------------------entirely without furnishings. Sevoccasions he was called upon to fly worth Longfellow on his mother's
through Congressman Moran's efforts eral hundred chairs will be borrowed
on many a dark and stormy night to side.
that the project was steered through for the main floor seating and the
He served as a civilian instructor
one of the nearby, though isolated,
the dangerous days before its accept- overflow must find accommodations
islands to bring a sick pa dent back at Mineola. Long Lsland. during the
ance by Washington. Mr. Abraham- In the permanent balcony or bleacher
to the mainland for hospital treat World War and has flown more than
son has also worked diligently to seats.
1500,000
miles.
He
is
a
member
of
ment.
make the project a success.
The latchstring is out and 7.30 the
the Quiet. Birdmen and the National
Two staunch friends oi the build- ] hour.
On two occasions he flew through Aeronautic Association. He is also
almost impossible weather to bring the baby member of the Over-Fifty
appendicitis sufferers to Rockland Birds, an organization composed of
for emergency operations.
One all licensed American pilots who are
patient. Eleanor Staples of Swan s over 50 years of age.
Island, owes her life to Captain j
....
Wincapaw’s flying ability and i
'
.
. .
In a recent issue of The Couriercourage. She reached the ho^ntal
.
....
Gazette there appeared a letter from
when her condition was extremely
. ,
.
__ i Mrs. Margaret Elwell of Spruce Head
critical. An emergency operation
6
•
suggesting that bundles also be
was performed and she is alive and
weU today. On these mercy flights. dropped at lonely Islands. To show
Rockland's
famous
landmark, this being the period when it was
this veteran pilot had only the light- how faithfully this paper is read, and
how promptly these sky ambassa known through the greater portion used as a theatre, with the late Ar
houses along the coast as naviga
dors of good will can act George of its career as "The Arcade" thur Holmes as manager.
tional aids, this being before the ad
The building has served as a polo
Mason, public relations counsel at challgcd hands 8gai„ yesterday, and
vent of aircraft radio.
hall, theatre, bowling alley, dance
tlie
Boston
Muncipal
Airport
sent
mas morning; it is hoped that the sajd Dr. Tweedie. In this classifiHe developed a deep affection for
« ,, .. , „
,
this time leli under the protecting hall, shooting gallery, etc. The fa
Mrs. Elwell the following .etter:
‘
”
Post Office Department may have cation he evidently did not include these lonely lighthouse keepers and
“Captain Wincapaw' was deeply Irare of the city of Rockland.
mous HM.B. team, named in honor
the full co-operation of the public. I ^ie man who begged a woman to their families. On a day when the touched by your generous letter The sale was made by Ensign Otis of Its captain, the late H. M Brown,
Let Mr and Mrs. John Public and ; marry hlm and paid over 135 000 in flying business was dull he would fly which appeared in Th? Courier-, actln« ln hls capacity as receiver of won glory on Its floors, defeating
gold dust to clinch the bargain.
out to one of the lights, tie up his
many of the fastest teams in New
tlic old s<< urltV TnLst Company.
all the little Publics mail early and
VWUng
yesterday were p^, ship, and spend an hour or two chat Gazette editions of Dec. 12.
"It has been the Captain's practice ’ Mayor Leforest A Thurs'on is un England. Here also Rockland won
often.
(Danforth of the Lions International ting with the keeper. So on Christ
in past years to drop bundles not only certain as to what use the properly the championship in the Maine State
Business men are requested to see staff and District Governor George mas Day, 1929. he loaded an amphi
at the lighthouses and Coast Guard wi»
put—maybe to house the Na- Polo League years ago. The bowling
that matter for mailing is not W. Dyer.
bian with 12 bundles and set out to I stations, but also at islands where j tional Youth Administration, as an
alley and billiard hall which flour
Attention was directed to next drop these at the lights near Rock i fishermen establish camps for tlie armory for the Coast Artillery Corps,
allowed to accumulate—let them also
ished there in the early days, was
Wednesday's joke Christmas tree. land. This practice has continued
mail early and often.
duration of the winter. If it would or for city uses, of which there are under the management of the late
It is often but a short distance— Each member is expected to take a each year since, and the Captain be possible for you to supply either many from time to time.
L. Q. Tyler and bowling was then
a matter of but a few minutes from toy or some other article for another vows that it will be done every Captain Wincapaw or me with a
Tlie building ls an ancient one, very popular throughout the city.
one town to another—and the mail Lion whose name he has drawn, and Christmas as long as he flies and i list of such islands as are inhabited and. like an old pair of trousers, has
When the rink was converted into
must be ready upon arrival of the these toys, together with articles of after that Bill Jr., is pledged to car i by these lonely people, the Captain bad many a patch put on it. But the
a theatre some very fine attractions
train—for time, tide and cars wait clothing will be turned over to Miss ry on the aerial Santa tradition.
will be delighted to drop bundles at site is one of tbe most valuable in were brought to Rockland, a notable
Dec. 23 the bundles will be wrapped these places on his eighth annual the city.
for no man. The clerks on the train Corbett for distribution among needy
performance being "Tlie Three
at a Boston warehouse by a dozen flight this coming Christmas Day.
must have the mail ready. To give families.
Tlie building was sold at auction in Guardsmen" by Alexander Salvini,
them all .possible help—beginning
Edward Gonia and Harold Burgess Boston society girls. This year each
“Your interest, as reflected in The 1904 to the late Samuel A. Burpee, Jr. At the close of this performance
Thursday noon. Dec. 17 the registered were named for the January enter- , bundle will weigh about
poun s. courjer_Qazet)ls was greatiy ap. junior member of the firm of Burpee Salvini became enraged at some dis
the heaviest since
Wincapaw started predated. May I Join Captain & Lamb, and in more recent years
mail at Rockland for points West tainment committee.
-■
obedience on the part of a stage hand
closes 25 minutes earlier 12:55 p. m, WPgWWgWWWMK’PecWf*’*** this flying Christmas tradition The Win'capaw in sending every’ good became known as Nilo's Garage, with
and a real duel ensued. The struc
1935 bundles weighed only 11 pounds. wish of the season?"
instead of 1:20 p. m. Registered mail
S. Ni!o Spear as proprietor. At one ture was built for a roller-skating
This year parachutes will be attached
for the morning train closes 20 min
time it was known as Elmwood Hall. rink.
to each bundle, permitting more
utes earlier—7:20 a. m., instead of
7:40 a. m.
weight to be used.
SUGGESTS
and packaging agricultural products
• • • •
|
SOCIAL SECURITY
Please note changes.
excluded
from the Act as agricultural
On
each
flight
the
Captain
is
ac

Please mail early.
THE NEW JUDGE
workers?
'
companied by a "bomber'' who rides
Herein
Are
Presented
a
Few
Please mail often.
I
Only
when
the
processing,
packing,
in the rear of the plane. As the
Let s all work for a Merry Christ
I imely Questions and Of packaging, transportation, or mar
ship nears a station it is flying about
mas for all.
FOR ANY MAN
keting is carried on as an incident to
ficial
A nswers
50 feet off the water. At the precLse
Edward C. Moran. Sr..
ordinary farming operations as dis
moment Captain Bill yells. "Let 'er
Postmaster.
(From the United States News)
tinguished from manufacturing or
go!" The bomber releases the bundle
What would an employer do if lie commercial operations.
and it tumbles earthward, invariably
SLIPPERY EATING
Is a private secretary who performs
lias not received an application form
landing within 50 feet of its mark.
| During the past three years Captain
his services in his employer's home
An estimated 50.000 live, squirming
ior hls account number?
excluded from the Act under the pro
Bill has lost only three bundles to
eels have been taken to New York
He should ask hls postmaster for
visions which exempt domestic serv
Davy Jones. These were swept into
by barges, trucks and tank cars from :
an application form. Failure to re ice?
the sea by a “bad bounce" after land
the St. Lawrence river and points
ceive a form does not excuse an em
No, services performed as a private
ing safely near the light.
along the coast from Maine to Vir
ployer from penalties for non-com secretary even though performed in
Ten "spare" bundles are carried by
ginia to provide Christmas feasts for
the employer's home, are not within
Wincapaw, these to be used when the
pliance with the law.
New York's thousands of Italian
bomber's aim is poor. Each bundle
. families. Purchasers of the fish, con
Must an employer pay an excise the exception.
this year will contain coffee, cookies,
sidered an Italian delicacy especially
‘Styled by Temple"
tax for a part-time worker under 21
j during the Yuletide season, insist on
silk hose (for the ladies), magazines,
years
of age, as, for example, a YOUR FAVORITE POEM
A
beautiful
display
of
newspapers,
almanacs,
candy
cigar

buying them alive. Prices this year
"newspaper delivery boy"?
I are expected to be about 30 cents a
ettes.
and
a
book.
Assisting
Winca

If I had my life to live again I would
Stripes, Checks, Plaids. Plain
have made a rule to read some poetry
paw in preparing the 1936 Christmas
pound for Canadian eels and 40 cents
All workers in the occupational and
listen to some music at least once
Colors
for the American species.
fight are three business men, each of
groups coming under the Act must a week The loss of these tastes ls a
loss
ot
happiness. —Charles Darwin.
whom has done considerable flying
“Each Tie in a Christmas Box"
be included in the program irrespecwith the veteran pilot. They are
Dolls and toys. 1-2 price to close
FROM HEAVEN—TO YOU
, tive of age.
out. Splendid Christmas opportun
Adriel U. Bird of Boston and Rock
When Christmas bells are pealing clear
Introducing Judge Harry E. Wil
Praise to the new-born King.
required to tell their
ity. Stonington Furniture Co., 313land and Edwin J. Beineckc and bur who presided over the December Are employers
'
'
L.
And dreams of home bring Joy and cheer.
,
employes
the
amount
deducted
from
And men and angels sing.
J- Samuel L. Bickford, both ot New term of Knox Countv Probate Court
325 Main St., Tel. 980, Rockland.—
wages for payment of the annuity When Christmas llgnts shine forth upon
adv.
York
The glistening, new-blown snow.
'his first regular session
in that
While gifts hang low upon the tree
Captain Bill has hls Christmas capacity. Mr. Wilbur represents a tax?
And shed love's golden glow.
Employers must furnish employes When
dinner (sandwiches and coffee) at High type of the Jegal prolession,
Christmas carols sound afar
Throughout the holy night.
with
a
written
statement
showing
the
the Rockland Airport while his ship an(J Rnox (.((Un(y
l<(
congra(u.
God grant you sweet assurance that
is being refueled for the second leg lated upon having his services for amount deducted..
Hls ways are always rlghtl
If an employe works for several
of the flight and while most of us the next four years.
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS
He sends the Joys that thrill your aoul.
companies, are each of the employ Perhaps some sorrows, too . . .
VS.
are enjoying a turkey dinner at
your needs: He sends those
BALLARD BUSINESS SCHOOL GIRLS
ers required to pay excise taxes on He knows
home. He and Bill Jr. make their
gifts
Butter Peoan Is the flavor of the his employment ?
Each marked: "From Heaven—To
home
with
the
charming
Mrs.
Winca

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
Fro-Joy Pt. roll for Christmas, roled Yes. Tlie employe files only one j Some day you'll count them up and see
paw in Winthrop.
VS.
They were not 111 nor few;
ELLSWORTH HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
Some amusing experiences have in finely chopped English walnuts application for-an account number The
sweets and bitters added up
marked the lighthouse flignt in past Your nearby Ice Cream dealer is tak- but lie should list all his employers j Made: AU Your Dreams Come True!
Then
when the holy hymns sound forth
R. H. S. GYM, THURSDAY, DEC. 17—7.30 P. M.
years. On the 1933 hop a bundle was ing orders, now for delivery Christ-1 on the application.
Upon the hallowed night.
I Ale employes Of firms engaged in' Heaven give you sweet assurance that
dropped at a light near Ipswich, mas morning —adv.
i
ADMISSION 25c, 35c
1 .
. ,,
, ,
God's gift are always right!
148&151&153
transportation, processing, packing
—Leroy Victor Cleveland
Mass. The keeper was away as the

THE CITY BUYS THE ARCADE

Rockland’s Most Famous Landmark Changes
Hands—Uncertain As To Use

BURPEE & LAMB

A XMAS GIFT

NECKTIES

WATCHES

DIAMONDS

CLARENCE E. DANIELS
ROCKLAND, MAINE

55c to $1.50

BASKETBALL

Jeweller Since 1892

DIAMOND RINGS
150-151&153
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The men and women who uncov
ered the affinity of pork and beans;
tbe harmony of apple pie and cheese;
the complementary qualities of hot
coffee and cold doughnuts; cranberry
sauce as an auxiliary’ of roast turkey
—these persons should surely be
commemorated, for they had a touch
of genius. That resourceful person
who first proclaimed the high merits
of the hot frankfurter when embed
ded with mustard and cushioned in
a bifurcated, circumambient roll
should not go unhonored.
Rubbers which you can put on
without bending down, fountain pens
dress shirts which open in front,
alarm clocks, wrist watches, chiffou
silk stockings and little hats for
women, the short-tailed dinner coat,
quick lunch counters, detective
stories—oh, life is full of a numbei
of things, the mute, inglorious origi
nators of which should be perpetuat
ed to future generations.
From Enzesfield, Austria, yes
terday came word that Mr. Ed
ward Windsor had a headache.
Edward, you know, was King of
England until a few days ago when
an acute attack of the “grand pas
sion” caused him to heave his crown
and title into thc discard, and seek
voluntary exile. Edward Wind
sor's headache was reflected in a
large measure on the whole
world, for nobody has ever been
able to resolve the real merits of
the situation into their component
parts and do thc situation justice.
Those who listened to his farewell
message the other night were
swayed strongly by the pathos it
contained, and everybody hopes
that he wrote it instead of some
columnist
for a Metropolitan
newspaper. Idle sentiment was ad
mirable and thc address was one of
the most creditable things he has
done during his brief reign. But
if the King’s subjects had such
conflicting emotions when he was
about to abdicate, and thc Church
of England continued its caustic
criticism after he had done so, how
are we, across several thousand
miles of sea, able to form a correct
judgment •— either of Edward
Windsor, or the woman who lured
him from the throne. The devel
opments of the next few mogths
will enable everybody to approach
the question from a better level
And by that time there will he
many who cannot recall the name
of thc monarch who preceded
(icorgc VI.
The world waits anxiously for
thc latest news from \ atican City
concerning thc condition of Pope
Pius.
ITie aged Pontiff's reaction
to his critical illness is that of a
man who has a wonderful will and
a marvelous constitution. His tem
porary activity, however, does not
altogether remove the apprehension
which is manifested in many quar
ters.
Maybe thc Republican party
has gone to thc demnition bowwows as Jim Farley would have
us believe , but evidently the folks
over Augusta way had not heard
about it, for in re-electing Mayor
Payne, the Republican incumbent,
they gave him a majority in every
ward. And lest we forget—the
Republicans cast nearly 17,000,000
votes Nov. 3.

With the coming of the new year
the affairs of the Rockland Kiwanis
Club will be vested in a new board
of officers, which is made up thus:
President, Arthur F Lamb; vice
presidents, Lou B Cook and Albert
W. McCarty; secretary and treasurer,
Donald- Cummings; directors. Dr. E
W. Peaslee, Arthur J. Robinson, Earl
McIntosh. Fred E. Trceartin, John G
Snow, Capt. Victor Brown. Lawrence
Miller. Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson and
Dr. Edwin L. Scarlott. The retiring
president, Dr. E. W. Peaslee has given
the club an excellent administration
which bids fair to be emulated in
1937.

IN THIS WOMAN’S TOWN.

I;

J£If there are 6000 Rockland gift buyers in
the city 8Cr< of them are women . . . and 50' <
of every dollar that leaves a lady's stocking
eventually finds its way into a man s.

f^knox County needs a huge stock like this
and here it is opening its arms ready to fill
yours.

*€Smart gifts here that speak the language of
love . . . styli&h gifts that dodge sameness and
lameness . . . gifts at 50 cents to $25.
MJLadies . . . we anticipate your visit because
we’ve anticipated your needs.

FLANNEL ROBES,

$5.00 to $8.50

BEAUTIFUL PAJAMAS,

$2.00 to $5.00

PULLOVER SWEATERS,

$2.00 to $4.00

SILK AND WOOL SCARFS,

$1.00 to $2.50

SHIRTS,

$1.00 to $2.50

$10.00 to $15.00

ELECTRIC RAZORS,

CHRISTMAS KETTLES

"U V W ” INCREDULOUS
£
—
j Floating Cookstoves Some
thing He Never Saw In the
Navy—But Listen!

Hold that fast which thou hast,
that no man take thy crown. —Rev.

The suggestion of a hall of fame
for American inventors fails to impress the editor of the Boston Heraid, who has been able to rhink up
quite a number of things that no
amount of inventive genius has ever
been able to bring to the point of
materialization.
Doubtless there
are mant readers who could add in
definitely to the list. Here is what
thc Herald said:
On the hundredth birthday of the
American patent system, selective
persons have been choosing the
greatest American inventors, and have
assigned niches in an unsubstantial
hall of fame to Pulton. Whitney,
Morse. Goodyear. Mergenthaler, the
Wright brothers. McCormick. Howe,
Pell, Edison. Westinghouse and others A good list, indeed, but the hall
of fame should have an impalpable
annex.
In it should be erected portrait
busts and statues, if identities can be
established, and tablets if they can
not, to those who have devised various creature comforts for us. And
this annex, like the addition to our
old Custom House, should be larger
than the main structure, as minor
figures are far more numerous than
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LEATHER NOVELTIES

GREGORY’S

Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
We live and learn.
I’ve been around and I thought ]
I'd seen things, but every once in a
while something turns up to make me
realize that I ain’t seen nothing yet.
In the course of 20 odd years’ ex
perience in the United States Navy.
I've seen most everything that floats,
but until I came to Rockland. Me.. I
had never even heard of a floating
cookstove.
It is true that some of the battle
ships on which I've served could al- I
most qualify under this heading for j
the number of electricians and
machinist's mates rated as cooks on
these ships, is remarkable. It is also I
legendary in the Navy that a part of
the duties of a paymaster is count- I
ing the beans which are cooked and !
consumed on board. However, a
battleship is not a cookstove, In spite |
of these points of similarity.
The immediate cause of this letter |
is a statement published in the last
issue of this paper wherein the editor [
goes on record as having observed a
kitchen range floating around ln his
cellar. That is a sight not given to:
many of us to see.
Such a miraculous manifestation
Lof the reversal of the laws of nature
2 concerning inanimate things is. to
my mind, newsworthy enough to
warrant amplification in an academic effort to determine it's cause,— |
In other words, what's going on
around here anyway?
When a gentleman of such unim- I
peachable Integrity as the editor of
this newspaper sees a cast iron cook
stove being escorted around his cellar
by a convoy of floating coal shovels.
Lord pity the sailors at sea on such
a night.
I can think of but one scientific
explanation of such an unusual
phenomenon for it is well known that
hot air when confined either in a
cookstove or a newspaper article, ls
remarkably buoyant.
That might account for it of course,
but personally when I see things like
that I stick to the old alibi about
sitting up with a sick friend. U.V.W.
[We owe U.V.W. an apology. It
was not a kitchen range that floated
around our flooded cellar; It was a
partially dismantled furnace—Fd.]

Salvation Army's Appeal To
Keep Them Boiling Should
Be Heeded

CHRISTMAS

SUGGESTIONS
CUT FLOWERS
CARNATIONS.
doz. $1.75. S2.00
ROSES.
doz. $2.00 to $3.50

POTTED PLANTS
CHERRIES.
BEGONIAS.

g

each $1.00

$1.00 and
each
AZALIAS.
ARAUCARIAS.
each
CYCLOMEN.
$1.25 to
FERNS AND RUBBER
PLANTS,
75c,

$1.50
$2.25
$2 00
$3 00
$1.09

PLANTS IN NOVELTY
CONTAINERS
For Table or Window Sill
50r to $2.00
DISH GARDENS, $1.25 to $3.03
POINSETTIAS,
50c to $3.00

“SILSBY’S”
FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 318-W

151-153

nesday at St. Bernard's Catholic
Church, Rev Father Young officiat
ing. Interment was in Thomaston
The bearers were Timothy E. Mc
Namara. Valentine Chisholm. James
Derby, Dennis Cronin. Thomas Flem
ing and Timothy O'Donnell.

STEPHEN BRAULT
Knox County has lost a well known
and highly esteemed citizen through
the death of Stephen Brault, who
Morse and Etta Anderson; Ceres, Le died Dec. 14 at his home on South
CUMMING NAMED
ola Robinson and Florence Young. Main street at the age of 66 He
Our New Superintendent On FIor3 Martha Gross and Evangeline was born ln s, Martine Province of
_ , Sylvester; lady stewards, Marion ] QUebec, Jan. 27 1870. son of Joachim
Advisory Committee
Rackliff and Susan Spear; treas- and Onesime Brault.
executive Committee, J Herbert
Planning Commission
As a youth he learned the boilerGould, Raymond Anderson and Edw ■ maker trade in the shops of Mon
George J. Cumming, superintend , Tolman. The installation will be
treal, After working in Montreal
ent of the Rockland School Depart semi-public and by invitation.
and Lowell. Mass. he came to Rock
ment, who has been interested in
I land in 1900. entering the employ of
the Camden Anchor & Rockland Ma-1
community planning for some time y
chine Co. as foreman. He served in
is a new appointee to the advisory w
that capacity 18 years. In 1918 he ]
committee of the New England Re II
entered the employ of I. L. Snow Co
gional Planning Commissior.. an ad
as foreman of their boilershop and
SUGGESTS
visory organization, acting in co
tank department, remaining there
operation with the state planning
until 1933. resigning to go Into busi
boards and Federal agencies to pro I
ness with his son Leo. Failing health
mote the orderly development of the |
forced his retirement in 1934 from
FOR
ANY
MAN
natural, industrial and human re
all business activities.
sources of New England.
Stephen Brault or "Steve " as he
As a member of the committee, to
was affectionately called, was con
gether with those formerly named,
sidered by those he did business with
Mr. Cumming will function as an 5
as one of the few boiler experts in
intermediary between the Commis
this State and it was always a point
sion and the citizens of Rockland\
of honor with him that the work for
and vicinity.
which he was responsible should be
The purpose of a plan, as defined I
completed in the best possible man
by Victor M. Cutter, chairman of
ner. His record speaks for itself.
the New England Regional Planning
With the exception of his church
Commission, is not to eficourage
he preferred his home to outside so
more spending nor to promote de- I
cial activities and was never so happy
velopment prematurely but rather to
as when he was surrounded by the
serve as a guide to insure that any
In Beacon Flannel
circle of “the family,” which took in
and all development, when, as and if [
all his friends.
it takes place, will proceed in an
Mr. Brault is survived by his wife
economical and orderly manner. The
Eugenie, his son Leo S. Brault; three
result is elimination of unnecessary
In Silk or Wool
daughters, Mrs. Clarence P. Miller,
expense to the citizen and taxpayer.
Mrs. Israel Snow and Mrs. Aime
A most complete line
Beaudoin, all of Rockland; his sister.
WALDO THEATRE
Mrs. Leo Cournoyer; and five
Waldcboro
grandchildren Carlton and Eugenia
Brault and Israel Jr., Bernadette and
The attraction at Waldo Theatre
I
tonight and tomorrow night will be i
a Mary Snow.
SlkMiSiaCJfcSl>,**»!»,>«»,kkkkkSi
Funeral services were held Wed"My Man Godfrey" featuring Carole
Lombard and William Powell. Satur
day comes Kay Francis and George
Brent in a splendid picture. "Give
Me Your Heart." Sunday Jean
Arthur and Joel McRrea will be seen
in "Adventure in Manhattan" and
Dec. 21-22. Monday-Tuesday, come
Marion Davies and Clark Gable in
“Cain and Mabie." See the Waldo
advertisement on page one for times
You can’t go wrong on any of these suggested gifts!
of performances.
£

I
I

bunch $1.50

POMPOMS,

“Friends keep the pot boiling!"
says Capt. Brown of the local Salva
tion Army. He quotes Irving S. CoM)
as saying; ‘1 am sure that The
Salvation Army can make a dollar
go farther and work harder in the
i succor of humanity than any other
agency. Notably, at Christmas time.
, it brings joy to thousands who other
wise would know Christmas only as a
calendar date."
This brings up the question, have j
I you done your part in the Christinas '
Cheer Program? Do so now and help
us meet the need.
Applications to the Army for
Christmas dinners are exceedingly
more than last year. 'Whether we
will be able to make this a happy .
Christmas for these who call upon us
j depends upon your generosity.
The Christmas Kettles are on the
street. You along with the churches,
iodfees. clubs and societies of all
kinds are invited to participate in the
i Christmas Cheer program.
And here are some new staves for
1 the Old Oaken Bucket.
I
How dear to my heart is the old Christ- 1
mas kettle.
That stands on the sidewalk Its story to
tell!
And Just to attract all good folks to tts
message.
The Salvation Lassie ls ringing a bell.
It tells of the poor, the helpless, and I
hopeless.
It tells of the many so ready to give;
It tells of a people who lift up the
fallen.
Devoting their lives that others may live.
Chorus
The old Christmas kettle.
The old Iron kettle.
The Salvation kettle
Has good news to tell.

TREMENDOUS PRICE CUTS
We Are Making a Store wide Slash of

25 PERCENT NOW TILL CHRISTMAS
Men’s Quality Clothing for 25% Off
At Christinas Buying Time
Quality Goods—All Guaranteed
SUITS
OVERCOATS
SWEATERS
SCARFS
HOSIERY
TIES
HATS
CAPS
GLOVES
UNDERWEAR
MUFFLERS

Think of it!

EVERYTHING FOR MEN AND BOYS

AND AT THIS LOW PRICE

MIKE ARMATA
PARK STREET

OPP. PARK THEATRE

M. E. WOTTON & SON = A
fi
Gift Suggestions for the Holly Days
ii
A

5^

Let Us Help You To Seled Your Gift From Our
Complete Stock Of Christmas Merchandise
What is nicer than a gift of a

HOUSE DRESS
TO MOTHER

New Numbers Just Arrived

$1.00 and $1.98

BURPEE & LAMB

WHY NOT GIVE A PIECE OF

LEATHER GOODS

A XMAS GIFT

From the largest and most com
plete line we ever had. and all by
Warren.

HOSIERY

j

I

A GIFT FOR THE LIVING ROOM

Will Please the Entire Family

OCCASIONAL CHAIRS
SMOKING SETS
CEDAR CHESTS
OVERSTUFFED CHAIRS
STUDIO COUCHES
PARLOR SUITES
AXMINSTER RUGS
GOVERNOR WINTHROP DESKS
We have exceptionally low prices on quality
Merchandise

rt
2
rt
rt
rt
ns

There Ls nothing better or easier
to buy than Ilosii ry—all in in
dividual gift boxes.

GIFT OF

SHEET and PILLOW
CASE SETS

Our 25 inch Baby Doll has been
thc years sensation, at

at $3.50

$1.98

ALso Our Special Uolorrd Border
Numbers, at

$2.25

$5.98 and $6.98

HANDKERCHIEFS

In the Various Weaves

SKI SUITS
See Our AH Wool, Waterproof
Forrest MilLs Single and TwoPieee Numbers, from

OTHER LACE TABLE COVERS

CHILDREN'S

BACK REST

39c

BLANKETS
In Single and Two-Tone
Colorings, at

ALL LINEN TOWEL SETS

$1.00 box
LINEN CLOTHS with NAPKINS

$3.98 and $5.98

$1.39 up to $6.98

ALso See Our Special Number, at

YARDLEY'S

$4.95 to $13.95

from $1.25 to $2.98

JOHN B. ROBINSON

PILLOW CASE SETS
in all eolors, at

$1.00 box
When You Are Looking For

22y2c

69c. 98c, 1.39, $1.98

25c and 50c

TABLE COVERS

84c

LINEN SETS

r 1
MEN' S INITIAL LINEN
HANDKERCHIEFS, at

QUAKER LACE

CHAIR SETS for

See this wonderful outstanding
doll value of the year

10c, 15c and 25c

$3.98

from $4.50 to $7.50

“Horsman” Dolls

we ever had
For Both Men and Women
For Children in boxes with little
animals, at

EXTRA HEAVY BEACON
ROBES at

in all sizes

$2.50 up to $5.95

in all colors
The most complete and largest
line of gift

$2.98

MEN’S SETS
Another Lot of

For Mother or Sister
WOOL, FLANNEL ROBES AT

in all the new shades
OTHER FLANNEL ROBES
Made by Beaeon. at

$6.98 up to $20.00

LADY PEPPERELL

BATH ROBE

A Deposit Will Hold Any Purchase Until Christmas

ROCKLAND

Beautifully New Fitted Numbers
at—

79c and $1.00

ARM REST

488 MAIN STREET

$1.98 up to $6.98

the finest that money can buy, at

s LOUNGING ROBES
S
£

54.00 to 58.50

WEEKEND CASES
in all sizes, from

BUY Ol'R HUMMING BIRD

BATH ROBES

Pleasant Valley Grange will have a
joint installation with Limerock Valley Pomona Jan. 9. Past State Mas
ter Obadiah Ga-dner will insiali
these offieers; Masters, F. L. S. Morse
and Myron Young; overseers, Gerald
Beverage and Raymond Anderson;
lecturers, Lillian Rackliff and Rich
ard Anderson; stewards. Edward
Tolman and Edward Tolman; assist
ant stewards, Richard Anderson and
Frederick Bartlett; secretaries, Scott
Rackliff and Susan Spear; treas
urers, Sara Young and Lee Morse;
chaplains. Flora Wright and Thelma
Bowdon; gatekeepers, Fred Hall and
Richard Winslow; Pomonas, Eunice

BOUGHT AT

I

g

|

m n nt

J

|

$8.95

DRESSES
Made by Freckles in Beautiful
new styles and patterns, at

$1.00 to $1.98
A complete line of sizes, from
1 tn 16

Also a beautiful line of
SINGLE AND DOUBLE
BLANKETS, from

59c to $15.00 pair

PERFUMES
Everything in These Famous
Toiletries
Also COTY'S, IIUDNUT’S and
EVENING IN PARIS
Make your purchases of these
makes in this friendly store

TEL. 811
»
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William H. Wineapatv, Jr., formerPrank T. Winchenbach, Jr., will
Former
County
Commissioner
ly of Rockland was one of the i ride a Plymouth car this season. The George W Gushee, died yesterday
speakers in that popular Palm Olive | Camden Outing Club presented it to age 83 years. Funeral at the church
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
him.
'.n Appleton Friday at 1.30 p. m.
Dec. 17—Monthly meeting of Baptist program last nijht.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Men’s League.
Dec 17—Bockport—Senior class play,
Herbert E. Thomas ls tn charge of
Ruth Phelps was committed to thc
‘‘Mama's Baby Boy."
Dec 17—Four Couv'les Republican a National Youth Administration Woman’s Reformatory in Skowhegan
Club has special meeting and tuppcr at
project at the Higgs garage on Tuesday, on thc charge of lascivious
Megunticook Orange hall. Camden
Dec. 18—Public opening ceremony at Winter street—the manufacture of behavior.
New Community Building.
-------Dec. 18—Appleton—Three-act comedy toys.
drama, "The Man ln the Moon" by
_____
Charles Hutchinson of the well
Dramatic Club.
Dec. 20—Camden—Food show spon
Mr and Mrs. freeman 8. Young known Portland law flrm of Cnok
sored by Camden-Rockport Lions Club,
have abandoned their plan to spend'Kutchinson Picrcc and Connc11’ was
benefit Christmas welfare boxes
Dec 20—Warren—Christmas cantata,
the winter in Florida. Mr. Young in attendance at Knox Probate Court
"His Natal Day" at Baptist Church.
Dec. 21—Forefathers' Day,
having business which will necessi Tuesday. Another out of the coun
Dec. 25—Christmas.
ty attorney present was Hilliard Buz
Dec .71—New Year’s Ball at Communi tate his presence here.
zell of Belfast.
ty BuUdlcg auditorium.
Jan 8—Rockport—Installation of of
ficers. Fred A Norwood. W.R.C.
If schooner William Bisbee is go
Jan. 8—South Hope—Orange Installa
A meeting which had belter dentis
tion.
try for its goal was held in New York
Feb 22-27—Community Food Fair ln ing to do any pirating down at
the new auditorium.
Tampa she will have to be in better last week, and among those who con

luck than she has had thus far.
There was much anxiety obout the
craft after It left Portsmouth. N. H..
and ran into a severe gale. Latest
word is that she is tied up at Sandy
Local Odd Fellows who plan to at Hook, with sails gone.
tend the district meeting in Tenants
Harbor tonight are asked to be at
!
WARREN
the hall as early as possible. Supper
will be served at 6 o'clock. District
Tire sophomore class of Warren
Deputy Everett Doherty will be in High will hold a social at Glover hall
charge of the meeting.
Friday at 7.30.

Nilo has moved from the Arcade
to Atlantic Highway Garage,, New
Ccunty Road. Same telephone, 8320.
same crew, same fine grade work —
—adv.

Ambulance Service

Give magazines for Clirlstmac.
Subscription Service on all magazines
new or renewals. Gift card fur
nished. Prompt, reliable service
Fred E. Harden the magazine man.
Tel. 35-W.—adv.
151*152

BURPEE’S

Delicious Desert, for Christmas, a
roll of that very popular Fro-Joy
Butter Pecan Ice Cream, rolled in
finely chopped English walnuts, a
real treat for any occasion, only 35c.
Four large servings.—adv.
148&151&153

Morticians

Dolls and toys. 1-2 price to close
out. Splendid Christmas opportun
ity. Stonington Furniture Co., 313325 Main St., Tel. 980. Rockland —
adv.
'

TELS. 450 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST.

The Store of fifi
fifi
A Thousand fi
fifi
Gifts . . . . fi

A Rockland man opened his eyes
recently when he received from
California a letter which was only
34H hours enroute
The Rotary ClUb will have Christ
mas observance tomorrow with Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald delivering the
address.
There will be several
features on the entertainment pro
gram.

H.H.CRIES.C0,

Nilo has moved from the Arcade
to Atlantic Highway Garage., New
County Road. Same telephone. 8320,
same crew, same fine grade work —
tributed to the .profitable program —adv.
was a Rockland dentist—Dr. E. W.
Commander Margeson of WinslowPeaslee. He exhibited plaster models Holbrook Post has received word
designed to be used in visual educa that Lieut. Leon P. Shepard has ac
tion, and received many compliments cepted an invitation to be guest
for the display.
speaker at tonight's meeting. Lieut.
Shepard is head of the Bureau of
The Spanish Villa Skating Rink is
Criminal Investigation and has a
not closing, in spite of a rumor to story of extreme interest to tell the
that effect.
148-151
Legionnaires.

The I. L. Snow Co., has contracted
to build a 70-foot dragger for Arthur
A Bain of Owls Head and will lay
the keel next week.

The Postoffice employes have I
shown a keen interest in the new
Community Building all along and '
made it concrete by taking two tick
ets apiece to the benefit furniture
fund ln connection with tomorrow i
night's opening.

M
3
1

ROCKLAND
119-tf

The annual children's party will be
held at the Elks Home, and success
seems assured after learning that tlie
committee of arrangements com
prises A. P. Richardson (chairman).
George W Bachelder. Bu ler Par
sons, Earle Barron. Nathan Berliawsky. Sherwood Williams. Charles Mc
Intosh, J. N. Southard, Austin Brew
er and Howard E. Dunbar.

PERSONAL SCALES
Green, Ivory, White

$2.89

Writing from San Antonio, Texas,
where he is employed by the South
west Dairy Products Co. Raymond
Healey, announces his intention of
returning to Rockland in May with
a prospect that he may remain per- .
manently in his home city. ‘'Your jjf
Roving Reporter articles are very
enjoyable, especially for an exile
from home" 'writes Mr. Healy, "and
hope you will tell us all about the
Hosmer Pond project when it is nearer completion.
x
JP

HOOK & LADDER
TRUCK
36 inch long

$1.98

S

--------has moved from the

2
Arcade W

Nilo
to Atlantic Highway Garage.. New
County Road. Same telephone, 8320.
same crew, same fine grade work —
—adv.

No standard approaches the unquestionable quality of Perry’s Foods at the
price. Your dollar buys the best and then it buys more at Perry’s.

Phone 1234 for free delivery service from our Park Street Market

I
1 ROAST pot boast
STEWING

ib

lb

HAMBURG,

lb

19c

5

2-31

PURE VEGT. SHORTENING

DOUBLE VOTES WITH
BLACK & GAY

SPRY
1 pound cans 21c
3 pound cans 59c

SPECIAL

CANNED GOODS

Green Beans can 10c
KID GLOVE

CRANBERRY

Sauce,
Spaghetti or Macaroni

3 pkgs lg

IB
2llpkgs

Fox Creek Tomatoes 2£°ANS2

PUMPKIN,

can 10c I RAISINS

SEEDED
SEEDLESS

2 pkgs 17c

White Outfits,
Double Runners,

$4.95
pair 49c

MEGOW’S
AIRPLANE AND BOAT
MODELS

SAWYER SKI BOOTS
$5.25, $5.85, $9.95
”
GAMES
MONOPOLY
POLITICS
FINANCE
FLINCH
PIT
EASY MONEY
BACKGAMMON
ROOK
DOMINOS
CHECKERS

Spratt’s Complete Line of

DOG FOODS AND
FURNISHINGS
Stcckings for his Christmas Tree

25c

c
COAST TO COAST
*

32 inch long

Special price $6.25
Best Assortments cf “Ride ’Em”
Toys

HARMLESS MACHINE GUN

SLEDS
98c, $1.67, $3.50, $5.50
FLYING YANKEE SLEDS
$3.98, $4.49, $5.49

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my appreciation to
' friends and former Thomaston neighbors
for their many kindnesses including all
letters, gifts and visits which have
brightened the many days of my Illness.
Frank B Hills
I 16 Dickey street. Derry. N. H.

i

A 40-CENT VALUE

$2.95, $3.98, $4.95

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Edwin O Ludwig,
who passed away December 16. 1934
Silent thoughts bring many a tear for
one we miss and loved so dear.
•
Mother and Sister

2 cans 29c

Wool, White..........
.................. 45c

all sizes

1 §

Swans Island

POLES, WAXES, HARNESS

Wool, Red or Green
.........*........ 49c

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Clementine E
)35.
Ranqulst. who passed away Dec. 14. 1935.
Charles E Ranqulst and family

can 10c

Squasb,

$1.19 carton

LEMON, ORANGE. CITRON

y

KID GLOVE

CAMELS
CHESTERFIELDS
LUCKY STRIKES
OLD GOLDS

Baking Powder
2 10-oz cans 19c

can 10c

Corn,

CIGARETTES

MIRACLE MAID
A Stickney A Poor Product

86

BROOKS

CHRISTMAS WRAPPED

M

DIED

DUOGAN—At Fairfield. Dec 17. Jessie J a
R Duggan, aged 43 years. Funeral
Sunday from Burpee’s Funeral Perlors
at 2 o’clock.
FREEMAN—At Sullivan. Dec 15. William
A Freeman, aged 70 years. 8 months.
17 days. Funeral today at 3 o’clock
from 21 Camden street.
ANDREWS—At Camden. Dec 16. Miss
Lottie Andrews, aged 63 years. 5 days.
Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock from thc
residence on Union street
KOSTER—At Rockland. Dec 15. Martha
M . widow of John Koster, aged 66
years. 11 months. 10 day3. Funeral at
w
29 Bioad street Friday at 2 o’clock
■I
GUSHEE—At Appleton. Dec 16. George y
W Gushee. aged 83 years. 9 months.
14 diys.
Funeral services at the
church ln Appleton Friday at 1 30
oclock.
O«4Y—At Deer Isle. Dec 13. Jo eph V.
Gray.
LAMPINEN At Warrrn. Dec 13. Edward W
J. Lampinen. aged 21 years. 5 months,
20 days Funeral today from thc resi
dence at il o'clock.

SPECIAL

PEACHES

8t

ROWLINQ-LAWRY -At Rockland Dec ! ft#
15. by E R Keene J P. Charles ! 2;
Rowling, Jr- of Islesboro. and Lois
Lawry of Rockland.

LEAN

LAMB,

Cotton.......................
........ 25c, 39c

8

ft

MARRIED

SKIS
AND FURNISHINGS

8

BORN

THICK RIB,
BRISKET,

STEWING

lb 19c

BEEF,

jgc

5?
S?
&

COY—At Quincy. Mass., Dec. 16. to Mr.
and Mrs Fleming H Coy (Nellie
Snow), a son. Robert Horton

NEWLY CORNED

BONELESS

w 98c, 1.25, 2.75, 5.95, 8.95

Matinicus, Criehaven packet will
make a trip to the Island the day be
fore Christmas instead of regu’ai
trip the 25th.—adv.
151’153

INCREASING THE VALUE

Red and Black Chromium Trimmed
43 inch ..................................... $4.50
48 inch ...................................... 5.50

53 inch ...................................... 6.00

a

PYREX
CASSEROLES
• CAKE DISHES
PIE FLATES
CUSTARD CUPS
TEA POTS
SAUCE PANS
SKILLETS
BEAN POTS

CARD OF THANKS

HOLIDAY WRAPPED ASSORTED

FAMOUS 50

CHOCOLATES 5lb 79*

COCOA

NONE SUCH

NUTS

pkg 10c

Mince Meat,
BAKER'S

Chocolate,
two */2 lb pkgs 26c

FANCY

BRER RABBIT

SELECTED

Pure New Orleans

can 25c

Molasses,
HEINZ

No. 21- Cans

Soups,

2 cans 25c

MIXED,

ib 19c

2lbcan12c
COUNTRY ROLL

Butter,

Ib 38c

JEWELL

Compound, 2 lbs 29c

’S CLOVER
WALNUTS, lb 21c SWIFT
ARMOUR'S BANQUET
CASTANAS, lb 17c Bacon,
lb 33c

We were much pleased with the receipt
of fruit from the Baptist Church, the
Church School, and the Help One
Another Circle of Kings Daughters, also
with the convalescent cards and notes
from friends ln Friendship. Warren.
Thomaston and Rockland, during the
illness of Mrs. Robinson. We also wish
to thank the Warren Baptist Church,
thc Church School, and friends for the
console set and flowers, the A-l class of
Girls for the Jerusalem cherry tree, and
neighbors and other friends for the
many cards of congratulation, all re
ceived on our golden wedding anniver
sary. Nov. 3.
Mr and Mrs. Mansfield R Robinson

Clamps on steering wheel

FINNAN HADDIE,

Ib 15c

EXTRA FANCY

SALT COD SIDES,

lb 16c

■■■■■■aMBaBaaHnBHBan

I SCALLOPS,
I| COD
FRESH
TONGUES,

SANDWICH TOASTER

FOR CEMETERY

WAFFLE IRON

PERCOLATOR

To Match

$2.00 to $5.00
Silsby’s Flower Shop

PERCOLATOR

•

MEMORIAL WREATHS

371 MAIN ST.

TEL. 318-W
151-153

ELECTRICAL

VACULATOR

CORN POPPER

Ib 29c
2 lbs 21c

AUTOMATIC IRON

T3 »s

BE ASSURED OF A FINE SELECTION

ORDER YOUR CHRISTMAS TURKEY NOW!

EVERYTHING TO EAT

10-PIECE GIFT SET

KITCHEN
ATTRACTIONS

complete 79c

| PENOBSCOT BAY

NEWLY SMOKED

FREE
PARKING
PARK ST.
MARKET

FLASHLIGHTS
49c, 9Sc, $1.25, $1.95

WEAR EVER
ALUMINUM

Warren

MAIN ST.
PARK ST.

AMBULANCE SERVICE

8
8I

■
Bussell Funeral Home y
TEL. 662
• CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND
non

fifi
fifi
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33
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CHEMISTRY SETS
$1.50, $3.00, $5.00, $7.95

HEATING PAD
DEFROSTER FAN

FOOD MIXER

CANISTER SET
SINGLE CAKE BOX
TRIPLE COOKER
TRIPLE CAKE BOX
DOUBLE BOILER
BREAD BOX
SAUCE PAN
UTILITY BOX
CHICKEN FRYER
WASTE BASKET
FRENCH FRYER GARBAGE RECEIVER
DUTCH OVEN
SCALES
ROASTER
SALT AND PEPPER

DRIPOLATOR

H. H. CRIE & CO.
HARDWARE AND SPORTING GOODS

328 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 205

£
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novels, a collector of first and limi
ONE IN WALDOBORO
ted editions:
A Book Hunter’s Holiday, by A S. That Town Has An Old
W. Rosenbach (limited edition).
Cattle Pound As Well As
Forty Famous Ships, by Culver and
Others Mentioned
Grant.
Of Human Bondage, by W. Somer
Editor of Hie Courier-Gazette:—
What shall I give for Christmas? set Maugham (limited edition!.
Reading an article in a recent issue
Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides
Why not books? Books make the best
about
ancient cattle pound on State
Christmas gifts because they bring with Samuel Johnson (first edition).
highway
126 in Jefferson and the
Heads and Tales, by Malvina Hoff
lasting pleasure, and because they
work which has been done recently to
man.
can be chosen to suit the taste of the
Father B: An outdoor person—in provide for its future upkeep, was a
individual. Such gifts express the
terested in sports—takes hunting and real pleasure. Being historically in
true spirit of Christmas
fishing trips—attends football and clined, I have thought, as I passed
We might add that there is noth hockey for the season—likes adven
the pound, what a pity it should be
ing with more potential unhappiness ture stories—nice sense of humor:
let go to ruin.
Audubon, by Constance Rourke.
attached to it than a misfit—be it
Tlie writer of the article states,
Ski Tracks, edited by Charles and
in clothes, in life, or in books. Great
“
The
understanding is that there are
Aunt Mary would not be overjoyed Percy Olton.
but
two
others (pounds) one in War
Laughing Gas. by Wodehouse.
to find that Santa Claus had left
ren
and
the other in Orrington " I
Why Should Penguins Ply? byBallyhoo under the tree for her. nor
beg to differ with the writer as there
would Cousin Jack, fresh out of' Dwight Fiske
college, experience a feeling of grati- ' Fifty Years of American Golf, by J is a cattle pound in Waldoboro on
H. B. Martin.
tude over The Elsie books.
Route 220 just this side of the vil
So why not pass along" a few sug- ! For Father C: Quiet—scholarly.' lage. It is large, square and in a
gestions. an attempt to fit the right but not pedantic. Likes to relax with good state of preservation consider
book to the right person? Books that a. well-plotted detective story:
ing its age and very similar in build
The Flowering of New England, by I
answer the desire for inspiration or
to the Jefferson pound
Van
Wyck
Brooks.
knowledge, travel, romance, or simp
How old it is I do not know and
G K Chesterton’s Autobiography.
ly escape from the exigencies of life.
would
be interested if some resident
Schooldays with Kipling, by Beres
Books—the perfect Christmas gift,
of Waldoboro could find in the town
ford.
for they fade not with the years but
Philosophy of Santayana, ed. by Ir- i records the year in which it was
like friendship grow in worth and
built.
win Edman
understanding.
Miller’s .“History of Waldoboro”
Yang and Tin. by Alice Tisdale
• • • •
mentions that at the first town meet
Hobart.
For Grandfather A—a retired self
The Kidnap Murder Case, by S. S ing Sept. 21. 1773, two pound keep
ers were appointed and gives their
made business man. who has always Van Dine.
been interested in, although not ac
For Mother A: Active club woman names although no mention is made
tive in politics—thinks Theodore —keeps abreast of modern times— ' of the building of a pound, then or
Roosevelt and Coolidge were the best especially interested in personal re in later years.
Some years ago while on a trip to
presidents since Lincoln. A conser miniscences:
vative traveller. Enjoys thinking of
Not Under Forty, by Willa Cather northern Maine I saw a circular
himself in the role of a patriarch:
Autumn in the |Valley. by Mrs cattle pound, although I cannot re
call where it was located It was in
Ward Eight, by Joseph F. Dinneen. Winthrop Chanler.
The Letters of Mrs Henry Adams, good repair and the first circular
Drums Along the Mohawk, by Wal
pound I had ever seen but I do not
ed. by Ward Thoron.
ter Edmonds.
The Unexpected Years, by Laur think it was in the town of Orrington.
Hamilton Fish: the inner history
All too many of the things relat
of the Grant administration, by Allen ence Housman
Movers and Shakers, by Mabel ing to past history have been de
Nevins.
stroyed and as more and more are
Dodge Luhan.
Fighting Angel, by Pearl Buck
Honor Bright, by Frances Parking- thus lost, how will the future genera
After All. by Clarence Day.
tions know what the early history of
For Grandmother A: Wise in the ton Keyes.
For Mother B: Loves gardeaing. Maine? Let us by all means pre
ways of living but not in worldly
wisdom. Home and family her para has genuine love for the beautiful serve. as Jefferson has done with her
cattle pound, all that refers to the
mount interests, although she does —has exquisite taste:
Handwrought Ancestors, by Marion early life and work of our sturdy
like a good game of Bridge:
forefathers Let the good work go
The Country Kitchen, by Delia N. Rawson.
Wild Gardens of New England. by- on.
Clara S. Overlock
Lutes.
Washington. Dec. 6.
Ann Douglas Sedgwick, by Basil de Walter Prichard Eaton.
Furnishing the Colonial and Fed
Selir.court.
Three Wheeling Through Africa,
The Bible Designed to be read as eral House, by Nancy McClelland.
Adams Profession and Its Con- . by James C. Wilson.
Living Literature.
Gone With the Wind, by Margaret
The Old Ashburn Place, by Mar quest by Eve. by Julian Meade
For Mother C: A new cook book is Mitchell.
garet Flint.
No Hero. This, toy Warwick Deep
Mrs. Meigs and Mr. Cunningham, as interesting to her as a new hat
Likes novels to read—devoted to her ing.
.
•by Elizabeth Corbett.
< Oldest Son: Just out of college,
Mary Christmas, by Mary Ellen family.
Candle Indoors, by Helen Hull.
where he certainly read a book!
Chase.
The New House, by L. Cooper.
Literary leanings:
For Grandfather B: A successful
White Banners, by Lloyd Douglas.
Across Spoon River, by Edgar Lee
lawyer, still maintaining member
The Boston Cooking School Cook Masters.
ship in the firm in an advisory
More Poem1;, by A E Housman.
capacity A voracious reader, keenly Book (new edition).
Alice Bradley Menu Cook Book.
The People, Yes. by Carl Santourg
alert. Has always kept abreast of
For the unmarried aunt: A pro
Not So Deep as a Well, by Dorothy
national and world affairs:
And Fear Came, by John T. fessional woman, interested in the Parker.
influence of women through the ages.
Green Margins, by E P. O'Donnell.
Whitaker.
Her one emotion outlet is music:
Borzoi Reader, ed. by Carl van
Brandeis, by Alfred Lief.
Live Alone and Like It, by Mar Doren.
An American Doctors Odyssey. byjorie Hillis.
Younger Son: Still in collegeVictor Heiser.
Biography of a Family: Catherine authority on the modem girl, but
The War Goes On. by Sholem
| di Medici and her children, by Mil- quite an athlete withal:
Asch.
Sagittarius Rising, by Cecil Lewis.
Rich Man. Poor Man. by Janet I ton Waldman.
j My Life, by Igor Stravinsky.
Why Should Penguins Fly? by
Ayer Fairbank.
Ladies of the Press, by I. Ross.
Dwight Fiske
For Grandmother B: Goes to NewThe Story of the Orchestra, by
Laughing Gas. by Wodenhouse.
York to see the latest plays: Her life
Oldest Daughter—college graduate
is full of color as a rainbow but she ! Paul Bekker.
Of Lena Geyer, by Marcia Daven —very modern—excellent mind.
wields the paintbrush herself:
Honourable Estate, by Vera Brit
Farewell Romance, by Gilbert port.
For the unmarried uncle: A tain.
Frankau.
Kit Brandon, by Sherwood Ander
Great Laughter, by Fannie Hurst. wanderer whose journeyings are over,
Tonight at 8:30, by Noel Coward. but whose cosmopolitan tastes re son.
I Am the Fox, by Van Etten.
Oil Paint and Grease Paint, by- main. Enjoys history travel and
biography:
All Brides are Beautiful by T.
Laura Knight.
A History of the U. S. Navy, by Bell.
Excuse It. Please, by Cornelia Otis
Dudley Knox.
High School Son: A real boySkinner.
Westward Bound in the Schooner authority on all football and baseThis England, by Mary Ellen
j Yankee, by Capt. and Mrs. Irving
Men of Danger, by Lowell Thomas
Chase.
ball stars. Adventure mad:
Father A: A man who has every 1 Johnson.
The Life of Vice-Admiral Bligh. by
Three Wheeling Through Africa,
thing—if he wants anything, he buys
it. Serves on committees, reads a few MacKaness.
by Wilson.
Lives of Danger and Daring, by H
V. and Vansant Coryell.
From Coast to Coast with the U.
S Air Mail. Lewis E. Theiss.
The Falcon Mystery, by S. S
Smith.
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It is a Christmas gift repeated a hundred
and fifty-six times over.
Then, too, it is welcomed by every
member of the family.
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The Courier-Gazette is “Knox County s
Own Newspaper.”
Send orders any time.

Subscriptions may be started at once or
we will hold until the day before Christ
mas.
We send a handsome Christmas card
announcing the gift and the donor of it.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

17,

£very-Other-Day

1936

(^SNAPSHOT CUIL

IN BUENOS AIRES

Some Interesting and Sur
prising Points About City
Roosevelt Visited

CHRISTMAS SCENES

BOOK CORNER

When selecting Christmas gifts do not
forget that The Courier-Gazette makes one
of the best, because of the great good the
recipient gets from it.

December

i
1
1
j
j

What is the world's largest Span
ish-speaking ■ city?
Madrid? Nc
Buenos Aires. What is the third
largest city in the New World? Not
Detroit or Philadelphia. Buenos
Aires Where is the world's larges!
meat refrigerating plant? Chicago? I
Wrong again. Buenos Aires! And {
that's or^y a beginning
"Superlatives crowd fast upon one
another when one describes the
wealthy, hustling capital of Argentlna. where the Inter-American
Conference is scheduled to open on
Dec. I." says a bulletin from the
Washington. D C. headquarters of
the National Geographic Society.

< Chicago, New York and Paris. All in
One

j
i

I
A

picture like this will become a molt cherished possession a few years
hence. Begin your picture record now.

seems to be no longer any excuse for
goes, year after year, each so camera owning families falling to
much like the other, as we look make picture stories of every
back on them, that, unless we are Christmas holiday's good times.
The tree alone can be taken with
children, none seems to stand out
a time exposure by ordinary elec
in our memory.
We know that there was a tric light Illumination, plus the lights
Christmas tree and that, under of the tree, but, of course, for real
neath and around It, were piled story-telling pictures of Christmas,
a miscellaneous lot of packages and you want members of the family in
that the children had a joyful time them, pictures that call for split sec
opening them. But any details of the ond exposures. For these the flash
scene are usually too elusive to give bulb does away with any question of
us any particular pleasure—that is, exposure time because the flash is
unless we are among those who do always about 1/50 second of intense
not let Christmases go by without ly brilliant light, the picture being
taking pictures of the celebration. taken with the lens open. Almost
Those who customarily do this any kind ot camera that can be set
possess precious reminders of scenes for "time" or "bulb" action can be
that are entirely different each used.
year, chiefly because the principal
For taking a considerable number
actors in them, the children, grow of pictures, however, the longer
and change. Ten years ago Baby burning flood light bulbs are less ex
Willie was delighted with a Jack-in- pensive per picture. With an f.6.3
the-box but now it is young Master lens or faster and with two or three
Willie enthralled by his first elec of these lights burning in wall
tric train. The picture comparison sockets or floor lamps, snapshots
of Willie on these two Christmas may be taken at 1/25 second. If your
mornings is a joy to behold and, as camera is of the slower lens type or
the years go by. these pictures be a box camera, the Illumination must
be more intense. Rut flood lights tor
come more and more precious.
Now that indoor picture-taking such cameras are also available.
Another Christmas will soon be
has been so greatly simplified by the
invention of photographic flash here. Why not take some of these
bulbs and flood light bulbs for u-e pictures? The possibilities are endJOHN VAN GUILDER.
in the home at small cost. th?re i'less.

/CHRISTMAS comes and Christmas

I

"Buenos Aires, ‘cicty of good airs.'
though little known to most North
Americans, is one of the great cities i
of the world. Sprawling far over J
wide, flat prairies like Chicago; busy
seaport and bustling mart like New j
York; center of art. culture, and j
gayety like Paris. Buenos Aires rolls i
them all into one and adds a flavoring dash of the Argentine that makes
it different from them all.
"It is more miles from New York
to Buenos Aires than from San Fran
cisco to Tientsin, China but miles
mean little today. You can fly down
to Buenos Aires in five days or pick
up your telephone and talk to anyone
there without leaving your room. But
don't ask about the autumn weather,
for in Buenos Aires now it's spring!
“Stop the steady flow of ships to
and from Buenas Aires and millions \
soon would feel the pinch of hunger.
Wheat, beef. pork, mutton and but
ter roll In a steady stream from the
vast pampas of the Argentine into
Buenos Aires, then out again to the
markets of the world.
• • • •
“A single ranch among the many
that feed their products into Buenos
Aires has been known to possess
50.000 cattle, 25 000 hogs, and 1200
horses, and the city to ship 4000
pounds of butler daily to England
Railroads and waterways spread fan
like into the hinterland from Buenos
Aires to bring in the agricultural
products that are the chief source of
its amazing wealth. Its world-record
size refrigerating plant can handle
5000 cattle and 10.000 sheep a day.

Right Out Of The Air
By R F SERVICE

Happiest news of the year for Joe
••• Three mornings a week Eddie
Cook fans is that he starts the New i East and Ralph Dumke, The GelaYear right by starting a new radip tine Twins, broadcast their “Timid
series for the: Husbands' Club" so the male can
present sponsor j talk back to the wife without fear
of the Saturday ' of contradiction!
night Chateau,. .
Show will be*
••• Ed Wynn, "The Perfect Fool,"
heard on the Is back on the' airwaves Satur
same schedule ’ day nights.
nights, but
as the Chateau, he has a new
9:30 p.m., E.S.T., | idea. He takes
o n Saturdays 1 guest stars and
over the NBC I gives them serired network. For ) ous things to do
the Cook series, j — and then
the program spends most of
moves East to 1 the time poking
New York.
I f u n at them I
.Most of the I
Joe Cook
• • • Renewals celebrities like!
lead the news, j It, and Wynn I
"Husbands and Wives," NBC Tues- uses It as one of
day night feature, has Just been .his sure-fire
handed an extended engagement by , methods of get- ,
its facial cream sponsor. Sedley ting laughs.
Brown and Allie Lowe Miles nursed 1
Ed Wynn
this program from a local station to
•••Phil Baker
Its present popularity.
plans to do very little vaudeville thi»
year, because he says a radio star
•••Kathleen Wilson will play her cannot be true to two loves—and he
radio role in the chooses radio.
movie version of
“One Man's
♦••When a
Family" and, on “my sterious
the basis of widow'' entered
screen tests al Edgar Guest's
ready made, "Welcome Val
plenty of people ley" series, heard
are predicting Tuesday nights,
that there will tj,e program de
be more Holly veloped its first
wood roles for real mystery in
her later. Her more than a
face doesn't give year on the air.
the lie to this One of radio's
rumor and she favorite ac
was picked for tresses, BernarKathleen Wilson "One Man's dlne Flynn, who Bernardino Flynn
Family" in the is a star on her
first place because she could act.
own program. Is an important mem
•••Nomination for the dizziest ber of the cast.
title of the year: Colonel Stoop••• "There is
telling what
nagle's “The General Expired At,
Shall We Say, Six A. M." It was a you may hear
when ‘We. The
take-off on a film.
People,' speak.'
••• That Radio Theatre production That is the line
of "The Life of Philips Lord is
Louis Pasteur," making famous
starring Paul in his Sunday
Muni, hit a new programs. "We.
high in number The People." and
of players used. it is the truth,
Total of people radio experts
on stage during agree. From all
t h e broadcast walks of life real
was 76 with 23 People come to
of these actually the microphone
having speaking each week, with
parts. The rest Lord presenting
Phillips Lord
were members of them.
t h e orchestra,
production men.
•••In one week. Rudy Vallee play
actors for crowd ed five shows daily at a New York
Paul Muni
effects, etc. Ra theatre and for supper dancing at a
dio Theatre reg night spot In addition to rehearsals
ularly has the largest cast' of any and the broadcast of his famous
radio dramatic program.
Variety Hour.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

125 Miles Up the Rio de la Plata

VINALHAVEN

WASHINGTON

"Ships move In a steady procession
125 miles up from the mouth of the
mighty and muddy Rio de la Plata
(river of silver) to Buenos Aires, ris
ing on the flat river bank only 30
feet above high water level. Though
one of the world's busiest ports with
traffic rivalling the Panama Canal, it
has no natural harbor. The river at
Buenos Aires is so wide that you
cannot see across it except from a 1
high building on a very clear day, j
but so shallow that ships formerly i
had to anchor miles from shore. Two I
dredged channels bring vessels from
mid-stream direct to the great docks
and ship basins that line the busy i
waterfront.
• • • •

Charles Baum went Monday to Success attended the presentation
spend the winter In Boston.
of the comedy drama. "Mountain
Oeorge Gray was a visito- if S’ on- Mumps' by High School students
ington recently.
Monday night at the Grange hall.
Miss Mary Neilson was hostess
Mrs Alice Ware and Willard Ware
Tuesday night to the Knit Wi's.
were in Waldoboro recently on busi
Royal Arch Chapter will hold in
ness.
spection tonight, Thursday.
Harold Linscott and H. B Kaler
A cantata entitled The Gue of
Bethlehem" will be presented Sun- are having Christmas trees delivered
day night at Union Church.
by truck to Boston for disposal in
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge that city.
meeis Tuesday. A Christmas tree
Plans are being made by Supt. Mahand box lunch will be features.
lon Turner and the Sunday School
Mrs. Gia Ames was hostess Wed teachers for a Christmas program
nesday to Needlecraft Club Supper and tree to be enjoyed by the chil
was followed by a Christmas tree.
dren. Rehearsals are in order.
Mrs. Flora Brown returned Friday
On shore, Buenos Aires Is laid out i
John Howes suffered no usuries
from Rockland.
in checkerboard fashion with 1001
when
the
car
in
which
he
was
an
oci
Mrs Llewellyn Thomas is spending eupant became ditched recently near Parks and magnificent broad avea few days in Portland
Barker's Garage in Union. Damages nues. Like Washington, D. C„ it oc
A son was born Dec. 9 to Mr and to the car are estimated at $50.
cupies a federal district separate
Mrs. Thorolf Pet»rson.
from the provinces. Despite rapid
Curtis Webster returned Monday
growth it is a 'planned' city except ,
WEST
WALDOBORO
from Camden where he attended Po
in the older sections. There narrow
mona Grange.
The Laymen's Gospel Team will be I streets, now lined with tall buildings,
Miss Margaret Lowe visited Mon at Rev. J R Howse Church Friday ; are choked to capacity with traffic,
day in Rockland.
at 7.30 to take charge of the service.. but in one of the most congested,
Miss Helen Erickson has returned There will be a 20 minute live song Calle Florida, the long-suffering pe
to the Augusta General Hospital' service and also special selections, destrian comes into his own every
after spending a vacation with hei i If each of the 60 who were present afternoon at 4 p. m.l At that hour
mother Mrs. Charles Erickson
I Nov. 27 were accompanied by an- all vehicles are barred from the
street for four hours, and fashion-1
Mrs. Jessie Mossman and son Ger- other, the house would be filled.
aid were in Rockland this week on a
____________
able Buenos Aires parades on sidevisit.
walks and in the street on its way to
TENANT'S HARBOR
tea (which often is coffee).
Keith Kittredge returned Monday
UNION
from a visit in North Haven
“With a population fast approach
Raymond Cameron is visiting his
Mr and Mrs. Charles Boman en father, Capt. Niles Cameron of Burnt ing 2 250.000, the city is busily widen
George Mansfield has been elected tertained the Buddies recently.
ing streets, extending diagonal ave
Island Coast Guard.
Superintendent of the church school
nues and lengthening the sub
Mrs. Walter Polk underwent an op
to fill the vacancy caused by the eration this week at the Augusta
way lines already in service. Nearly
resignation of J. Clarence Moody.
MICK1E SAYS—
( one-fifth of all the people in Argen
General Hospital.
The recent rains have made ponds
MJrs. Alice McHenan returned
tina live here. In many ways Buenos
on the Haskell meadow and the Tuesday from Rowland.
Aires would make an American feel
TH'
BOSS
SEX
HElS
G
l
AO
ME
boys are having a good time skating.
at home, for he would find not only
LIVES 14 A SITY SMALL EUUFF
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Rowell of Burkettsubways, but also air-conditioned
THAT TW' reapers all take
Abial S. Carnes
• ville called Monday on their aunt
AH IHTEREST IH 1W TOI44
theatres, a 30-story skyscraper, tall
Abial Smith Carnes. 79. died from
Mrs. Mary Clark at the home of Mrs.
HEWSPAPER AU' BOOST FOR tT
est in South America, many movies
heart
ailment
and
effects
of
a
seAUP HE SEX ME'P HOT TRADE
Bertha Bryant.
(even shown free in restaurants), a
places wnw aht big (£rrv
The stores present an attractive ’ vere cold Saturday at hls home ui
financial center that resembles Wall
editor whose owe* chahceto
'
Milford.
N.
H.
Deceased
was
born
appearance in their holiday decoraGET AHT RESPOUSE FROM HIS
street itself, and enterprising news
J in this town, son of the late Simeon
, lions.
REAOERS IS TC PURPOSELY
papers full of world news in every
and
Celestle
(Pierce)
Carnes
PUBLISH TMIHGS TO MAKE'DA
Several members of "The Fislierimportant
language.
American
Interment was in Milford, the
j mans' League ' of Bangor were here
SORE. SO TWEY'LL WRITE
money has helped build Buenos Aires
bearers
being
James
Courage.
Sr..
Sunday and took charge of the
with investments in packing houses,
service at the Methodist Church, James Courage Jr.. Carl Chandler
public utilities and banks.
i There were also present several > Robert Courage, David Scruton and
•• •»
Harry
Stitham.
! friends from Rockland. A lively in
"Fortunes
are
made, and displayed,
He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
teresting and helipful meeting was
in
the
Argentine
Capital. Veritable
‘
Leonora
(Faster)
Carnes;
one
daugh-|
enjoyed.
palaces, homes'of the wealthy, line
There will be an all day meeting ter, Mrs. Samuel Wadsworth of
the fashionable avenues. On the im
[ of the Ladies’ Aid Friday. Husbands Cushing; one son, Arthur L. Carnes
posing Plaza de Mayo (named for
j of Milford; 11 grandchildren and 11
I are Invited to dinner.
the month of May in which Argen
Measles are prevalent in town and great-grandchildren.
tine won independence from Spain)
[ there are a few cases of scarlet fever.
stand the vast rambling 'pink house'
The American Legion Auxiliary
popular name for the rose-colored
! will hold public card parties Satur
government palace, the Banco de la
day night. Refreshments will be
I To help end it sooner,
Nacion and the pillared cathedral,
J served.
rub throat and chest with
suggestive of (Paris's Madeleine.
j
Miss Fannie Gushee of Appleton
"From the Plaza the broad Avecalled Monday on friends in this
J community.
nlda de Mayo, lined with fine hotels.
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
1-Sharp
52- The (Fr.)24- Scold
4-Spear-like weapon
53- 0iI from rose petals 25- Stop (Naut.)
9-Former Russian title 55-Walk leisurely
27-To bend
58-A Spanish nobleman 28- Bristle (Bot.)
13- Likewise not
14- Landing place for
60-Sprlngy
29- Bobolinks
planes
63- Ever (contr.)
31- Make a mistake
16- The sheltered side
64- Scantier
32- Charms
17- Employed
66- Unit
34-Fancy
19-Oirection toward
67- Act
36- To intend (Scot.)
which wind blows
68- Goes swiftly, as a
37- Date in Roman
21-One who rules for
horse
calendar
another
69- lndites
39-Series
23-City in Quebec
41-Ring shaped coral
province
VERTICAL
islands
24- Hinder
45- Short eared mastiff
26- A compass point
1- Was cognizant of
(Her.)
(abbr.)
2- Eternity
46- Consume
27- An order of
3- Unit of work
47- Guide
mammals
4- Sovereign
49-Gaze fixedly
28- Cut
5- Eager
51-Parts taken by
30-A heat-unit (pi.)
6- Notary Public (abbr.)
actors
33-Obliterated
7- Young horse
53- 0 Id
35- Fish eggs
8- Before
54- To corner
36- Prefix.
Upon
10- Serf
55- Wither
38-Samplers
Air
11- Combining form
56- Etruscan god
40-Turned on its axis
12- Anarchists
57- Deeds
42- Attorney (abbr.)
14— Grow old
59-Combining form.
43- Scotch river
15- Apparatus for de
Outside
44- Kitchen vessel
termining distances
61- Part of the foot
45- Declined
18-Check
62-Tavern
48- Revolves
20-Moistens
49-Thin
22-A book of the Bible 65-A land measure
50- Atmosphere
(abbr.)
(abbr.)
-------------------- SI

clubs, cafes and business buildings
extends more than a mile to the!
Plaza Congreso. where rises the j
domed Hall of Congress, resembling1
the Capitol at Washington.
So
eager is Buenos Aires to beautify her
self that an annual prize is offered
for the best-designed business and
residence buildings.
"Argentlnos are intensely proud of
their capital, which not only is the
largest city in South America but
•the largest south of the Equator’ as
well. It is one of the few large cities
of Latin America where people of
European ancestry unmixed with In
dian blood form practically the entire
population.*'

(Solution to previous puzzle)
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connection with the meeting of Har
CAMDEN
bor Light Chapter OE.S. A covered
Inspection of Amity Lodge. F.A.M
Miss Mary Reed is a patient at the dish supper was served by the losing
Children's Hospital in Portland as a team in the recent attendance con takes place Friday night, Turkey
result of knee trouble.
test, captained by Mrs. Jamieson supper at 6.30
Mrs. Gladys Smith and Mrs. Leola
Mrs Frances Carleton leaves to Wheeler to the winners, captained
Spaulding motored to Bangor yes
day for Mt. Dora. Fla., where she i bY Mrs Hsie Hawkins.
The table appointments featured terday.
will spend the winter.
Capt. Sidney B. Norton is a surgi
Alden Thurston arrived from New tiny decorated Christmas trees, poin
cal
patient at Community Hospital.
settias
and
lighted
candles,
and
at
York Monday to spend the holidays
Townsend Club meets tonight. A
with hls mother and sister. Mrs. the farther end of the hall was a
Mary Thurston and Mrs Eva Gould. large Christmas tree bearing the full attendance is desired as officers
will be elected.
gifts.
The Methodist Sunday School will
I Webb, secretary; Mrs. Nellie Clifford, Aina, Potatoes: Fourth, Walter
Agriculture
The Gift ball held in the Opera
Following the supper a brief busi
Among the poultrymen in the clcthing; Mrs. Evelyn Gray, foods; Henry, Thomaston; Maynard Thur- hold its Christmas tree Tuesday at ness session was held, the members House Tuesday night for the benefit'
the vestry at 7 o'clock. A social time
county who have installed flues in and Mrs. Leon Dodge, home manage- i low. Lincolnville.
then returning to the banquet hall of the Outing Club was a big sue • J
with music by the High School Or
their poultry houses are; Maynard'men^. The library is being carried
for a Christmas party. Joke gifts cess and a neat sum was netted j
Kinney. Thomaston; Foster Jameson. for the first time and the community! Marian Hobbs of Hope received chestra will follow.
were distributed and caused much The house was filled and beside the
The Trytohelp Club met Monday merriment, and in addition Worthy dancing, several acts of entertain
Waldoboro; ana Harold Hardwick. project is buying supplies for the sixth prize in her Ball Brothers contest in the State Seed Show at Lew night at the vestry. Work on Christ Matron Marion Cash and Worthy ment were enjoyed. At intermission
Boothbay. A recent call by County hall.
Whitefield: Mrs. Elizabeth Dun- iston. For this prize Marian received mas baskets occupied the time. Pre Patron Oliver Ingraham presented the drawing for the Plymouth sedan .
Agent Wentworth on Mr Hardwick
ceding the meeting supper was served the officers with gifts in appreciation held the attention of all. Frank T.
indicated that the flue was doing a ten. chairman; Mrs. Minnie Fowles, an award of $6.
to the volunteer workmen who were of the assistance rendered during Winchenbach. Jr. of Rockland was
• • • •
very good job of keeping the pen dry. secretary; Mrs. Grace Bailey, clothMr. Hardwick has a new double deck,in8. Mrs Hattie Hausen, foods; and
the winner. He is employed at W. D.
State Contest for all 4-H County engaged during the evening in paint their year in office.
pen, the upper deck completed, and Mrs. Edith Choate, home manage- Champions, club leaders and assis ing the walls of the audtttorium.
Character and radio sketches, and Heald’s garage on Elm street.
is housing his pullets. The lower, ment. The community project se- tants is being held Dec. 31, Jan. 1 and The re-decoration work is progres vocal solos by Miss Virginia Noyes
The date of the fourth annual
deck is still open, but with only a lected by Whitefield was the ex- 2 at the university of Maine. The sing rapidly, the ceiling being com accompanied by Mrs Edna Robbins charity food show at the Comique
single floor, the upper pen is very change of magazines.
program will include A. B. Graham pleted and the side walls ready for j at the piano furnished an enjoyable Theatre is Sunday. This show is
dry.
of Washington, D. C —Organizer of the second coat of paint.
program. The committee respon sponsored by the Camden-Rockport■ I I
Miss Estelle Nason, State Home the first Boys’ and Girls Agricultural
Miss Marion Weidman entertained sible for the successful affair was Lions Club and admission is by food
Several new bulletins are now Demonstration Agent, was present at Club in the United States. F. H. B. the G. W. Bridge Club Tuesday aft composed of: Mrs. Robbins and Miss ' stuffs or cash.
I SC
i
available at the Extension Service ’ the
planning meetings in North Heald of Scarboro, who organized the ernoon at her home on Russell ave Upham, entertainment; Mrs. Wheel- | Friends of Earle Belyea who was ’ Sr
Office, Rockland. No. 116 "Summer I Edgecomb and Whitefield, and gave a
first 4-H Club in Maine and is still nue.
er. tree; Mrs. Annie Spear. Mrs. Nina I injured by a fall on the ice at Hos-' Js
Shelters for Layers." and No. 117 short talk based on the book "Why leading, has been invited as special
The young people of the two Carroll. Mrs. Orra Burns and Mrs.' mer Pond Sunday, will be glad to
"More Summer Eggs." The new list Be Tired?" by Daniel W. Joselyn. guest. Dr. Arthur Hauck. President churches will unite in Christmas Lester Shibles. supper.
know the result was not serious.
Sr
of pullorum clean flocks will also be This book is in the Farm Bureau I”. ..
TTnlv—sitv will erect the carol singing to the shut-ins in vari
The name of Miss Ona Hamilton i
month.
Office „„„ « »
m ous parts of the town Thursday from THE GRAPEFRUIT AND THE PRUNES of Arlington, Mass., was called at the ( Mrf
communities desiring to read it.
Merrjn Ha„ TOursday at 4 p m 7 to 9.
Comique Theatre Tuesday night and
•(For The Courier-Gazette)
Edgar Smith of North Edgecomb
Listen, you city slickers,
as she was not present $180 will be
Dr. Arthur Deering. Dean of the ColSchools in town will close Friday And to you a song I’ll croon,
has bought another incubator. His
East Union is to have a planning jcge oj Agriculture and Director of for the Christmas vacation.
You have always claimed we live on fish given away next week
hatching capacity is now 58.000.
Caught by the light of the moon.
_
_ .
,
meeting Friday, at the Grange hah Maine Extension Service, will anThe Baptist Sunday School will
But we re on a city diet now.
George Coleman. Jr . W^et. has ; ^h Mfs UUa Morton and Mrfi
And we hope twill end right soon,
have a Christmas Tree Tuesday at
Church Notes
also bought a large mammoth maJones Qn the dinner cocmmit. certlf,cates
Believe it or not. we re living now
4.30 for the beginner, primary and
J
On grapefruit (bah!) and prunes.
Baptist Church. John W Hyssong.
cb^netee. Mrs. Jennie Payson, chairman.
junior departments. A program will
George Lord, Assistant Extension
Paw was fond of grapefruit.
be enjoyed and then Santa Claus will
Director and Farm Bureau Federa minister: Sunday services will begin He ate It night and noon.
Plans are being made for the Agri will preside.
South Thomaston is holding its tion Secretary, will award the $35 with morning worship at 11 a. m.; 1 But now he passes It sadly by
deliver the gifts to the children.
cultural Conservation Work for 1937.
And only lives on prunes
meeting today at the Grange Hall Federation prizes to the highest subject "The Lessons of the Man I Grandmaw's gone to Hollywood.
Miss Virginia Heald of Boston is'
Mailing lists are being prepared by)
t
,.
To dance to modern tunes—
guest
of her father, Marion Heald.
County Agent Wentworth, and later
Ruby
scoring clubs.
She
s
gained
a
brand
new
face
and
ger;’’ 12. Bible school; 6 o'clock,
figure.
The dinner committee will be Mr:
Miss Verna Gray was recent guest:
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. .Hunton have Christian Endeavor, Miss Feme On grapefruit
notices will be sent to this list re
Juice and prunes.
Makinen and Mrs. Annie Dennison been extended a special invitation
of friends in Rockland.
' Sr
garding meetings.
Whitney, leader; 7 p. m. Gospel ■ a wedding group is passing now
“Uncle Will," Maine Central Railsubject, "The Christmas i Suddenly the white bride swoons.
&
Dec. 8 in Rockport at tne home of road Industrial Agent has
at.
J
I The orange-blossoms reminded her
The schedule of Extension meet
Miss Lottie Andrews
Miracle, the Christmas Message, the ot a certain fruit—and prunes.
Mrs.
Paul.
Miss
Grace
Lawrence.
R
tending
gtate
Contests
for
the
past
ings for the coming week follows:
pea soup you'd surely tire
Miss Lottie Andrews. 63. tiled yes W
Song ” Christmas enter- I Of
you've eaten It many moons:
Washington. Dec. 18. Herbert Cun- j N.. was the guest speaker. She1 15 years and awarded much of the Christmas
.tainment
.
. and. ,tree at. the
.. .vestry Fri When
terday at her home on Union rtreet.
But there's nothing quite so tiresome
ningham's at 130 p. m.;West Rock-(showed two films—one
on "Posture $417650 given by Maine Central
| As these grapefruit and these prunes.
She was born In this town, daughter
port. Dec. 21,Henry Keller's at 1.30! and the other on "Careof the Feet, j Railroad t0 outstanding 4-H boys and day evening at 7.
of John and Carrie (Mitchell) An
!
"A
corn-cake
and
a
kiss
”
was
once
Methodist. Z Andrews, minister: , The slogan for a boom;
p. m.; Warren. Dec. 22; Waldoboro The hostesses were: Mrs. Marie Bis-, gjr]s
drews and her entire life was spent
At the morning service Sunday a But now it's all forgotten
Dec. 23. Philip Lee's, at 1.30. Poul- bee. Mrs. Minnie Paul. Mrs. ElizaSpor;<. and athletic contests State
i 'Mid the grapefruit and the nrunes
here. She was a member of the First
special Christmas message will be
V. H.
try housing and Accounts will be dis- beth Gregory, and Mrs. Mildreo 4-H banquet, meeting of the State
presented by the pastor and music
'With apologies to all Maine poets. Congregational Church. She leaves
Rhodes.
K
cussed.
one sister. Miss Marcia Andrews of
■ Leaders' Association, reports of Na- appropriate
the Chrlstmas season 1 especially Harold Vlnal).
tiomal Congress delegates, exhibits will be furnished by the choir. In
this place.
H. L. Richardson, poultry specialist., in Camden. Dec 9, at the meeting by County Champions make up other
The funeral will be held from her
the
evening
at
7
a
Christmas
concert
and H. G. Huber, agricultural engi- on "Ohristmas Wreaths and Sug- important parts of State Contest.
WE
BUY
residence
Friday at 2 o’clock. Rev.
will be given by members of the
neer. Extension Service, brono, will gestions" 20 Christmas wreaths were
The County champions in KnoxHorace I. Holt of Warren officiat jji
church
school.
be in the county Saturday. Dec. 19. made. Dinner was served by Mrs. I
Tnv'i'ted’are:”ouUfortl
ing Interment will be in Mountain
calling on poultry house demonstra- Eva Young and Mrs Hawi Clark jPayson Royce
and Wuliwn [
cemetery.
CLARENCE
E.
DANIELS
. , ,,
j ,,
. _
Banquet To Contest Winners
Mrs. May Young and
Mrs. "
Edna
tions.
"*
J *'
“ Stari
*“"* „
JEWELER
Hardy of Hope; Willard Howard. RuH
were in charge of the meeting.
ROCKLAND
dolph Hesselgren of Union; Philip' Masonic banquet hall was the 370 MAIN ST.,
HOPE
With the Homes
Pendleton, and Alma Annis of Sim- scene of festivities Tuesday night in,
4-H. Club Notes
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Keene were
onton; and Margaret Perry of Jef- j--------------------------------------------------.Sixtyvthree women attended the
weekend guests of Howard Coose.
Judging contests were held Dec 11 ferson; Beatrice Sidelinger and Lin
planning meetings this last week.
Several from here attended the
The following officers and project with the Alford Lake 4-H Club of wood Palmer. Jr. of Nobleboro; Bar
play givep Friday by the senior class
which Miss Annie M. Rhodes is lead bara Pinkham of South Bristol; Ar
leaders were elected:
of Camden High School. Harleth
Boothbay: Mrs. Ida Reed, chair-' er. Muffins and hemmed patches thur Beverage. Jr., of North Haven
Hobbs and William Hardy were in
man; Miss Arlotte Giles, secretary; were discussed by the Club Agent. All leaders and assistants during the
the cast.
Mrs Annie Adams, clothing; Mrs. Miss Clark, and then a judging con past year are invited
Mrs. Annie Haskell of Belfast is
test
was
held
on
each.
The
boys
•
•
•
»
Carrie Reed and Mrs. Janet Lewis,
visiting Mrs. Olive Noyes.
assistant, clothing; Mrs. Lottie But present judged beans. The program
The 4-H Club Leaders' Conference
Mrs. Rachel Noyes has employment
ler. foods; Mrs. Rosa Davis, assistant of work was completed for 1937 club for 1937 will be held on March 27.
in Camden.
A. The exact time and place will be an
foods; Mrs. Cora Nealon. home man work.—Club Secretary. Lois
Hope Grange met Saturday Din
agement; Mrs. Ettie Maclnnis. assist Nichols.
nounced later.
ner was served at noon, after which
• • • •
ant home management; and Miss Ar
the first and second degrees were
lotte Giles, librarian.
Knox-Lincoln boys and girls who
WALDOBORO
conferred on three candidates and
Edgecomb: Mrs. Marion Smith, exhibited at the State Seed Show at
these officers elected: Master. Elmer
chairman; Mrs. Inez Sherman, sec Lewiston received the following
True; overseer, Earl Ludwig; lectur
Mrs.
Bessft
Kuhn.
Mrs.
Gladys
retary; Mrs. Mollie Sherman, cloth prizes: Beans: fourth, Wilfred Hobbs,
er. Emma Simmons; steward. Her
ing: Miss Annie Adams, foods; and Hope;
Canning:
second. Clara Grant and Miss Marcia Blaney were
bert Hardy; assistant steward. Wil
Mrs. Laura Greenleaf home man-1 Brownell. Hope; third, Winona Dow, visitors Monday In Portland.
liam Hardy; secretary Emily Ho'cbs;
Miss Isabelle Kaler has returned
agement. A children's clinic is to Jefferson; fourth. Marian Hohb:
treasurer, Frank F. Payson; chaplain
be held in Edgecomb.
Hope; Helen Fish. Jefferson; Mar from Portland where she has been a
Mrs. Etta Fernald; gatekeeper, Alden
North Edgecomb: Mrs. Ruth Hag- guerite Millay. South Liberty; Sweet patient in the State Street Hospital.
Allen; Ceres, Katherine True; Po
gett, chairman; Mrs. Mary Jane. Corn: Fourth. Marry Kierstead,
Mrs. O. E. Ludwig has returned
mona. Gertrude Hardy; Flora. Mary
from Westerly. R. I.
Allen; lady assistant steward, Har
A. L. Shorey, Earle Sipear and
leth Hobbs; executive committee for
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay were in
three years. Everett Hobbs, John
Damariscotta Wednesday night and
Marriner was elected for one year in
there served as judges in the Junior |
place of Elmer True.
prize .Speaking contest at Lincoln
M. B. Hobbs Is delivering Christ
Academy.
mas trees In Philadelphia.
The first and second degrees 'were
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer True and Mrs.
conferred on one candidate MondayRaymond Ludiwig were visitors Mon
night af Meenahga Grange. During
day in Portland. Miss Katherine
the Lecturer's Hour Guy Waltz en
True returned with them to Sabbattertained with solos accompanying
tus where she is teaching.
himself on the harp and Keith Davis
played the violin. Plans were made
R E. Ludwig is carrying a nice
for a Christmas tree with gifts for |
line Of hosiery, handkerchiefs, sta
children to be the feature at the
tionery and other gifts for Christ
mee’.ing next Monday.
mas.—adv.
151-lt
The Lions Carnival given in the
X9V’LL
f«’cin«le,l “hen you mt the
High gchool auditorium Wednesday
APPLETON
G*E Gtlorama Dial flash from red to a
night was well attended. Beano
brilliant green at the circuit of this G-E
roruted Tone Radio automatically ana pa
proved the event of the evening and
High School Notes
‘B,°
,uninS of the station you
S food table was liberally patronized.
lre ®**[*n*- »ul you "
*n e'en greab
Principal William Darroch an
er thrill when you listen to the whoh
Door prizes totaled $25. The pro
nounced for the second ranking
new range of tones brought to you foi
ceeds will go to the Boy Scouts.
TONERuSo. b’
F0C‘JSED
period that those on the A honor roi!
The meeting of the Woman s Club
are: Esther Wardsworth, Julia
Tuesday afternoon was given over to
Brown; B honor roll, Phillip Keene,
the Federation Department of the
ONLY
Eleanor Puller, Eleanor Griffin,
$22.50
American Home. A program planned
Natalee Mink. Arnold Pilman. Rich
VP
by Mrs. Faith Hinckley Powley the
ard Sukeforth, Ida Williams, Caro
Before you buy »»$> ra
State chairman, was ably carried out;
lyn Pease and Paul Gushee.
dio b« aura to set and
hear the new G-Ea The
by the committee, (Mrs. Neva Red
truly remarkable /retSupt. Jason Tibbetts visited the
•rrt and r-ilufi they of
Matures
man. Mrs. Ida Stahl and Mrs. Bessie
fer will prove to your
school
recently.
G-h
(
<>l
<>rama
eyea. eara and pocket
Kuhn. Opening with the singing of
book that G-E la the
Dial
Students are selling Christmas
ea/y radio for you*
G-L Automatic
“Herne Sw’eet Home” the numbers
Come In today and con
I
Frequency
seals for the benefit of the Red Cross.
vince yoursslfl
Control
included readings and solos with
G-fc Ixwal Si*,
Miss Dorothy Gushee of the sopho
•ton Permessages from Massachusetts and
more class has been seriously ill.
•onalirer
v-E Silent TunVirginia. It was a unique program
The senior class will continue the
v 17* Control
C*L Muaieand proved most interesting. Tea
PURCHASE
social after the Christmas vacation.
Jpeeeb
was served by the hostesses. Twenty_ _ < oninil
NOOEL E-105 Eaewasd T«
YOUR
The school will start working on a
C-F. Sliding
two members were in attendance.
G-t Rule TunCalareaa DiaL Automatic Frequency (
high school play at an early date.
RADIO
reraoaaliaee. Sentry Bos. Sliding-rule Tuning
The next meeting will be a Christ
c r Sentry
Sca,e
Scale. 12-lneb Stabilised Dynamic Speaker. Mu^
C-E
Box
Plans are being made for a win
ON OUR •
ir-Speerfa Control. Baaa and Treble Compenaa*
G-E Stabiliaed
mas observance with tree for the
lion. 10-MeUl Tub«. S-Band. Tuning Range i
DEFERRED
ter carnival, teams of boys and girls
pynamle
Standard Braadcaata. Police Calla, Aviation, Amachildren,
z. _ ?P**ker
taara. International Sbort-wave. Auto
to represent the school at some of
PAYMENT
Metal
matic Volume Control 10 Watte jJQQ QTubes
the neighboring carnivals.
PLAN
C-E Custom*
For a desert supreme, slice the
Craft
i
George Griffin and Benjamin
( OBVERAI^EIECTBIC
Ceblneta
Fro-Joy Butter Pecan roll in 4 or 9
Mitchell are employed on a National
slices, pour over Hot Chocolate Sauce
Youth Project at the schoolhouse.
and you’ll have a most delicious
Chocolate Pecan Nut Sundae. Your
Dolls and toys. 1-2 price to close
nearby Ice Cream dealer will take
out. Splendid Christmas opportun
442 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 721
your order for delivery Christmas
A GOOD PLACE TO BUY GOOD FOOTWEAR
ity. Stonington Furniture Co., 313morning.—adv.
325 Main St., Tel. 980, Rockland.-

ROCKPORT

With Extension agents

<0

AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

y

this Christmas

1

G. W. Palmer & Son

c?

ft
ft

JEWELERS

2gft

A FEW SUGGESTIONS

$2.50 and up ft
$5.00 and up ft
25c and up ft
$3.00 and up
$1.25 and up

Brush, Comb and Mirror Sets,
Rings, most appropriate gifts,
Chromium Ash Trays,
Chromium Cocktail Shaker Sets,
Party Bags,

WRIST WATCHES
ft
HAMILTON
ft
BULOVA
WALTHAM
ELGIN
ILLINOIS
$2.95 to $7.00 ft
Mickey Mouse and New Haven,
Others at $6.50 and up

$12 to $75

2

2£
2
I

SPECIAL ITEMS

PICTURE FRAMES ((either and metal)
SCISSOR SETS, BILL FOLDS, KEY TAINERS,
FOUNTAIN PEN AND PENCIL SETS,
ft
CARBONATED WATER SYPHON SETS,
£
BRASS LAMPS. CANDLE STICKS,
ft
FIRE LIGHTERS
PERSONAL INITIAL BROOCHES, BRACELETS
AND TIE HOLDERS
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50
§
£
You will find literally hundreds of splendid
ft
Gift Bargains, priced at extremely low fig£
uics for we must reduce our stock.
£

J3

I G. W. Palmer & Son «

OLD GOLD

g

0^,

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

YOULL ALWAYS BE GLAD YOU BOUGHT A G-E

M'LAIN SHOE STORE

i48&151&153

432 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.

adv. •

C. W. Proctor, Prop.
MAIN AND WINTER STS.,

ROCKLAND, ME. £

£

DOES CHRISTMAS ALWAYS
ARRIVE BEFORE YOU ARE

Ready?
You enjoy Christmas. You like to buy
toys for the children and gifts for rela

tives and friends — if only Christmas

would not come before you could get

ready for it—before you could get the

necessary money to enable you to buy

[ ecw
OUR 1937

CHRISTMAS

HEE3 £

as you wish.

There is only one way to save your
self from this yearly, last-minute, hurry

and worry of shopping—that is to join
our 1937 Christmas Savings Club
forming. Do it now.

now

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
ROCKLAND,

CAMDEN,

UNION,

VINALHAVEN.

WARREN

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

Holiday Goods A§
****

4

NEW LINES—NEW MERCHANDISE
A

RADIOS
ELECTRICAL GOODS, SPORTING GOODS

SKIS

SLEDS

SKATES

;

ft

TOOLS

RUBBER FOOTWEAR

SHOES
SLIPPERS
CLOTHING
STATIONERY
TOILET ARTICLES

«
'J

NOTIONS

ft
§

CROCKERY

GLASSWARE
* * * *

* F. W. GORDEN & SON
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

UNION, MAINE

2
1 . Q
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to play Ellsworth High School Friday by his mother. Mrs. George V. Hanly |
of this town, went yesterday to Con
in Andrews gymnasium, at 7:30.
Henry Knox Chapter. Royal Arch cord. N C.. where they will be guests
Mrs. Minnie Wilson was hostess
to Baptist Woman's Mission Circle Chapter, was inspected Friday night of Mrs. Pauline Goodman, for the
on the Mark Degree. The inspecting holidays.
at her home on Main street. Tuesday
• • • •
officer was R. E. Comp.. Albert E
White iCross work was done and Anderson, grand scribe, of Pcrtland
Engagement Announced
plans made to send articles to a A supper, served1 foy members of
Mr. and Mrs. William Belasco an
Christian center in Rhode Island. Grace Chapter O ES. preceded the
nounced the engagement of their
Plans were also made to make more work.
daughter. Phyllis Mae. to Sherman
During the Bible School hour at
of a study of the Christian centers ln
the Baptist Church next Sunday Frank Wotton. of Friendship Miss
the United States, at the remainder
morning a novel plan will be carried Belasco was graduated from the
of the meetings. Tea was served dur out to provide articles for distribu Thomaston High School in the Class
ing a social hour. Those who at tion by the Beta Alpha Club as part
tended were Mrs. John Marshall. of its Christmas work. The pupils of 1933 and frem Farmington Normal j
She taught the
Mrs. Carrie Butler and Mrs. Emma of Mrs. Singer's class will sponsor a School in 1935
Wyllie. of Warren. Mrs. Lucy Sillery. White Christmas Tree and all Sun-1 Longfellow School, in Cushing, last
Mrs. Clara Sawyer. Mrs Abbie Shaw. day School members are requested to , year and this year is instructor in
Mrs. Edith Kilborn. Mrs. John Brown take food, clothing, canned gcods cr the fourth grade in the local public
Mrs. Albert D. Davis. Mrs. Nellie toys wrapped in white paper. These
schools. Miss Belasco is an active 1
Turner. Mrs. Grace Andrews. Mrs. packages will be placed on the tree
Dora Kalloch and Mrs Minnie New during a march and the singing of member of the Rubinstein Club. I
Rockland's most prominent musical
bert.
Christmas carols.
organization, and is well known in
Mrs. John Carlton Mason and I
Edward O B Burgess went Tuesday ' this locality as a talented violinist. S
daughter. Joan, who have been I
to New York city for a brief visit, Mr. Wotton is the son of Mr. and .
guests of her mother. Mrs. John j
with Miss Matilda Burgess enroute J Mrs Walter H Wotton and attended
Hanley, for a few days, returned j
to Cocoa. Fla., where he will spend the Thomaston High School, gradu
Tuesday to North Easton, Mass.
the remainder of the winter with his ating wtlh the Class of 1926. He
Twenty-seven members of the
daughter Mrs. Norman L. Wolf and completed his course at the General J
Beta Alpha Club met Monday night j
Electric Apprentice School, in Lynn.
at the home of Mrs. Alpheus Jones, I Mr. Wolf.
Mrs. Ralph Smith, daughter Doro Ma s., in 1932 and is naw employed
During the business meeting plans
were completed for the Christmas j thy. and son Russell, of Framingham. by that company as a tool maker
boxes and refreshments were served | Mass., were weekend guests of Mr. Mr. Wotton is a member of the
Meduncook Lodge F AM in Friend
by Mrs. Hilda S. Keyes. Mrs. Amy and Mrs. William T. Smith.
Mrs. Karl Stetson entertained ship.
Tripp. Mrs. Anne Condon and Mrs
The wedding will be an event of
members of her bridge club at a
Charlotte Libbey.
Miss Eliza Whitney went Wednes Christmas party- Monday night at the early summer.
• • • •
day to Quincy. Mass., where she will her home on Main street. There
Mrs. Adelaide W. White
be guest of Mr and Mrs. George York were two tables of bridge prizes being
awarded Mrs. Howard J Beattie and
for several weeks.
Christian Science services were
WC.T.U.. meets Friday in the Mrs. Dana Stone. Later a joke read by Mrs. Francis P. Ficher of
Baptist vestry at 2:30. All members Christinas tree was much enjoyed
and lunch served by the hostess. i Rockland for Mrs Adelaide W.
are urged to be present.
Other
guests tjere Mrs. William White. Wednesday afternoon at the
Mrs. Me.rian Williams recently en
Vinal.
Mrs.
Ellis C. Young. Mrs. Cushing funeral home, and burial
tertained at a luncheon bridge at her
Edgar
A.
Ames.
Mrs. Heibert Wheel I was made in Thomaston cemeteryhome on Fluker street, her guests be
Mrs. White was the widow of J
er.
Mrs.
Douglass
Vinal and Miss
ing Mrs. Orville Williams. Mrs. Jose
i Dexter White and for the past 15
phine Tabbutt. and Mrs. Lilla Wil Eleanor F. Seeber.
Mrs. Edna Young, vice president of ! years had made her home in this
liams. who was awarded the prize
for top score. Mrs. Williams was the Third District Council of the town She was bom in Skowhegan
also hostess Friday night at bridge, American Legion Auxiliary', accom March 12. 1854. daughter of John
those in the party being Mr. and panied by Mrs. Shirley Williams and and Susan (McIntire) Weston.
She is survived by a daughter Mrs
Mrs. Orville Williams. Mr. and Mrs. her mother. Mrs. Josephine Tabbutt.
Weston Young. Mr. and Mrs. Warren motored Wednesday to Lewiston i Maude Conant of Skowhegan and
Knights and Kenneth Caler. Prizes where they were guests of the Second Norfolk, Va.; and four grandchildren.
Arthur Wasson, of New York city.
were awarded Mrs. Williams, Mr. District at a meeting in Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Hanly. Miss Rachel Conant or Exeter. N. H
Caler and Mr. Young.
The boys' and girls' basketball daughter. Corrallie, and Miss Flo ’ Mrs. Margaret Dickenson and David
teams of Thomaston High School are deVinney of Rockland, accompanied I Conant, both of Norridgewock.

In Everybody’s Column

THOMASTON

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

Advertisements In this column not to
txceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time
10 cents for three times. Six words
make a line.

Give Mother or Sister One of Our

r

Liberal Trade-in Allowance

Easy Terms

'K

5.'■.’f

LOST AND FOUND

1

COLLIE pup lost, seven months,
answers to name of Duke SUSAN M
SPtAR Talbot ave . Tel. 207-R 151-153
TAN and white male hound pup lost
MAURICE HARDINO 2 North Main St..
City.
151-153

Our service has satisfied thousands of customers
...note ue offer the finest radio values of the year

Or One of the Most Popular Among the
Hollywood Stars—

Duart

WANTED
ROOM and board in private family I
wanted alter Jan. 1. Address H W. j
CRANDALL, care ol W H OLOVER CO
151*153

You’ll want one of these
radios designed to cele
brate the National Broad
casting Company's tenth
birthday. Our radio ser
vice has been famous in
this city for years. Let
us show you why these
anniversary models give
you more for your money.
Special trade-in terms!

Special Prices On All Waves
Evening Appointments If Desired

FOR SALE
ONE pipe furnace tor sale Used 3
seasons. Price right. FRED FERNALD.
Tel. 575.
151-153
TUXEDO for sale, size 43. very sllghtlv
used Tel 807-W Rockland
151-153
MACHINES for making barrels with
metal hoops, for sale Cash, or will ex- |
change for cedar shingles. Call W F
TIBBETTS. 297-W.
151*152 i
D ir H cone cleaned anthracite >15 per
ton; Pocohontos soft coal *8 50; coke *11.
All rail coal. W F TIBBETTS. Tel
297-W.
151*153

* Here's a Metal Tube, Edgelighted dial, console radio typ
ical of the RCA Victor-NBC
10th Anniversary Models. A
rare buy— Ask for Model 7K.

*79

New Wireless Frederick Waves

.95
terms if
you wish

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
151

xtwwswww’wwwww’WWFrcg’wrwwx'e'crctcireK’g’ers'c:'''

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
286 MAIN ST.

,\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\'
2

AVER’S

WATCHMAKER—watches, clocks, an
tiques. all kinds, repaired Call and
dellver S ARTHUR MACOMBER 23 i
Amesbury St. Rockland. Tel 958-J
151*13
NOTICE — The owners of Matured
Stock Certificates No 207. No. 208 No.
209 No. 220 and No 221 Issu'd by the
Rock.and Loan and Building Association
have notified the Association that said
Certificates have been lost, and that
they request duplicates of same ROCK
LAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIA
TION By H O GURDY. Secretary Rock
land. Maine December 16. 1936
J5I-Th-157

THE LEAGUE STARTS

The Sign-of-the-Ship Gift Shop.
3 Elliot street. Thomaston, is nowshowing an unusually attractive line
of gifts for Christmas Suited to all
purses. You are invited to call and
see them.—adv.
150-151

*£^Below are a few suggestions:

FOR MEN «€

g

And Both Thomaston Teams
Begin Where They Left |
Rev. Howard A. Welch will speak

< FOR BOYS

DRESS SHIRTS
FLANNEL SHIRTS
FANCY SWEATERS
FANCY STOCKINGS
FANCY NECKTIES
LINED GLOVES
WOOL MITTENS
NIGHT SHIRTS
PAJAMAS

SCHOOL SHIRTS
SCHOOL PANTS
LACED LEG PANTS
GOLF STOCKINGS
HEAVY WOOL STOCKINGS
MITTENS
GLOVES
ZIPPER JACKETS
MACKINAWS
SWEATERS

on. "Christmas 1936 ' at the Baptist
Off Last Season
'
Church Sunday morning. Church
awfully hard to pick out just what the rereiver will want,
school will be at 12. The cantata.
The
Knox-Lincoln
Basketball I
so any article purchased here may bc returned or exchanged after
“His Natal Day" by Norman, will be League opened in Thomaston Tues-'
Christmas.
presented in the auditorium at 7
day
night
when
the
home
boys
railI
o'clock with 30 mixed voices, under
the direction of Chester Wyllie. with roughshod over Rockport High. Long
Mrs Wyllie playing the accompani before the first half had ended the
Dolls and toys. 1-2 price to close ment. Those having parts will be: visitors recognized the handwriting.
out. Splendid Christmas opportun Mrs. Ruby Kalloch, Mrs. Doris Over The score at the end of the half
ity. Stonington Furniture Co.. 313- look. Mrs. Mildred Berry. Mrs. Mabel
was 26 to 4. Rockport did much bet- '
325 Main St.. Tel 980. Rockland — Peabody. Miss Hilda Aspey, Mrs.
Jennie Kenniston. Miss Olive Teague, ter in the second half but the lopsid
adv.
Miss Janet Wade, Miss Jeannette ed contest ended 54 to 18. The score: j
Overlook. Lois Bazemore. Elizabeth
Thomaston
Kenniston. Ann Norwood. Miss Vir
G
F
P
tf ginia Moody. Mrs. Ruth Perry. Mrs. C. Delano, rf ........ 7
2
1C I
Punty and frejkneu in Ckh«tmo»
tf Eva Maxey, Mrs. Avis Norwood. Mrs Day, rf .................. 6
candies is your first tkowgkt ond
0
12
Z Hazel Pease. Mrs Helen Borneman, Anderson, lf .......... 0
it kos been ours, in providing a
0
0
bg vonoty of tke vocy best
z Miss Annie Starrett, Miss Mary Merrill, lf ............... 5
3
13
1
5
tf Trone. Miss Phyllis Perry. Miss Freda B. Delano, c ............ 2
I
PECANS
Moody, Miss Virginia WyUie. Rev Upham, c ............... 4
0
8
Dress up your home for Christmas . . . sav
Mr. Welch. Howard Welch Jr.. Roger Elwell, rg ............. .. 0
0
Apex—Bleached
0
Merry Christmas with enduring gifts . . .
0
gifts that will beautify and add comfort to
0
z Teague. Fred Kenniston. Roland Jealous, ig ............. o
Lb. 33c
your home. Come to Rockland’s leading
Berry and Harold Overlook. The Comery. lg .............. 0
0
0
z
hezne furnishers ... see the grand array of
children's concert will be held the
Christmas gifts . . . inspect their Qualitv
z
Sunday following Christmas.
24
54
Tcst?d workmanship and the reasonable
Rockport
CAMELS, CHESTERFIELDS, OLD GOLD. LUCKY STRIKE
prices . . . We don’t ask you to buy . . . just
The Congregational Sunday school
tf
shop and compare.
G
F
tf wUl be given a Christmas party at
Daucett. rf .......
2
1
tf 2:30 Tuesday at the chapel, arrange
0
ment In charge of Mrs. Laura Jame Burns, rf ..... ;........ 0
tf
Kenney, lf ............. 0
son and Mrs. Anna Starrett.
0
tf
0
The Baptist primary and junior Welch lf ................ 0
Florida Juicy
Fancy Steer
tf
0
0
departments will enjoy a Christmas Caln, lf ................
Oranges,
doz
29c
Pot Roast,
lb 22c
1
tf party at the vestry Tuesday at 2 E Noyes, c ............. 1
Northern Spy
0
tf o'clock. A tree will be held Tuesday Turner, rg ............... 0
Apples,
6 lbs 25c Lamb Fores,
lb 12c
Noyes, rg ........... ..... 0
0
tf at 7 in the vestry.
Spear,
rg
.................
3
Eighteen were present Monday at
tf
Rider, lg ................. 1
0
tf the meeting of the Knox County Ames, lg ................. 0*
f
0
Ministerial Association, held at the
tf
Congregational Church. The paper
tf
PINE TREE DIVISION
18
on the co-cperatlve movement In
Referee—Wotton.
tf industry taken from Edward Filene's
No less relenting were the Thom
tf address was presented by Rev. Cor
EAGLE
aston
girls, for they held complete
win
Olds,
pastor
of
the
Rockland
tf
mastery
of
the
floor
in
a
game
which
Congregational Church, and was fol
Mrs. Vida Sylvester has returned
tf
lowed by epen discussion. The next ended 44 to 18.
to Sunset after caring for the home
• • • •
tf
meeting will be at the Littlefield
Tomorrow night Lincoln Academy of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Brown for two
tf Memorial Church. Rockland.
is
playing Camden High, in Camden, weeks.
tf
George Buck of Ellsworth and after which there will be no further
Mrs. Laura Brown has been called
tf Searsmont has bought the Clover
to Sunset by illness of her father.
league gomes until Jan. 7.
tf Farm Store, and Is occupying the
George Dodge.
tf I apartment above it, having moved dam. Ten men are at present em
Mr. and Mrs. Eari Brown have re
here from Bisworth.
turned from a vacation.
tf
ployed there.
Funeral services for Edward LampMiss Adria Bracey is visiting Mrs I
Data on the Bi-centennial cele
tf
inen. drowned Sunday night in North bration will be placed in a sealed Richard Howard in Warren.
tf
Pond, will be held at the home to strong box in the Mathews Memorial
The painting at the schoolhouse
tf day at 1 oclock. Burial will be at
Library,. Building to be opened ICO has been completed.
tf Sterling.
Chester Stinson was a visitor Sun
years hence. Maps, historical ac
tf
The temporary bridge over the counts, anything of interest may be day at th? home of Mr. and Mrs.
tf Georges, middle road to Union, is contributed by any resident. Con Earl Brown.
George Sylvester was a recent
tf completed and in use. The derrick tributors may get in. touch with MLss
for use on the permanent bridge has Edna F. Boggs or Chester Wyllie soon visitor on Eagle.
Every man enjoys re
tf
been assembled. High water, since as tho committee will seal the box
ceiving a smoker for
tf
the heavy rains of last week, have before the new year.
FRIDAY NIGHT
Christmas. We have a
tf delayed the building of the coffer
Mr. and Mrs. B. O. Moody of South
style to meet hts fancy
tf
Windsor were callers Sunday at the I
... a price to fit your
tf
•StCe’C'MW’CWCiPC'W* heme of Mrs. Laura Starrett.
Mr. and Mrs. George Oonla re
purse. Let's club to
tf
*
$275.00
turned Sunday to Quincy. Mass.,
FIRST AWARD.
$15000
tf
gether and give “Dad"
SECOND AWARD,
S125.0I
after being weekend guests of Mr,
tf
SUGGESTS
a real nice smoker . . .
and Mrs. P. D. Starrett.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
tf
select it at Burpees.
tf
H*#<*«*****»*****«**»**». ^* *«•«••••••• •«• gg
FOR ANY MAN

--

1

WILLIS AYER

CANDY
carton $1.19

CIGARETTES,

RIBBON CANDY,
2 lb box 31c
FLOUR,
BEST 0 LltK 24‘ i Ib bag 79c

GIFT SUGGESTIONS FOR THE HOME
Three-Piece Living Room Set,

5?

it

49.00

Triple Studio Divans,

19.95

Inner Spring Mattress,

18.00

Jfk'i

19.00

Give Him a

J

SMOKER
$5.00 up

Buy all your Christmas gifts on the
Budget Plan at Burprt's. A sma'I
down payment . . . the balance
NEXT YEAR.

BANK NITE

BURPEE & LAMB

Cedar Chests $16.50
Coffee Tables,

<$>Ci6ver Farm Stores?*

Use Tbe Budget Plan

Floor Lamps, $4.50
Bridge Lamps, 3.50
2.00
Table Lamps,
4■

2

2.00

Lounge Chairs,

We believe we have Rockland’s
finest display of lamps . , . Table
Lamps , . . Floor Lamps . , . Bridge
Lamps . . , they are gifts that
brighten and cheer every home . . .
everybody likes to have Santa bring
them a lamp. Buy it on the Budget
Plan.

$69.00

Four-Piece Bedroom Set,

Card Tables,

GIVE A GIFT
OF CHEER
... A LAMP

A XMAS GIFT

4.98

tf

End Tables,

1.25

Book Cases,
Boudoir Chairs, 6.95

Magazine Racks 1.25
9x12 Rugs,

34.00

A Desk
For Every
Home

tf

A desk adds charm
to any room setting
• . . it's a gift sure
to beautify your home
as well as be a con
venience and pleas
ure to every number
of the family. Shop
af But pen's for desk
values.

tf

'n .«.

tf

tf
tf
tf

tf
tf
tf
tf
tf
tf

tf

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

HOME-AG.-FAX

tf

fc

361 MAIN STREET

f

Christmas

This Christmas Give

■Zl

ft

HPCOnly six more shopping days to Christmas.
Have you done your shopping yet? If not, don’t
delay if you expect to get good selections'^

WARREN

THOMASTON

TEL. 826

ROCKLAND

TEL, 450

tf
tf
tf
tf

SHIRTS
Wc Feature the
IMPERIAL

$1.50 to $2.00
SILK STRIPES AND
PURE SILK

$2.50 to $3.00

.«.

I
I

Jg

The buying power f the net In
come of farmers as r group is the
highest in 17 years, : : c-ding to the
U. S. bureau cf agricultural
economics.
• • • *
Per capita consumption of citrus
fruits increased from 32 pounds in
1921-25 to 48 pounds in 1931-35.
Apple consumption, meanwhile, de
clined from 66 to 59 pounds.
• • • •
“Potatoes from the Consumer's
Standpoint" is the latest bulletin is
sued by the University of Maine Ex
tension Service. Crono, from whom
copies may be obtained.

READ THE

-*ANT ADS.

THE

C0IUBD9

STAR TARZAN
ESCAPES
H

CHARLES
STARRETT
»hl> IRIS .MEREDITH

i

O’SULLIVAN

Bitrd upon th* characters
errated hy
Edgar Rice Buriauch*
Dittrltd

bv

RICHARD THORFt

TODAY
EDMUND LOWE in
“MAD HOLIDAY’’

TODAY
KATHARINE HEPBURN
HERBERT MARSHALL
in
“A WOMAN REBELS”

PARKS StrandS.

Every-Other-Day
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^Society
Wilbur Frohock was home from
Brown University for a very brief
holiday visit, returning Tuesday.
Mrs. Evelyn White has returned
from New Rochelle, N. Y.

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hanley left
yesterday for Concord, N. C. where
they will visit Mrs. Hanley's mother,
Mrs. Pauline Ooodiman. They were
accompanied by their daughter, Miss
Ooralee Hanley and Mr. Hanley's
mother from Thomaeton.

Miss Emma G. Shields was an
interested visitor at Purchase street
school Tuesday. It was her first visit
to the scene of her last teaching since
her retirement eighteen years ago.
Miss Shields expressed her pleasure
at the well-ordered and plleasant
rooms of the old familiar building
and had the pleasure of meeting the
new superintendent George J. Cum
ming.

Frank S. Sherman yesterday en
Methebesec Club will' meet Friday
tered Knox HospitaO, where an at 2:30 at the Bok Home for Nurses,
operation was to be performed upon with Miss Ellen Daly as hostess. In
him today.
addition to the papers there will be
a Christmas observance, and in this
In the Sunday Telegram on the connection members are again re
society page appeared a charming minded to take gifts for welfare dis
picture of Mrs. George S. Williams, tribution among children, each gift
remembered by 'many Rockland well wTapped and plainly marked
people as Mrs. Florence Ellis. Ac with age and sex of child.
companying the portrait was this
Miss Charlotte Buffum wil) be hos
inscription: “A ‘Novel Evening’ will
be sponsored Wednesday evening, tess to the Diligent Dames, Friday
Jan. 6, by the Hospital Aid in the afternoon at her home on Grove
Augusta City Hall for the benefit of street.
the Augusta General Hospital. The
affair will take place the evening be J The Auxiliary to S.U.V.. will meet
fore the inauguration. Mrs. George Friday night, with Mrs. Brewer and
S. Williams, a prominent Augusta •Mrs. Noonan acting as hostesses.
matron, who was active in last year's
Dolls and toys. 1-2 price to close
plans for the charity ball, will be
general chairman this year. Mrs. out. Splendid Christmas oppor'.unWilliams is a member of the Cecelia , ity. Stonington Furniture Co., 313Club and a popular hostess at Au j 325 Main St., Tel. 980, Rockland.—
J adv.
gusta.”

Laurence MacAUister is spending
a few days in Portland on business.
>
-------Mrs. Wesley Thurston entertained
T Club Friday night the members
being busily engaged with Christmas
sewing. The next meeting will be
in the form of a Christmas party,
with a tree ’n everything to be held
at the home of Mrs. Earle MacWil
liams. with Mrs. E. Carl Moran, Jr.,
as assisting hostess.
Teachers at the McLain building
partook of a covered dish supper
Tuesday night at the home of Miss
Katherine Veazie. Shaw avenue. The
other hostesses were Miss Jeanie Mc
Conchie and Miss Hazelteen Watts.
A joke Christmas tree furnished
much amusement. The guests were
Mrs. Maude S. Comins, Mrs. Kath
leen Burkett, Miss Mabel Stover,
Miss Nellie Hall. Miss Edith Straw.
Miss Louise Dolliver, Miss Margaret
Stevens and Mrs. Elsa Constantine.

Page Seven
Mrs. Wilbur Cross entertained decorations were effectively used in
place cards etc., and also was car
Thimble Club Monday night.
ried out in the refreshments. Mayor
The Itooevik Club members, accord Thurston, calling for the “Mrs." ac
ing to an old custom, made merry at j cepted an urgent Invitation to Join
a Christmas party held Tuesday i Walter at lunch. The gathering was
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Ann one of the high lights of the club's
Butler. At the close of the business season and Mrs. Butler's cordial
meeting and work on seals, there hospitality was keenly appreciated.
was a Christmas tree, gayly decora
ted with lights and ornaments, which
AS WARSAW SEES IT
bore a present for each member, ac
companied! by an appropriate (?)
A Warsaw newspaper thus tabu
veTse, the rhymes providing fun lated “real wages" of labor in three
galore. The house was ablaze with countries:
candles and as the guests entered
United States: for two days' work,
the dining room for lunch, exclama a shirt, a pair of shoes and a hat;
tions were heard on every side at the ' 50 days' work, a car; 500 days' work,
lovely sight. Lighted by red taper j a small home with a garden.
candles, with miniature tree foT a
Poland: two days' work, one shoe;
center piece, and squads of "minute 50 days' work, a bicycle; 500 days'
men" at each side, (the work of Mrs work, -a tarred-roof wooden cottage.
Butler's sen Walter,) the table was j Russia: two days' work, a pair of
most attractive. In keeping with the bark shoes; 50 days' work, two buggy
holiday custom, red and green J wheels; 500 days' work, a mud cabin.

Seme Christmas presents are quick
ly forgotten. Not so a year's sub
scription to The Courier-Gazette
which goes as a welcome visitor to
some household three times a week
for $3 a year.
Rehearsals arc underway at the
Littlefield Memorial Church for the
Christmas pageant, "The Story
Beautiful" to be given by the young
people -Sunday evening under the
direction of Mrs. Charles Marstaller
Tonight the members of the Bap
tist Mens League and their guests
will circumnavigate the globe with
Col. E. A. Robbins of Camden who
will tell in story, and with motion
pictures, his Journey around the
world.

Strangers who come to Rockland
have many nice things to say about
our holiday street lights. No other
place in Maine can equal it. they say.

(!

RV

ft
Jfll

at Center (Cranes, (TIif (Ctjnstmas Stare
TO 100 PERCENT OF THE LADIES

Open Evenings Until Christmas

Christmas Sale of

Get your man—but
get him what HE likes!

You’ll find it easy to choose the RIGHT gift at
Senter Crane’s

SALISBURY

Fancy Linens

A Gift of

The Value Scoop
of The Year!

ft

Sheer Thoughtfulness!

The Fairlane

SHIRTS

4]
*

tailored by Barbizon

With the famous Tru
benized Collars, the
best Non-Wilt Collar
in the world.

o

of all pure silk satin

ft
4]

V0!

The regular price of this

Slip is $2.25
Our Price

• Every Salisbury Comes in a Neat Gift Box
• Every Salisbury is Form-Fit Tailored
• Every Salisbury is Pre-Shrunk

$1.98

$1.69

*

OTHER GIFTS TO PLEASE A MAN

tailoring, seams that stay

PAJAMAS—
Balbriggan,
Cottons,
Outing Flannels,
Outing Flannel Night Shirts,

TIES!
ft

41

If you like sleek lines, slick

$1.98
L00, 1.59
1.19, 1.59
1.00

Hand Picked,

that won't shift or

“raggy"

HOSIERY

in

$1.00

get

laundering,

here's y'our slip.

Grand

for dress-up occasions and

SWEATERS! Men’s and Boys', Mohair Wool
Special,
1.00

GLOVES

Tuscany Lace

closed and a swell satin

sturdy enough for every
It's a bargain

day wear.

UNDERWEAR

at the price.

Business girls and butterflies,
clubwomen and busy house
wives, a// want NoMend for
their Christmas stockings. They
know they look lovelier, fit
better and wear longer. If
you want to be voted some,one's favorite Santa, send her

Beautiful Hand Made Laces

$3.98

72x72 Cloth,

6.50

72x90 Cloth,
3.98, 5.00, 7.50
Napkins to match,
doz 6.50

Blush, white, blaek, navy,

NEW 1937 TOYS

54x54 Cloth,

brown

12x18,

.39

Sixes 32 to 44

16x63,

1.50

Set of 3

Ail Barbizon lingerie is

18x36
18x45
18x54

« SILK 1

made of pure dye all pure

$2.98

)

Lace Table Cloths
From Scranton Lace Co.

6x18,

.15

12x18,

.19

18x36,

.50

18x45,

.50

18x54,

.59

54x72,

1.79

72x72,

3.98

Arm Rests,

.15

Chair Backs,

.25

ft

41

Linen Damask

silk

Madeira Linens

Made in Crepe as well as

36x36 and 4 Nap
kins,
'
$2.98

Satin

$1.25

36x36 Cloth,

1.69

Napkins, 6 for

1.00

1 7x34 Runner,

1.25

THE NEW “LENTHERIC” TOILET GOODS

,17x43 Runner,

1.50

PERFUME—

Pillow Cases, pair 2.50

ft

41
Santa In Person Is Here Every Morning At 10.30.
CHIME TOYS!

•

25c to $1.00

EDUCATIONAL TOYS! of proven value to child
$1.00 to $2.25
Erector Sets,
1.00
Chemistry Sets,
1.00
Microscope Sets,
1.00
Tool Chests,
.25 and .50
Nailing Sets,
1-50, 2.50
Work Benches, with tools,
.59, 1.00
Blackboards and Desks,
1.75 to 9.75
POOL TABLES! four sizes,
SI .F.DSI VELOCIPEDES! TOY DISHES! DOLLS

“Tweed"
"Gardenia’’
"Shanghai"
"Myracle”

$1.25 to $22.00
1.25 to 16.00
1.25 to 16.00
1.25 to 22 00

vMso Bouquets, Dusting Powder, Face Powder,
Shaving Lotion, Shaving Bowls
These famous makes are here for your approval
Yardley, Coty, Houbigant, Arden, Caron,
Guerlaine, Ciro

"V

66x84 Cloths,

$5.00

66x102 Cloths,

5.50

66x1 C2 Cloths,

6.95

66x66 with 6 napkins,
6.50

66x84 with 8 nap
kins,
8.50, 9-50

66x101 with 12 nap
kins,
10.50, 12.00

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS CANDY

PILLOW CASES

• at Senter Crane’s

Kemps Chocolates,

pound

Kemps Nuts,

.59 and up

Our Special Saturday Candy, in fancy box,

.60

,29

to 1.00 box

Other Candies,

A

Special Purchase Just Arrived!
Hand Embroidered, two in a gift box,,

pair $1.00

Madeira Cutwork,

pair $2.50

Pure Linen H. S.,

pair $1.50

ft
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MANY ARE LEAVING
eager to work, yet idle through no ner added, “it is strongly urged and
of money for the development of
own town must not only be a Gibral
IN CROCKETT S DAY
fault of their own," he said, "the recommended that all positions save
natural resources. Tliis would be in
tar. but also so famed."
C.C.C. Boys Getting Outside Jobs.— COC can continue to be an effective enrollees and intermittent workers
"Bradstreet liked politics Just like j
Article In a Lewiston Paper
Of Doubtful Value State contrast to the present situation
a duck likes water. Before an audi- | Fechner Would Have It Permanent part of our national policy, because should be placed under the classified
where a carnival boosts business for
Recalls Famous Orator ence of that kind, with his plug hat j Reporting that 12.000 young men the work of conservation which needs civil service."
Publicity Man Thinks— only a day or two at most.
The scores are rising fast in the
at his side, he stood the peer of any , left the Civilian Conservation Corps doin$ is so great as to be able to
We
hear
much
about
the
snow
But Wait For Camden
and Politician
Southern Winter Cruife Contest and
orator in Kent County. He was in for outside jobs each month in 1936, use. for many years, the services of
Sherwood E. Frost, 158 North Main
trains nowadays and many a little
The feature section of the Lewiston fine form and carried a large silk Robert Fechner has recommended j many men.
Santa Claus will just about hate community that is sponsoring a car with only one week to go. the leaders
St, asks for your subscription or re
time to get back to hls castle Jus1 nival this winter would feel that its are fighting for every vote they can Saturday Journal carried the follow handkerchief in his right hand. the program be made permanent. J "Tlie average boy who has served newal to any magazine published.
abaft of the North Pol" when the event would be unquestionably suc lay their hands on. Edna Gregory has ing story of a Knox County man. now This he used to wipe the perspiration His annual report as director of j a few months in the corps is much
e’mergency conservation work showed J more likely to get and hold a job Why not give a magazine for a
State of Maine will break out in a cessful if one of these trains would shot into the lead today with a small deceased, who loomed large in poli from his hands and brow, and the
tears from his eyes for the Senator a CCC enrollment of 378 467 for the than he would have been without his Christmas gift I'll send a Christmas
pull into the station for the big day margin over Francis Havener Jr. tics and his profession.
rash of winter carnivals the like of
' training in the corps."
card.
Best prices possible. Tel.
While a snow train that puffs into I
was the champion weeper of Maine." year.
George Langtry Crockett?
Vivian Mullen is riding in third and
"As long as there are young men.1 If CCC is made permanent. Fech 1181-J
which has never been seen before.
148*150
"Lock out fotj a man with a moral
a town in the morning and puffs out i
The name is familiar to older resi
Coming under the spell of the g'eat again at night is. without a doubt, a . Arlene Havener fourth. Charles dents of Lewiston, where he once idea. Remember this. boy. you can
onrush of enthusiasm in snow sports distinct addition to any carnival, the | Mitchel is in fifth and steadily pull lived and was known as a strongly harness Niagara, but neither money
nor iron can hold down an idea "
individualized character.
towns and cities from one end of the financial remuneration is far from, ing toward the top
• • • •
A complete set of rules governing
The one and only William J. Bryan
State to the other will make a bid staggering Let us say that 300 were
“Thus she (Morgan's daughter) i
for the patronage of those who ore on such a train. By far the most of' the counting the last night of the in 1932 wrote of him: "If I had Dr.
drawn by the jollity of these winter them would be young people who j contest will be drawn up and pub Crockett s voice I could stand on my commenced to teach one of those
fetes.
I were far removed from the pluto-. lished by the judges in the Saturday back porch in Nebraska and talk to educational abominations, a mixed
It goes without saying that these crat class In fact. experience has issue. There will be no deviation the people of Maine any time they school." Bernice found order could [
carnivals are a praiseworthy devel- shown that many snowtrainers bring i from these rulings. Contestants and desired to hear me How fortunate it best be maintained by permitting the ,
opment. They will attract multitude..- along their lunches to cut down ex- their supporters are asked to study is that there are men with hearts pupils to amuse themselves. Tlie
to many a community that will, for pensos. Tlie majority of those re- them carefully and make every effort that beat for the people; and with a Pendleton boys drew vessels on their
brain to formulate their ideas and a slates. At that time the Brown dis
a day. blossom out as the center of gaining buy just a frugal lunch to to follow them.
The standing to noon of December voice to speak to the people. A man trict had not discarded those slates
tide them over until they return
its little universe.
16th is as follows:
needs a voice like Doctor Crockett's that all real boys wipe with the ball j
Sadly enough, however, carnivals home.
Edna
Gregory ..... ................... 27.404 to call sinners to repentance in of their hand. The Bird boys planned
do little to advance the status of.
electric railroads, the Rickers designed ]
Maine as a winter sports center. I I would say then that a train of Francis Havener .. ................... 27,000 Maine."
................... 26 996
This delectable morsel of Bryan hotels, while the Garcelon boys drew |
What is needed to attract visitors io the sort mentioned would not leave Vivian Mullen
................... 22.688 eulogy for a Maine man comes to pictures of horses, and hunted for big |
the state in appreciable numbers is with the townspeople more than $100 Arlene Havener
the wide development of ski trails, at the most. An amount not to be Charles Mitchell .... .........._.... 12.106 hand in Crockett's novel, "The werds in the dictionary.
8 468 Plunderer."
"Milly wrote compositions on alco
open skiing slopes snowshoe trails, sneezed at perhaps but far from a Leon White Jr......
Daisy Gray ....... ................
5.278
• • • •
hol . . Maine is a prohibition State
and toboggan chutes.
king's ransom.
Vera Ames
.................... 4620
This book, publisheed in Boston in because we have liquor agencies."
• • • •
Maine's future as a winter sports
Carrie Breen ...... ................. 4.235 ' 1907. is dedicated 'To my old ship
• • • •
center
is.
I
think,
based
on
our
fu

It is undeniably true that the
I
Ellen Anderson .... ................... 3.363 mates of The Plunderer' by the
iSuperintendent quizzing the ge
thousands of winter sports enthusi ture developing of areas where week
William Cross
.................... 3.235 author 'who served both before the ography class):
asts in. say Boston, are interested ir. ’ end snow train patrons could find
Clayton McMahon ................... 1.773 mast and on the quarter-deck"'
"Who's governor of Maine?” Am.
adequate
living
and
sports
accom

getting out on a pair of skis, or snow
Vivian Foster ...... .................... 1.758 1 The title page explains that it is “a
"The State House Ring.'
shoes themselves with others of their modations and where the ever-grow
political story of Maine, exposing the
"What's the Capitol of Maine?
kind to enjoy the fun of using pre ing numbers of those who are takPLACING THE UNEMPLOYED
piratical system and explaining the Ans. “Maine Central Railroad."
pared facilities for their enjoyment. ig a northern instead of a southern
Why travel 44 miles farther than necessary? Bangor is 22
"To what country does Maine be- I
It is safe to say that not more than vaca.ion in the winter could enjoy Department of Labor Did Much Bet- remedy."
miles nearer than Portland is.
Crockett's name carries the title long?" Ans. "The Trusts."
a mere handful of snow sports fans snow sports for a protracted period.
ter Job In October Than Last
"M. D"; and the statement that he
"Name the counties." Ans. "Pow
Summed up. our future as a win
will come to Maine this year to view
Year
was “ex-member of the Democratic ers. Burleigh, Blanchard. Clark.
ter
sports
center
is
not
likely
to
be
a carnival. They would troup in by
Private placements made by office. StBte Committee of Maine. He was Prescott, Murchie. Peaks.'
the thousands, however, if Maine had particularly bright if it is based upon
thus saving
There is NO toll bridge on the Banger road
"What is the principal business of
the facilities for their enjoyment tha* carnivals and snow sports patrons, cf the United States Employment then Mving ln Thomaston.
you at least a dollar.
The
last
Friday
and
Saturday
be

Crockett, according to the old-tim- Maine?” Ans. Sending railroad law
who. to paraphrase the song, "march Service in October were 48 1 percent
are found in other States.
fore Christmas! That means you
Of course if a community is well in the state and march out again.' higher this year than in 1935 and 70.4 ers m Lewiston. was a complex make- yers to Congress."
will have to hurry . . now is the
What we need are facilities suffi percent above the record for October UP- There was never anybody like
"What's the longest river in
equipped with trails, ski tows, and
very best time left . . . for some
people it will be the last chance
other equipment, a carnival as an ciently attractive so that visitors will 1934. a report to Secretary of Labor dim His physical energy was tre- Maine?" Ans. "WC.T.U."
You can save this much time in the shorter distance to Ban
to shop . . . plan now—shop Friday
linger
here
in
th
winter
so
that
the
Perkins
showed.
During
the
month
mendous,
and
he
liked
to
box
and
to
"What's
the
leading
import
into
added attraction would undoubtedly
gor—you don't have to rush so fast!
and Saturday!
Maine?" Ans. “Whiskey."
be a powerful incentive to get out- butcher, the baker, and the ski mak 173.460 placements of registrants ir. referee fights.
er would benefit by their stay, to say gainful employment with private cm- He had a powerful voice, as the
"What's the leading export?" Ans
of-State folk to the area.
Plenty of Variety Left!
Bryan tribute testifies, and was force "Good citizens for Massachusetts,"
Many a community in Maine could nothing of the revenue that would bi ployers were made.
We
made unusual preparation for
ful
as
a
political
campaigner,
after
e
tc
,
etc
.
be turned into a miniature Switzer received by numerous other firms and
In addition, the grand total of
Plenty of free parking space near Freese's; no congested
a big increase in Christmas busi
“What's a politician? ... A man
land and could gain the patronage of the revenue that would be re 398 886 placements for the month in- the style of oratory then common
traffic to weave your way through for miles; the shorter dis
ness this year, and our stocks are
tance saves you time, daylight, and money.
of snow enthusiasts throughout the ceived by numerous other firms and eluded 193.507 in non-relief, prevail-'By nature he was Jovial, always Wh0 sells the voting power of thf
NOT depleted or picked over, you
still have almost unlimited choice
ing wage employment on public happy and laughing
Versifying people. When a man buys stock in
winter with a very small expenditure individuals.—by Ea^le Doucette.
at Freese s.
works and with regular governmental! came easy to him. and he wrote con- a gold mine or an oil well and gets
units and 31919 on security-wage siderable political poetry of a kinc cheated you say he's bought a gold
Don’t Wait Until
relief works projects new applica- He also was a collector of books an- orick. When the people have electtions showed no significant change cf antiques, buying many treasure.- ed a man who is controlled by i
Next Week
| from the previous month. 357. 177 be-' that once were part of the furnish- boss they've voted for a gold brick
Don't take chances on a storm
.ng registered.
mgs of the original Gen Knox Mar.- Every year the people buy enough I
spoiling your trip . . . don't be a
last minute shopper . . . avoid
Private placements in October sion in Thomaston.
gold bricks to pave the streets of
disappointment by shopping NOW
reached the largest volume in 2R At one time a Democrat. Crocke,. xew Jerusalem . . .
montlis. The upward trend in tlie later turned to the Republican rank-; “n may be an exaggeration, but
More Value Per Dollar
number of jobs filled with private and was as lusty an advocate of the i Moosehead lake were whisk-y. and
Is Maine’s Biggest and Best Department Store
The better quality merchandise at
employers during the present year is GOP as he had been of the d»- ia hotel were built over it. and th
the
lowest
possible
prices
has
al

a result of better business condition; mocracy.
j proprietor received word a sheriff
What do you lcck for in a’ larger renter? Better Qualities?
ways been a feature policy of this
Bigger assortments to choose from? You'll find them at
and of the Nation-wide efforts of the For a period he was in Texas But was enroute to search the place, the
store Qualities of the kinds usual
Freese's; Good hotels or restaurants to dine at? They are
Employment Service to expand op-Maine eventually drew him back. His .
wou;d disappear" . . .
ly only found in the larger cities,
in Bangor; Oood theatres to relax in; they are here; No
and
prices
as
low
as
identical
portunitles for registrants to find death occurred in Knox County sev- ,
....
matter what you go to a city for, it is here. You'll be amazed
qualities can be bought for any
work in priva'e industry. Empley-, eral years ago.
i
tas[e test_ Qn a man involvc3 1
at the size and beautv of the new Greater Freese's, and
where!
you'll be pleased with the almost unlimited variety of mer
ment offices made 105 927 visits to Crocketts one and only novel-so
[o leR wh^key from a mixtur.,
chandise!
employers in October compared to far as is known—made nearly 300 > of falue vUriol cayenne pepp;- brewn

THE SNOW TRAIN

Buy All You Can In Rockland! But,

If You Are Going
Out of Town to Shop
Come To

FREESE’S

in Bangor

Instead of Going To Portland
Save 44 Miles Travel

Your Last
Week-End Before
Cliristmas

Save Toll Bridge Fees

Save 1 1-2 to 2 Hours Time
Save In Many Ways

Bangor Offers You Everything
Portland Does, and

FREESE’S

Gift Jewelry
THE IDEAL SOLUTION OF THE
CHRISTMAS PROBLEM

SUGGESTIONS
Pen and Pencil Sets in handsome
boxes make an ideal gift.

Cigarette Lighters are ever popu
lar and available in a wide range

of prices.

TOILET
SETS

RINGS
Diamond
Kings
are ever in good
taste; ask to see
our large display.

We carry Toilet
Sets in the new
and wanted style,
wide range of
price*

SHARP
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September. Placements of veterans
• in public employment numbered 16.124 and 1992 placements of veterans
1 on security-wage relief work were re
ported. New applications were re-1
ceived from 14.971 veterans.

PRICE REDUCTION
ON

■

SILVER.

78 278 visits in October. 1935.
pages. The setting is Kenton m uggr an(J w#tw Th? s;ght test
The volume of 193.507 placemen'-' Maine; and one fight that is featured ] mark.ng a ballot „If h? marki it tn
on prevailing wage public and gov- was between the so-called Morgan j thg Repu!}H„an c0;umn h£S got limit
ernmental employment represents a gang and the Bryan bolters,
ed insanity. That is. he'll be cured
decline of 12 8 percent from the pre-,
before the next election, and be home
Somebody told the captain the Re- j
vlous month, but a gain of 46 percent
to vqte. If he marks it Democratic,
above October, 1935. Included in publican line reached from town hall 1 then he's hopelessly crazy.
to
Erin
street;
and
the
captain
came^
this category are all non-relief place
The best solution of the rum ques
ments on work financed from public back: “My thunder that won't do. | tion—“they can't improve much on
Our
next
one
must
beat
'em.
Hire
'
funds. Placements with local and
the Bangor plan.
State governmental units as well as two bands and have fireworks at our' "Filling a red squirrel with lead,
with agencies of the Federal Gov next rally." That was when, as the I chasing for hours a little rabbit with
ernment and with contractors oper author explains, the party that had ' dogs is manly, racing horses is the
ating on non-relief public projects' the most torches, made the most sport cf kings, but to take an interest
noise and had the loudest music got
make up this classification.
in public affairs is to demonstrate a
The total volume of 398 886 place the most votes.
corrupt turn of mind,
Here
are
a
few
items:
"The
ments of all types made during Oc-1
i “In one town in Kent County, durtober included 331920 of men and Pitched P°Iitlcal ba»ics of Maine are ■ ing the campaign of 1334. a promi
G6.966 of women.
the shenff fijhts." "—he had assumed
nent Republican had eight men
Little change In the volume of ap- the Augusta pose. This attitude was locked in his stable cellar ... In the
plicants seeking work through public u‘t!l opened palms and extended, campaign of 1906 a prominent Demo
employment offices was evident dur- uplifted arms taken by wanderers on crat was sent to a neighboring town
ing October An increase of less the desert when receiving manna. It to do some party work. He called on
than 1 percent was evident in the is the favorite gesture of attorneys at an old acquaintance, a Republican,
i 357.177 new applications received. the Bar pleading for mercy" . . . "If and together they had a social drink.
Compared with October. 1935. new there is anything a boss abhors it Is The Democrat wcke up in Boston."
applications showed a decline of 45 6 one of those reform clubs organized
"In Maine it is considered the part
, percent with a drop of 21.7 percent by some party opponent. Such a of a gentleman not to remember who
| ln applications in the active file. movement shows that things at home sold you rum. that is, when you are
New applications were registered for are not running smoothly. A man to
a witness before the grand jury."
252,640 men and 104.537 women in [ boss l*lis county must control his own
1 October
' town- To control a Congressional
LAST OF THE YEAR
Placements of veterans numbered' district he must boss several coun
ties.
and
to
be
a
State
boss
he
must
26.742 with 8626 of these with priva’e
employers, a gain of 7.9 percent over control several such districts. His So Get An Eyeful of These

FL AT

The Figures For Maine

We are overstocked and wish to
reduce our supply

BULOVA
New Styles. New Values in These Famous
Watches

AA'e Are Authorized Bulova
Distributors

C. E. MORSE
JEWELER
OPP. STRAND THEATRE,
ROCKLAND, ME.
N B. Old Gold Accepted in Place of Cash
149&151

In this State, during the month of
October, there were 1075 new applica
tions. and the total placements were
1731. The active file showa 28.370
names. The summary of veterans' j
activities shows 64 new applications.
156 placements and an active file of j
1762.
Dolls and toys. 1-2 price to close
out. Splendid Christmas opportuni j ity. Stonington Furniture Co., 313I 325 Main 8t„ Tel 980. Rockland ! adv.

Bovine
tuberculosis
suffered
i another setback this month when I
; Pennsylvania was added to the list
of states in the modified accredited
area. Only California. South Dakota
Now York, New Jersey, and MaryI land now remain to be accredited. |
All states in the East will probably ,
accredited by next July.

gggXgggg«!<’•<’gggg'gtglg

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL CHRISTMAS
A HUGE TOYLAND
A world cf toys for girls and boys of all ages and
interests.

DON’T KNOW WHAT

NEGLIGEES, BATHROBES, ETC.

WOMEN’S SPORTSWEAR
Ski suits, and other outdoor clothing of the right kinds.

Silks, Wools, or Lisle
Plain Colors, Argyles, Checks,
Plaids, Clocks

35c to $1.00
Packed in Attractive
Christmas Gift Boxes

Two or Three Pair for SI.00

Let a Christmas gift of a year's
subscription to The Courier-Gazette
with the news from home, speak of
| your regard for that loved one away;
146'154
1 »3 a year.—adv.

Puzzled over what to give? We
have the answer! Come in and
look around—our 55 departments
with a whole mile of shopping
aisles and half-a-mlllion gifts to
choose from have exactly what
you want—and it's all spread out
easy for you to find!

MEN’S SHOPS

BOOKS AND STATIONERY
A bigger variety of both than you have seen in a long
time!

1

“MONITO HOSE”

It’s Here!

FREESE’S HUGE

Boxers, Dut To Appear
Tomorrow Night

; The fire-eating Pancho Villa is
1 going up against a tough customer
; when he meets Buster Carroll of
Bath, but the fans have not for
gotten that last round a week ago,
and know what the Waterville boy
is capable of doing.
Ponzi Cochran is going up against
i a man who has won 10 straight bouts
) —Jackie Davis of Bath, while Walter
Reynolds who has twice knocked out
| Frankie Merrill. Is aiming to make
It three straight.
Dusty Peters, who lived through
his bout with Oliver Hamlin a week
ago. is scheduled to meet Tiger
Kahili of Augusta. The question is
will Tiger kahili him.

YOU WANT—

Dainty gifts of exquisite quality for the world’s best
women.

" BURPEE & LAMB j
1 The boxing season for 1936 closes
SUGGESTS
3 tomorrow night, and that's one rea
son why matchmaker Hamlin has
A XMAS GIFT
provided an extra good bill.
FOR ANA. MAN

Even If You

GLOVES AND HOSIERY
For men, women, and children ... a wonderful display.

HOME FURNISHINGS
Everything from electric appliance to living room sets.

BOYS’ AND GIRLS’ CLOTHING
A big separate shop for the children, and another for
infants.

I

NECKTIES

Hundreds of dozens to choose
from.
MEN'S HOSE
Gordon, Phoenix, and other
makes,
PAJAMAS
Simple or elaborate styles.
SIIIRTS
Thousands of them!
BATHROBES
A special shop just for these!
HATS
Dobbs. Berg, and Knapp-felt
lines.
UNDERWEAR

Heavy and light, all kinds.
FURNISHINGS
Belts, garters, all furnishing'
SPORTSWEAR
Jackets, sweaters, pants, mit
tens, etc., of the kinds needed
in Maine.
SUITS

Hart Schaffner & Marx, and
other makes.
OVERCOATS

BEST KNOWN TOILETRIES
All the favorite brands, In special Christmas packages.

Barron-Anderson and others
of quality.

FREESE’S .... in BANGOR
WE GIVE GOLD BOND TRADING STAMPS

Every-Other-Day
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MAINE-IAC AT LARGE

‘’MIDDLE OF ROAD"

An Essay On Pelicans and Republicans In Congress Will
a Word About Negro
Support Fair Legislation
Spirituals
But Reserve Rights
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
While Representative Snell, of
Thursday, Dec. 3, by the Grape New York. Republican leader in the
Statistics on the Maine fishing in the water are lowering the standards
fruit Telegraph: For more than two House, promised party support in
dustry are being compiled by the of Maine fish in the principal
hours this afternoon 12 huge and the next Congress for all ‘‘fair and
markets,
they
say.
Some
fishermen
Department and they show some in
still insist upon the widespread use ' deadly latest type Pisoivorous Peli- equitable" legislation, regardless of
teresting, if not too encouraging,
of pitchforks in handling uncleaned 1 cans staged a devasting air raid on its possible Administration origin, he
situations. For the figures we are fish. This leaves streaks in the body !the citizens of Neptune. With slow nevertheless gave assurance there
using the reports of the U. S. Bureau
that must toe cut out. at a big loss. ’ and t'efivy take-offs the steely gray would be “no surrender of minority
of Fisheries dating as far back as
to
satisfy a discriminating market. Pelicans would climb into the wind rights, no abdication of minority re
1887. These show tremendous de
Second
hand salt when used leaves for altitude; once well up they would sponsibilities.”
clines in the landings of most species
come drifting back with the wind and
Back in Washington for the first
and gains in a few. We have dis fish in poor condition. Some of the sweep the waters below for signs of time since the election, he indicated
less
progressive
fishermen
believe
cussed the matter with prominent
their prey. As soon as one got on a that the Republican bloc of 88 mem
dealers and have received some in- I ^e>’ make a great saving in Inade
target over he would go Into a full bers ln the next House cf Repre
quate
icing.
Many
are
of
the
opinion
teresting theories. The figures un
power dive; throwing himself Into sentatives would hold an organiza
mistakably show that the industry is that the big idea is to get the fish to a slow spin on the way down he tion conference Jan. 4, and would
the
dealer,
get
their
check
and
let
rapidly on the decline uvt still a
would burst into the waves and send defer any plan of action until Presi
fifteen to twenty million dollar asset the dealer do the worrying.
a spurt of spray high in the air. At dent Roosevelt, has Bubmitjed his
A
fidh
is
a
fish
but
in
today
’
s
com

to the State each year.
times there would be six or eight program.
In 1887 a total of 131.380.0CX) pounds petitive market it is condition and hitting the water almost at the same
Mr. Snell indicated he was not
appearance
that
counts.
Our
fish
of fish and shellfish was landed and
time.
courting
a fight, but reminded those
valued at $2,365,000. The peak year products must be given the utmost
Every time a hit was scored up to who talked with him that Republi
care
in
all
handling
and
preparations
was 1902 when 242.390,000 pounds
the surface would come old Bill Peli can candidates for the House re
were landed or the first and last time, for market if they are going to com can and with a toss of his head to ceived a combined vote of nearly
in recent history that Maine led pete with those of other States. The straighten out the bends In that long 19,000.000, or around 44 percent of
Massachusetts. In 1887 the Massa fishermen must co-operate with the neck of hls down would go little the total.
chusetts total 299.544,000. The high dealer and the dealer with the re Pisces. Scores of persons lined the
‘To relax the regular constitutional
point was reached in 1929 with 447,- tailer. By doing this we can raise municipal pier to watch the big processses of constructive legislative
689.000. In 1934 Maine’s total was the standards of our products and bombers as they were harassed by Inquiry would be to abandon the
98,498.000 or a decline of 33,000.000 start a movement that will once more the little sea birds who did their best United States to the reaction of
pounds over the 35 year period. Dur make Maine fish preferable to the to get some of the fishy feast. Each one-party government,” Mr. Snell
ing this period Massachusetts gained housewives of America.
time a pelican would come up with a continued. “But on this point the
With an Increased appropriation
78,000.000 pounds.
fish he would immediately have two nation may be assured—there will be
the
Department
would
be
able
to
The reasons for the different
or three of the little fellows actually no surrender of minority rights, no
situations ln these two States Is ap carry on an educational campaign in light on him in their struggle to abdication of minority responsibili
parent to students of the Industry. the modernization of Maine’s fisher muscle-in on the feed.
ties. On this principle, as far as I
It Is based upon the modernization ies.
• • * •
am concerned, the Republicans in
of equipment and handling and the
What a longing it gives to watch the House will function as a com
THE NEW DEFENDER
all imp1?’*' nt matter of merchandis
the boat for Havana sail slowly down pact, alert, cohesive unit.
ing. Massuvhasetts long has realized
“As to specific measures, the Re
the bay! She is one of those boats
the value of its fisheries and has been Keel Will Be Laid At Bath Iron
publicans must wait, of course, until
with
a
black
hull
and
white
super

quick to gr?sp every opportunity for Works Dec. 21—Should Be Winner
structure, and all the way down they may have an opportunity to
their improvement. The State gov
examine together the proposals of
Starling Burgess, designer, said Tampa Bay the sun Is directly on the
ernment. has entered Into the activity
cabin windows. At times it looks as the Administration.”
encouraging its fishermen and deal Tuesday the keel of the 1937
Regarding the recent call of John
though the ship was on fire.
ers and offering them full support America's cup defender would be
D. M. Hamilton, chairman of the Re
and co-operation.
The general poured Dec. 21 at the yards of the
publican National Committee, for a
public is fish conscious and always
It is with reverence and sincerity meeting of the organization on De
Bath Iron Works Corp.
ready to rally to the support of all
that I put the following in this cember 17 to consider the question of
Burgess and Olin J. Stephens of column. The simple fact is that their
worthwhile movements for the good
his continuance as chairman. Mr.
of the industry. Of course, due to New York, co-designer of pie $300,000 ways are not my ways, and vice Snell said he favored retention of
its location this State should be a craft which Harold S. Vanderbilt is versa; and yet both ways are quite chairman Hamilton. On the quesmuch greater fish center than Maine financing, have been busy since Jas‘ right. I say J,his merely to head off, ,iOn of Republican strategy ir. Confall in preliminary construction work. any thought that there might be gress, he said he believed that a
but not to the extent now known.
The keel mold was ready, but ac scorn or ridicule in my impressions of , ■ middie-of-the-roacl” course should
Maine nearer the principal fish
ing banks is handicapped to some tual dimensions of the yacht were a negro church meeting. They are ^e pursued, for the present at least.
■
extent by transportation tates. We withheld Size of the mold indicated j sincere in their worship and for that
have, however, despite all jbstacles a i the keel would be much heavier than t j adm^-e them.
audience was notable for the number
chance for a tremendous increase In he 80-ton keel of the Vanderbilt- j You do not know what a negro ; of very small children In It. And the
> our fish business. This can be skippered Rainbow of last year.
spiritual is until you have heard the service lasted for hours. We went
It was known the yacht could be spontaneous rendition of such a one
brought about by public support of
I in at 7 and when we came out at
the fishermen and dealers and a built to the limit of class J lepgth as "Oh, the blood done sign my 9:15 the sermon had not begun. And
more widespread realization of the with an 87-foot waterline.
name." bj’ the untrained voices of a in that time there had not been five
If all goes well, the yacht will de church congregation. In some of
opportunities at hand.
minutes that the audience was not
Large Massachusetts dealers say fend America’s cup against T. O. M. them there is a form of syncopation tapping feet and hands ln time with
that the fishermen themselves are Sopwith’s Endeavour, 2nd. next that ante-dates any modern arrange- the chante<] spirituals and the beatmuch to blame. Old fashioned summer.
mentslng tarribourines.
The model of the New Defender
equipment and methods of handling
That spirituals and rhythms are ln
The iitera.i an(j open acceptance of
the fish after they are taken from was chosen after exhaustive tests. a negro’s blood is no wonder; the the words contained m jOhn: l3: 4.
5 and 14 was the most foreign to my
mind and one for which I cannot but
think the negro a better man than
I myself.
By Alvarj- Gay
St. Petersburg, Fla., Dec. 7

FURNITURE
TO mPKE n JOLLV CHRI5TmR5

S A TREASURE HOUSE OF CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS

FORD

andnew operating economy
addition of a new 60-horscpower

creates an entirely new standard of

modern motoring economy!

you a new, low price and gives you a
choice of two V-type 8-cylindcr en

The “60” engine, available in five
body types, is fruilt in exactly the same

gines. 85 horsepower for maximum

body size and wheelbase — to the same

performance. 60 horsepower for maxi

advanced design — with the same coni-

mum economy.

fort and convenience as the “85.” And

The 60-horsepower V-8 engine was
originally developed for use in Eng

it delivers V-8 smoothness at speeds up
to 70 miles an hour.

land and France, where fuel costs are

Two engine sizes—but only one car

high. It has been proven there for two

and one purpose—to give you more

years with brilliant success.

miles and more satisfaction for

Now, brought to America, it

your money in 1937.

FORD BASE PRICES FOR 1937

‘480 £

D UP

Dearborn
Plant

Taxes, Delivery and Handling, Dumpers,

Spare Tira and Accessorial Additional

FORD FEATURES FOR 1937
APPEARANCE—Distinctive

design.

Headlamps in fehder aprons. Modern lidtype hood. Larger lnggage space. New in
teriors. Slanting V-type windshield.

BRAKES—Easy •Action Safety Brakes
with “the safety of steel from pedal to
wheel.” Cable and conduit control. About
one-third less brake pedal pressure required.

BODY—All steel. Top, sides, floor and
AUTHOMZID FORD F1NANCI PLANS

$25

A MONTH, after nnual down-payment,
buys any model 1937 Ford V-8 Car — from any
Ford dealer — anywhere in the United States.
Ask your Ford dealer about the easy payment
plans of the Universal Credit Company.

frame welded into a single steel unit.
Safety Glass throughout at no extra charge.

COMPORT AND QUIET—A big,
roomy car. Center-Poise comfort increased
by smoother spring-action with new pressure
lubrication. New methods of mounting
body and engine make a quieter car.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

.

WE SUGGEST A NICE

MODERN SUITE
Superb Appearance, Dignified,

Graceful. A true gift for all the
family.

Full spring construc

tion, beautiful durable coverings.
A wide range to choose from.

Beverley Frye

LOWEST PRO IN YEARS
engine to the Ford line for 1937 "brings

" 1 “

GORHAM NORMAL

advances into 1937with the

The

A tour of inspection through our beautiful Furniture Displays will help you solve your par
ticular Christmas Shopping Problems—because, there is no nicer gift—furniture endures
for years of happy holidays.

The annual Y.W.C.A. Bazaar,
which took place recently, was a suc
cess from social and financial stand
points. A fascinating novelty count
er was presided over by Elinor Brown,
of North Haven, who also served as
chairman of the Decorations Com
mittee.
• • « »
Elinor Burns of Union was the
weekend guest of Mrs. Charles McLelland at her home in North Scar
boro last weekend.
....
The annual archery banquet was
held in East Hall dining room Tues
day night. Following the banquet
Miss Evelyn Thomas of Skowhegan
was elected Archery Counsellor for
the yflar to come * Among those
present was Miss Catherine Chisholm
of Rockland.
• • • •
The series of games among the
class teams in young women’s bas
ketball is well launched. Rose
Flanagan of Rockland is a valuable
member of the Freshman team and
Agnes Bickford of Damariscotta is a
member of the junior team.
• » • •
Rev. and Mrs. Harrison Dubbs of
Gorham entertained at dinner Tues
day the members of the Sunday
School Class of the Congregational
Church. Among those present were
Miss Elinor Brown of North Haven;
Miss Barbara Tracy of Stonington;
and Miss Hilda McLain, of Pemaquid

••9•

Miss Agnes Bickford of Damari-1
scotta was a guest at a birthday cele
bration in honor of her cousin. Lor
raine Fitzpatrick at the latter's home |
in Portland Friday night.
• • • A special meeting of the Knox
County Club was called Tuesday
night by the president, Stanley Gay
of Rockland. Plans were made to
entertain members of the basketball •
team of New Britain Teachers’ Col
lege from New Britain, Conn. This fejJ
game is scheduled for Feb. 5.
V,i?

J I*

A strong market for wool, with the
probability of some further advance’I?
in prices during the next few months
Us foreseen in tlie most recent federal
summary of tlie wool situation.

CASH OR EASY PAYMENT PLAN
GOODS HELD FOR CHRISTMAS DELIVERY

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 MAIN STREET,

TEL. 980

ROCKLAND, MAINE

£
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The Great Drought of 1930-31

GREAT DISASTERS IN AMERICAN HISTORY

25YEARS
AGO
♦
$ Al 4
IUII
1V1 1

A review from the columns of this
paper of some of the happenings
which interested Rockland and vi
cinity in this month, 1911.

MS

Carroll L. Beedy of Portland de-. of Deer Isle and Mrs. Mary Flynn
livered the Elks Memorial address in! of New Brunswick,
this city.
| Vinalhaven, Nov. 25. Grover C.
Raphael S. Sherman was elected Babbidge and Carrie E. Ames,
president of the YP.C.E. of the First! Thomaston, Dec. 2, John T. BeverBapiist Church.
age and Eva B. Hyler.
Some of Rockland's heaviest taxRockland. Dec. 6. Albert S Berry
paying concerns were: John Bird Co.' °? Montville and Binnie B. Butler of
$2108; C. & R. Water Co. $1474; Ful Franklin Mass
FALL AND WINTER PASSED, STILL NO
THEN THE RED CROSS BROUGHT
WHEN RAINS REVIVED THE PARCHED
GREAT CRACKS APPEARED IN THE DRV
WHEN THE RED CROSS TOOK CHARGE
Ingraham Hills. Dec. 6. Arthur J.
ler Cobb Co . $1307; R. & R. Lime
RAIN/ WINTER WHEAT AND SPRING
FOOD. CLOTHING AND MEDICAL AS
EARTH LATER IN 1931. RED CROSS
EARTH IN 1930, WHEN DROUGHT MADE
OF RELIEF EARLY IN 1931, SEED WAS
Pierce
and
Jennie'
Snow,
both
of
CROPS
WITHERED
AND
DIED.
FARMERS
SEEDS SPROUTED AND FLOURISHED,
SISTANCE TO 2,765,000 PERSONS
its slow but blighting advance
THE FIRST HELP GIVEN TO FARMERS.
Co., $15,640.
SOLD
THEIR
LIVE
STOCK
FOR
LACK
PRODUCING CROPS ESTIMATED AT
IN
THE
DROUGHT
AREA.
ON
1,057
COUNTIES
IN
23
STATES.
South Thomaston. '
OF FEED.
920000,000.
Frank French opened the McClin
Searsmont. Dec. 1, Albert Marriner
tock House in Belfast, rechristening
of Belmont and Miss Hattie Burgess
it the Colonial.
u
of Rockland.
SOUTH THOMASTON
WANT SANTA’S AID
UNION’S GOOD START
LINCOLNVILLE
In Everybody’s Column R» *
Franz M. Simmons bought the
Mrs. Atwood Pryor was elected
*
I
Advertisement*
ln
this
column
not
to
Rockland Steam Laundry.
Mrs. Arvilla Pottle
At Wessaweskeag Grange the third Jn Order That He May Make txceed three line* Inserted onoe for 25 ! »
president of P. Henry Tillson Relief Boys and Girls Were Both
*
cents,
three
times
for
50
cent*.
Addi

R
♦
C. C. Starrett was elected thrice Corps in Thomaston. J. D. Morse
Arvilla. widow of Edgar B. Pottle, and fourth degrees were recently
tional line* five oente each for one time
a
Winning
Team
Out
of
WHEN you are buying Christmas
Winners In Games With whose death occurred Dec. 9 at her conferred on Misses Nathalie Wal
10 cents for three time*. Six word* presents
illustrious master of King Hiram's was elected commander of the Post.
for your friends, why not buy
make a line.
| some of my sour krout? I have It In
Council, R.S.M.
the Ganders
Waldoboro
residence here, was the daughter of dron, Louise Waldron, Barbara Grif
Mrs. Edith Carver was elected
I
I
wpackages;
n 4— A or* • one gal. Jar.
different , ■sized
the late John and Mary Clarke and fin and Ethel Jordan.
William H Snow cut one of his worthy matron of Harbor Light
■ • R $1 15; 2'j gai. $2.50; 4 gal. $3; 1 gal. Jars
An Open Letter to Santa Claus
The
Union
High
School
basketball
salted
dandelion
greens. $1.75; cucumber
the last of 13 children. Mrs. Pottle
feet badly while working in the Cobb. Chapter. O.ES. Rockport.
In the death Dec. 7 of Mrs. Charles
pickles put up ln mustard, salt, sugar,
«
teams
got
away
on
the
right
foot
vinegar, etc.; sour krout pickle, gal $1;
whose age was 84 had been in failing Peterson this community has lost a Dear Santa:
Mrs. Verdella Jones was elected
Butler & Co. shipyard.
671-J.
< 2>4 gal. $2 ED DEAN. City. Tel 151-153
When you come to Vinalhaven | *
Alan L. Bird was elected eminent president of William Payson Relief Tuesday night, when the boys defeat health for a long period but her highly esteemed and beloved citizen
ed Waldoboro High 32 to 28. and the death came suddenly and without Mr. Peterson, who is in ill health due with your team of reindeer the night
BACHELOR.
00.
wants
American
commander of Claremont Command Corps in Warren.
USED stoves bought and sold. Some
housekeeper not over 45. 3 to good bargains ln kitchen ranges. C. E.
The four-masted schooner Joseph girls were likewise minded, defeating long suffering.
to a fall sustained'several years ago. before Christmas, please have ln your Protestant
ery, K. T.
4 days a week to start with If work GROTTON. 138 Camden St.. Tel. 1214-M.
Hers was a life exemplifying kind will make his home with his daugh bag marked and tagged for me two proves satisfactory position will be per
141-tf
Edward Norton of Grove street was j G. Ray of Thomaston was wrecked the Waldoboro lassies 26 to 21.
with a good home Full particul
deeds which won the love and re ter. Mrs. Alfred Pillsbury in Massa I or three good bowlers so that I can manent
'
on
Cape.
Charles
Shoals.
Capt.
ars as to salary, age and references.
CATTLE trailer for sale. price right.
the possessor of a wireless telegraph
In
the
boys
game
French
of
Wal

150-152
make a winning team out of my Write "W care Courier-Gazette 150*152 MILLER'S GARAGE. City.
spect of all associates. From infancy chusetts.
Hitchborn and crew were saved.
outfit.
SEVENTY-FIVE cord of hard cord
Ganders. Also I would appreciate it
DRY and green hard cord wood lor
| L. W. Sanborn was elected wor doboro carried off the individual hon she had cared for a nephew bereft of
A large group of friends met Fri very much if you would tuck in a few wood wanted, green or dry. J B. sale. Tel Washington 8-21. FRANK A.
Kenneth P. Lord was appointed
shipful master of Moses Webster ors by putting an even dozen eggs in his mother, and had reared to man
PAULSEN. Tel Thomaston 62
149*151 TRASK. Liberty. R No 1.
149*151
day
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. strike balls for my especial benefit
second lieutenant in the U. S. Army,
hood with all the devotion of a
COW wanted, lately freshened, for
Lodge. F.AM.
ELECTRIC train lor sale minus
the
basket,
11
on
goals
from
the
floor
Ed. Hopkins to give their son, Ran-I
and was to go to Fort Leavenworth,
family
use
Write
full
description,
age.
transformer.
otherwise
complete.
so that when I play with those nasty breed, price Box 746. City.
Arcan Hills Vinal, 83. died in and one on a foul. Hesselgren scored parent, Carl K. Mathews of Los
149-151 FREDERICK PERRY. Tel. 433-R. 64
Kansas.
Angeles. Many others of tthe family dall Hopkins and bride a congratula old Skippers I can sneak in one now
Mechanic St.
149*151
Thomaston.
PATIENTS
wanted
at
Rest
Haven.
nearly half of Union's points.
Miss Katharine Donovan of Au
likewise enjoyed her hospitality tory party. Among the gifts presented and then and get a laugh on them. 105 Limerock St.. Tel. 1293. EVA AMES.
- VICTROLA with records for sale,
Miss Hilton scored 16 of Waldo
150*152 Walnut, console style, excellent condi
gusta took up her duties as matron
among them being Harry Mathews, to the newly-married couple were Instead of having them laugh at me
tion; very reasonable. Call 793-W after
ELMER ALLEN’S CHAT boro's 21 points, while Betty Farris
4 p m.
148*tf
of Knox Hospital.
a nephew, who knew no other home. two fine chairs from the community all the time.
was registering 12 for Union.
and
two
framed
pictures
from
the
DRAFT horses for sale, sold in pans
Both nephews gave to her thc esteem
I am a good little boy only 55 years
Union Thanksgiving services were
or single. One load fresh from the west.
The fans were furnished with
school children.
and affection so richly earned as a
i old. and have always been kind to
H. A. HART. South Hope. Maine. Tel.
held at the Congregational Church. Some Interesting St. George plenty of excitement.
Union 11-33.
150-155
Mrs.
Albert
Davis
is
in
Massachu

faithful foster mother.
Happenings Are Treated
dumb animals and Goose Arey. I
The sermon was preached by Rev.
The scores;
CHRISTMAS
wreaths
and
baskets
lor
setts
as
guest
for
a
week
of
Mrs.
She is survived by one son. J. Claire
never stay out later than 3 a. m. and
Pliny A Allen of the Universalist
ROCKLAND Radiator Works. 70 Park sale, handsomely decorated. Fine for
In Retrospect
Boys' Game
Pottle, who with Mrs. Pottle, de Albert Evans.
my worst habits are smoking smelly St We specialize on Auto Radiators only cemetery Also made to order. See fine
ChuTch. Other pastors taking part
repaired, recored, cleaned All display at L L CURRY'S. 99 Cedar St.
Amos Makinen and Stanton Sleep cigars and going to the Grange Radiators
votedly cared for her through her
Union High
were Rev. W. H. Moseley. Rev. W. J. Editor of The Courier-OaEftte:—
147-152
work guaranteed. Drive In for estimate or Kennedy's. Main St.
146*151
P decling years; grandsons. Maurice er returned home Friday after pass dances. I am shy and retiring by na
O
F
U8ED hogsheads, barrels, kegs, for sale.
Day and Rev. Carl N. Garland.
Nearly half a century ago "Town
SKATE sharpening, promptly done. Olive casks 150 gallons. Salmon casks 100
2 Howard and John Howard with whom ing two weeks in Massachusetts and ture and my sensitive soul shrinks
0
Everett L. Spear bought the Roosen Talk" printed news, which now in Aho. rf __________ 1
CRIE HARDWARE CO. 408 Main St gallons. Mackerel and herring barrels
she
lived;
also
several
nieces
and
Rhode
Island
in
search
of
employ

14
142-tf and kegs. Heads dropped Inside If
__________________________________
Hesselgren,
If
_
___
7
0
from the coarse jibes and rough jokes
house at the Southend.
desired. Already to forward. Also In tha
ment While in that State they were of those swash buckling Skippers, so
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock Market to buy drums. HENRY A.
retrospection, is news again. During Howard, c _______- 2
6 nephews.
2
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders rac
Letter Carrier Donald L. Karl was
----------------Newport, R I.
9ORNDIKE,
145-laT
guests
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
Alton
Wil

Deceased
was
an
honored
member
6
R.
Farris,
rg
_____
2
2
Dear. Dear Santa please heed the solicited. H. C. RHODE8. Tel. 519-J.
being congratulated upon the ar February 1887 it was worthy of note
132-tf
SIX-ROOM HOUSE for sale, good loca
of Tranquility Grange and remained liams in Millsville.
3
B
Farris,
if
______
...
1
1
prayers
of
a
good
little
red
headed
tion 81600 ; 8-acre farm, good building
rival of a 10-pound stranger at his that:
1 active in its work as long as health
$800 ; 70-acre farm, good buildings $1600.
Esancy. lg ............... 0
1
Mr. and Mrs Robert Williams are boy and leave me some whopping big
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE FIRST
Mrs. Sarah Copeland of Warren
home.
Any of these for small pavment down,
permit ted
making their winter home with strings and a whole lot of luck.
NATIONAL BANK OF ROCKLAND
balance as rent V. F. STUDLEY, Tel.
C. Vey Holman was exhibiting a visited at Capt. D. H. Willard s.—The
Notice
ls
hereby
given
that
the
annual
143tf
Funeral
services
were
l«eld
from
13
6
32
their daughter, Mrs. Harold Tolman
Wishing you the same. I am, yours meeting of the stockholders of The 1154 283 Main St.
gold brick valued at $3000. which 'Georges River was closed to naviga
SMALL pigs for sale, $2 50 up F. A.
the residence conducted by Rev. in Rockland.
First
National
Bank
of
Rockland
will
be
Waldoboro High
on bended knee.
came from a Nova Scotia mine in
held at Its banking rooms on Tuesday. XIMBALL. 397 Old County Rd.. Tel.
144-tf ,
G
F
P Robert Beecher and were largely attion as far as the fort.—Sherman
Frankly your Frankie.
January 12. 1937. at 10 o clock a m.. to 221-W.
which he was interested.
fix the number of and elect a board of
POCOHONTAS soft coai. $8 50; hard
Young, lg _______ Oil tendea Floral tributes of beauty
Hupper
was
confined
to
the
house
AN
UNNECESSARY
MENACE
directors for the ensuing year, and to coal. 815: coke. $11. J. B. PAULSEN.
The sardine season ended at Till
Burnham, rg .......... 10
2 testified to the high regard in which
transact such other business as may Tel. 62, Thomaston.
144-tf
The above epistle, picked up on the properly
son wharf, where there had been a by illness.—Sch. PeaTl Cushman
come before the meeting.
Ellis, c __________ 0
1
1 Mrs. Pottle was held. Interment was
FORDSON tractor for sale. BICKNELL
floor
of
the
Cascade
Bowling
Alleys,
Per
order.
South Thomaston, Dec. 15
season's pack of 100.000 cases.
loaded with com at Mosquito Island
MANUFACTURING CO.
144-tf
Anderson, c ______ Oil ln Union cemetery.
JOSEPH EMERY. Cashier.
after the weekly match between the
Editor of Thc Courier-Gazette:—
Dr. Hosea Ballou Eaton, formerly and sailed for Rockland (I wonder
USED plai
pianos, uprights, for sals, or to
Rockland. Me. Dec. 10. 1936
French. If .............. 11
1
23
_____
__
us. _
Rockland
148-Th-3—4 let for the season. Phone
Another bad accident occurred Fri Ganders amd the Skippers last Mon
of Rockport, died in this city, aged where the com came from.)
■M0, STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Ryder, If ________ 0
0
0
THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
ORFF
’
S
CORNER
day
night
shows
the
childlike
faith
day
afternoon
at
Smith
’
s
Corns.144-tf
__________________________________
56.
At Port Clyde lobsters were selling McLain, rf ...........
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
0
0
0
HOUSE 6 rooms, good ce41ar. garage,
when Lee Dunn of the Coast Guard, that some people have in the legend
Notice ls hereby given that the annual
Eastern Steamship stock was quot for 11 cents apiece. Some of the
Taylor ..................... 0
0
01 Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Jackson visit- driving a coupe was in collision with
meeting of the stockholders of the 5 mln. walk from Main St., some Im
ed at $115.
Thomaston National Bank will be held provements. $1600. House 7 rooms, good
fishermen had their traps placed in
—
—
— | ed friends Tuesday in Hallowell.
at their banking rooms on Tuesday, cellar, lights, good well. 2-car garage. 8
Richard Monroe, operator of a sedan
William B. pills entered the em Two Bush Channel.—Capt. M. G.
January 12th. 1937. at 10:00 o'clock a m„ acres, clear field, on good road, 5 miles
12
4
28
loaded
with
High
School
students
re

Freeman Peaslee of Rockland. Mr.
ploy of the Rockland Produce Co.
for the purpose of fixing the number from city. $1000 House 7 rooms, good
Wall and daughter visited Mrs. Laura
Referee. Felt.
and electing a board of directors for the cellar, garage, barn, city water, lights
and Mrs. Percy Elwell of Unity, Mr. turning home.
Fred A. Frost. 71, died at his home Williams in Union.—Albert Robinson
ensuing year and of transacting any can be had. 8 or 10 acres, on tar road,
Girls'
Game
The occupants miraculously es
other business that may legally come near village. $800. House 5 rooms with
and Mrs. Ormand Hopkins and
on Cedar street. He had been sexton of Wiley's Comer entered Colby
cellar, lights, center of city. 8800;
before them.
Union High: B Farris rf. Newbert daughter Marion of Tenant's Harbor caped injury but the cars were badlv
of Achorn cemetery 11 years.
another house 6 rooms with garage,
Per Order.
University—Frank Harris has been
lights,
water, $600. Will sell any of these
If,
Abbott
jc.
Howe
sc.
Simmons
rg.
H
F.
DANA.
Cashier.
and Leonard H. Seavey of Glenmere damaged. I think of the six acci
Benjamin Bartlett cut one of his [ajj Up with frozen’ ears but was
for small payment down, balance as
Thomaston. Maine
|
Williams
lg.
A.
Farris
lg.
rent.
V.
F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330.
dents
at
this
spot
—
one
fatal
—
and
were
here
Sunday
to
attend
funeral
148-Th-3A4
hands badly while chopping wood
j much better —William J. Grover
Many more not listed.
144-tf
George St. Clair and A. E. Brun- ‘ went as cook with Capt. Simon Pier- i Waldoboro High: Caldwell lg. Por services for Doris Elwell, daughter of wonder, with so many road projects
ter
lg.
L.
Hilton
rg.
Achorn
sc,
Mank
in
progress,
that
one
isn
’
t
procured
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Elwell.
berg were among the stars at indoor son at Warren. R. I.
everyone including the surprisee Herr
sc, Ellis jc, Hilton If .Winchenbach
baseball in the Y.M.C.A. gym.
Vernon, youngest son of Mr. and which will eliminate that bad comer
Capt. Henry Wall who had been ' rf.
Ambrosious Pettersonkoff finished
I
TO LET
Homer E. Robinson was elected putting his boat in first class-shape
Mrs. Myron Hutchins, who has been In these days of careless driving it
second man and he was as expansive
♦
seems an unnecessary menace.
cashier of the Rockland National was somewhat surprised when he | Score: Union 25. Waldoboro 21. 111. is improving.
—
»
»
■
as an Einstein theory as he went
Goals. B. Farris 5. Newbert 4. WinCOMFORTABLE, furnished, heated 5
Mrs. Bernice Sleeper
Bank.
found he had bolted her to the ledge.
Several
from
here
attended
the
home breathing fire and free cigar room apartment to let, adults only. 52
Capt. Freeland O. HUI. 42, expert Willing hands helped him launch the I chenbach 2, Hilton 6. Goals from Central Maine Power Co. cooking
Masonic St______________________ 150*152
smoke.
diver, died at his home on Broadway. craft.—Frank Fuller of Union was fouls. B. Farris 2. Newbert 5, Win school held Tuesday at the village.
AttkACTIVB and convenient steam
Gene
Hall
turned
the
tables
on
CROSS
NECK
heated office to let. Location opposite
Mrs. Lavinia Jackson, 83, died at teaching school at River View. The chenbach 1. Hilton 4 Referee. Pelt.
foot
of Limerock Street affords unusual
Scottie
Littlefield
and
gave
him
a
Leroy Weaver is ill and attended
light and valuable publicity facilities.
her home on T street.
school was progressing finely.—Mrs.
sound
trouncing,
in
fact
every
one
of
Vernon
Feltis
of
Bristol
and
Miss
by
Dr
Hahn
of
Friendship.
E
C.
MORAN CO________________ 148-tf
FOURTEEN WERE KILLED
• • • •
Rebecca Torrey and Mrs. Caroline
the Ganders were trailing their op
FIRST floor apartment to let five
Doris Ann. 16-months old daugh- Mary Morse of the village spent an
These births were recorded:
rooms and bath. Electricity and gas.
Torrey were visiting relatives in
ponent and this fact, with the figures Fine
Chief Wilbur H. Towle of the ter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth S. El- evening recently with Mr. and Mrs.
location
References
required.
Rockland. Nov. 24. to Mr. and Mrs. Rockland.—Miss Nellie Robinson, ac
showing that they were not able to Apply at 37 North Main St.______ 151-tf
I State police said. Tuesday 14 persons j well died Dec. 3 after only a few Charles L. Eugley
Donald L. Karl, a daughter—Barbara companied by her niece was guest of
LAROE heated front room to let. up
win a solitary string is ample evi
were killed and 100 others injured in days illness. Funeral services were
Miss Madeline Genthner of West
stairs. 25 Oak St.
150*152
Lucille.
Miss Robinson's mother, Mrs. Sarah
dence that Santa will be very wel
248 highway accidents reported to his held Sunday at the church, Rev H. Waldoboro and Misses Stella Chase
FOUR-room
apartment
to
let.
over
Long Cove. Nov. 15. to Mr. and Mrs. E. Robinson, Wiley's Comer.
scene at Vinalhaven when The come if he can deliver half the goods Shute'a barber shop. 566 Malp St. C. A.
department in November. Towle said C. Taylor of the Baptist Church offl- and Della Chase of Dutch Neck
HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St.. Tel. 986-J.
George W. Morris, a daughter.
Sch. Ringleader Thomas cleared 134 of the accidents were in "open elating. Interment1'' was in Ludwig
Courier-Gazette Arrives.
that Captain Frank ls asking of him. __________________________________ 150-tf
called 8unday on Mrs. Harold Mc
Waldoboro, Nov. 24, to Mr. and for New York with this crew: Albioni
The score:
| country" and 114 in compact sections, cemetery Flowers, many and beau Farland.
SIX-room house to let on Broadway,
Mrs. Clyde Hilton, a son.
Gilchrest, mate; Paris Gilchrest.
fireplace. aU modern. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
ol St. Nick. No one seemed to know
Eleven of the accidents, Towle said tiful, were silent tokens of sympathy
The Nasty Old Skippers
294
Broadway
150-152
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
McFarland
of
Rockland, Nov. 30. to Mr. and Mrs. seaman; and Harris Kalloch, steward.
| from sorrowing friends of the family. New Harbor are passing the winter whether the above letter was the Poole ................. .... 89 87 109 285
, were caused by drunken driving.
FIVE rooms to let. down stairs, lights,
Alden Ulmer, a daughter.
—Names of pupils not absent during
original draft or a copy. If this hap
garage, cellar, telephone. $11. 12 Mave
Drew
99 87 85 271 rick St.__________________________ 149*151
•with Mrs. McFarland's parents, Mr.
Spruce Head. Nov. 25,' to Mr. and the term at the primary school
pened to be the copy perhaps thc
Peterson ...........
95 88 92 275
and Mrs. Ralph Eugley.
FURNISHED apartment to let, nice
Mrs. Maynard Post, a daughter.
taught by Agnes Miller: Myrna Hall,
original is now on its way to Santa
and warm, all modern, hot water heat,
Hope, Nov. 27. to Mr. and Mrs. W. Fannie Gardner. Josie Ludwig, Willie
A Mrs. Eldora Gross was a Rockland Claus. And then again perhaps Dyer ................. .... 89 78 93 260 rent reasonable. FLOYD SHAW. 47 No.
148-tf
Hall
................. .... 81 92 81 254 Main St.. Tel 422-R_______
i visitor Friday.
Dennett, Walter Proctor. John Watts,
O. Norwood, a son.
Santa won't know a thing about this
FURNISHED heated apartment to let,
Lincolnville, Nov. 25, to Mr. and Charles Morton. Charlie Meservey,
j Mr. and Mrs. Trussed Wentworth young man’s troubles until he reads
two rooms, bath. FOSS HOUSE. Tel. 330,
Total ...... ............ 453 432 460 1345 77 Park St.___________________ ■ 147-tf
Mrs. Everett Scruton, a son.
Fred and Peter Smith. Annie Wil
and family and Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd it in these columns.
FURNISHED apartment. 3 rooms,
The Gyrating Ganders
Warren, Dec. 4 to Mr. and Mrs. liams and Leroy Meservey.
3 I Light and daughter Frances of Cam- In any event there was evidence
modern. Garage U desired Fine con
Clifford Spear, a daughter.
72 I den were guests Sunday of Mr. and enough that help was needed from Goose ..................... 80 93 88 281 dition. C. A. EMERY. Tel. 436-M. 147-tf
Augusta, Nov. 26. to Mr. and Mrs.
UPSTAIRS tenement to let. 6 rooms,
Mrs Melvin Genthner.
Probably these items do not inter- 1 Sr
some source, for the Skippers cer Sanborn ................. 84 80 84 248 garage
Centrally located. 56 Talbot ave ,
Edward Watson, formerly of Rock est many of this generation, but y
| Mrs. Melvin Genthner daughter tainly did rub salt into the wounds Grimes i................ 89 85 90 264 Tel. 274-M.________________________145-tf
port, a son.
there are many now living who read M
APARTMENT to let at 34 Pleasant St.,
A ' Esther and son Melvin have been re- of the wavering and meandering Winslow ................. 63 86 92 241
rooms, bath; unfurnished Tel. 883-W.
Rockland, Dec. 8. to Mr. and Mrs. them with fond recoUection of by- i M
Ganders. Captain Grimes went into Littlefield .............. 84 77 77 238 5ANNE
I cent Friendship visitors.
FLINT. 32 School Gt.________145-tf
Donati Gatti, a son.
gone days. I know this because I ,
! Miss Marguerite Simmons spent red deep enough to make a Venetian
PARK street restaurant to let com
pletely furnished, very low price. V. F.
Stickney's Corner. Dec. 1, to Mr. hear from them often.
Total ................... 400 421 431 1252 STUDLEY.
i Monday with Misses Stella Chase and sunset, and the only thing free for
Tel. 1154 or 330________ 138-tt
and Mrs. Will Bowman, a son.
him in the alley was the air he
£• Deha Chase of Dutch Neck.
TEN-room house on Warren street to
" Greeley. Colo., Dec. 10. to Mr. and
let, all modern Improvements; rent
—
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Eugley and breathed.
John Wall was mate of Sch. J- W. |
BURKETTVILLE
reasonable. ROBERT COLLINS, Tel. 77.
Mrs. William G. Hayden a son— Fish which was loading ice at Rock- j 5;
As usual Don Jaime Poole followed
children visited Sunday with Mrs.
__________________________________ 144-tf
Thomas B.
Mrs. Hazel Stone has returned
Eugley's parents, Mj. and Mrs. James the illustrious example set by Abou
NEWLY decorated apt. to let. four
port for Virginia.—Here is one from .
Vooms,
and bath. 12 Knox St., TeL 156-W.
t Appleton, Dec. 4. to Dr. and Mrs. Rockland: A gentleman entered a ft#
Ben Adhem and his name led all from Rumford whence she was called
A. Stewart of Broad Cove.
144-tf
B. H. Keller, a daughter.
popular dry goods store the other j
Allen McFarland of New Harbor the rest. To the g-r-eat surprise of by the illness of her son.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
was a caller Monday at Ralph Eug
day to make purchases. He seemed
STEAMBOAT CO.
Tlie marriages for this period
Telephone 402
Rockland, Me.
to be acquainted, for the junior I fcg SENSIBLE JOY-BRINGING REMEMBRANCES
ley's.
were;
Read Down
ReadUp
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley with
member of the firm advanced with Wg
A.
M.
P. M.
Rockland, Nov. 18, Herman L
,530
Lv
SWAN
’
S
ISLAND
.
...........
Ar
6.00
daughters
Pauline
and
Christine
have
hand extended and gave utterance
Electric
Percolators
Kitchen Knives
»30 Lv STONINGTON .................. Ly 4.40
Ahrens of Jonesport and Gertrude
been
recent
Boothbay
visitors.
to some unintelligible gibberish i
7.30
Lv
NORTH
HAVEN
..............
Lv
3.30
Shears
and
Scissors
Electric Toasters
A. Thomas of Rockland.
8.15 Lv VINALHAVEN ................. Lv 2.45
which sounded like, "Ccmmavoo j
: Mrs. Mertie Booth of Kaler's Cor9.30
Ar
ROCKLAND
.....................
Lv
1.30
Rockland. Nov. 22, Charles J
Pyrex
Oven
Ware
Shoe Skates
OW IS THE TIME
| ner was guest Sunday of her sister
parleyvoo
killimquick
cumlulla-1
Subject to change without notice
Spaulding and Delia F. Mason, both boolum. The senior*- partner then j &
146-tf
Sleds and Snow Shoes
Skis and Scooters
JS j Mrs. Alfred’ Waltz.
of South Thomaston.
Aluminum
Dripolators
stepped forward and as he shook &
OF YEAR
Carving Sets
Mrs. Pearl Delano and Mrs.,
Thomaston, Nov. 25. Oliver F. Hills
j Charles Collamore of
Friendship
hands with the gentleman, smiled
Home
Tools,
All
Kinds
Electric
Light
Bulbs
of Rockland and Stella MacAlman of and said. “I don't know as I can say |Sr
when weather conditions call loudest for
visited Friday with their sister Mrs
Shaving Mirrors
Toys and Games
Thomaston
D&H Cone-Cleaned ANTHRACITE. Un
all that. I feel so, all the same.''
y
Melvin Genthner.
Camden. Nov. 20. Leroy E. McDer
usual purity, draft-obedience and ample
Elmer E. Allen I y
Full
Line
of
Flash
Lights,
All
Types,
All
Styles
mott and Miss Mary A. Robbins.
Tenants Harbor. Dec. 15
few
For a desert supreme, slice the
reserve heating power make it ideal for
The Famous “Driver” Power Tools
Rockland, Nov. 25, Edward S. Rich
Fro-Joy Butter Pecan roll in 4 or 9
mid-winter. It keeps the home warm.
and Miss Carrie B. Savage.
slices, pour over Hot Chocolate Sauce
\ Owl’s Head, Nov. 25. Albert A.
and you'll have a most delicious
Stover of Rockland and Mrs. Annie
Chocolate Pecan Nut Sundae. Your
TEL. 487 ROCKLAND
find
ready
relief
from
itching
of
ecI
sC
B. Smith of Owls Head.
nearby Ice Cream dealer will take
zema, rashes and similar ills, in the
27
Tune in the New D. & H. Anthra
Thomaston, Nov. 29, Henry GrinROCKLAND, ME.
to 408 MAIN STREET,
cite Radio Program Sundays 2:00
e|^ gentle medication of
W §
your order for delivery Christmas
to 2:30—NBC RED Network
dell of Boston and Celia Roney of
morning—adv.
Thomaston.
148&151&153
Rockland, Nov. 22, Thomas Powers

FOR SALE

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

VISIT THIS STORE

••V

'£

of a Thousand

Practical Gifts

y
M

SkinSufferers |

Resinol
i

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

The Accumulative
Effect of Good
Advertising

I

M.B.&C.O. PERRY

Cannot
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Every-Other-Day
GIVING ’DUE CREDIT

*

fi

WARREN

THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Holiday Observance at Schools
Recitations, plays, and music,
with Christmas tree an added at
traction, will be held Friday after
noon in all the elementary and
Crowding potatoes out of thf diet
rural schools, with the exception of
Hinckley Corner Primary which will
to make room for highly-processed
give its program Wednesday after
cereal and sugar products may re
noon in order that Mrs. Marion M.
sult in a dangerous deficiency of
Clark, supervisor of music may be
minerals and vitamins, says Dr.
present to accompany the songs. At
Marion D. Sweetman, collaborating
this schoo) the program will be in
home economist in the Maine Agri
the form of a radio broadcast.
Mrs. Clark will accompany the
cultural Experiment Station, in a
music at the Malcolm Corner Pri
discussion of the place of the potato
mary school on Friday afternoon. In
in the American diet. The discussion
addition to the recitations and music
forms the introduction to Bulletin
five short, delightful plays, will be
230 of the Maine Extension Service:;
given. Appearing in the “Happiest
“Potatoes from the Consumer’s
Christmas" will be Aili Lampinen,
Standpoint.'1 of w-hich Miss Leone
| Faye Martin, Betty Moore, Ralph
Dakin, Extension foods specialist, is
Perry, Philip Blackington.
The
co-author.
second
grade
pupils
will
give
the
Presenting evidence to prove#their
play, “The Little Pine Tree." Ethel
statement that “adding two table
Wiley, Jeannette Perry, Barbara Per
spoons of milk and one teaspoon of
ry, Beulah Powers, Bernys Overlock,
butter to a potato of medium size
Margaret Starrett will be seen in
makes a combination which meets all
"Christmas Riddles” Alfred Wilson
known needs of the body,’ the au
thors declare that the potato itself Johnny Weismuller, Maureen O'Sullivan, William Henry, John Buckler in and Margaret Starrett are the two
Charles Starrett in a scene from “Cowboy Star'' at the Park.—adv.
cast in the dialogue, “The New Man.”
has only two important deficiencies
"Tarzan Escapes.”—adv.
Those who have part ln the fifth
when compared’ with the ideal nonFRIENDSHIP
existant food used as a nutritional rolled oats, rice, white bread, sugar, search has shown, which satisfies no play, “Grandpa’s Surprise" are Earle
“yardstick." A plain baked potato is prunes, or peanuts.
A surprise birthday party was
other body need and is therefore re Moore Jr., Charles Overlock Jr., Ed
deficient in vitamin A and in cal
tendered last Tuesday night to Mrs.
Attacking the Incorrect belief that sponsible for seriously unbalancing ward Maxey, Bemys Overlock, Bar
bara Perry, Margaret Starrett,
cium. Milk and butter correct this potatoes are fattening, the. bulletin most diets.
Ray Winchenpaw at the home of
deficiency, they report.
states that “potatoes cannot be held
$
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Beal An at
A medium-6ized potato furnishes Beulah Powers, Carroll Martin,
A comparison of potatoes with responsible for the national tendency about 100 calories, the authors de Harry Lelho. Pupils of the inter
tractively decorated cake was the
(«y Joe E. Brown)
other inexpensive foods shows that to overweight at middle age." j clame, while other foods rank as fol mediate school are arranging their
central table attraction, witli a tasty
they are far better balanced from the Twenty percent of the average per lows: Five-cent sweet chocolate bar, own program, which will be followed
luncheon to augment It.
Hollywood—“Its’ easier to stay mar
nutritional standpoint than beans, son's calories come from sugar, re 240 calories; one doughnut, 115 calor by the Christmas tree.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Beal, Mrs
Rev. Howard A. Welch will speak ried in Hollywood than any other E. H. [Lawry and daughter, Eda,
ies; one serving apple pie, 400 calories
1 one-half cup ice cream, 250 calories. to the High School pupils at 10:30 on place in the world.”
motored Wednesday to Augusta
“But,” adds Buddy Ebsen, "it helps
The fattening power of a food is ■Christmas."
where they attended the Episcopal
measured by the calories furnished1 "The Courtship of Miles Standish" If you are deaf, dumb, blind and fair.
a play5>f four short acts will be pre crippled."
in an average serving.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Davis and
“Reading In the paper about so
Aside from its nutritional advan sented at the Grammar school, the
family of Union were guests Sunday
many
Hollywood
divorces,"
says
the
tages. the potato can be prepared in players ’being Bowdoin Miller, David
dancing comedian, who is featured in of Mr. Davis’ mother, Mrs, Allie
I a multitude of ways; it has never White, Marie Marr. Eugene Cogan.
the
musical extravaganza, "Born to Russell.
been implicated in the transmission The comedy dialogue, “Morning
Mr. and Mrs. Elden Cook are re
Dance,
” “I've decided that a man,
i of disease; it is not contaminated by Callers” will have as cast, Madeleine
ceiving
congratulations on the birth
who
has
an
established
marriage
like
, spray residues; it is economical; and Haskell, Katheryn Maxey, Jeannette
of a son, Lewis Elden, at the Thomp
I its preparation can be simple.
Overlock, Harold Moore, Clayton mine should help out his fellow actors
son maternity home.
The consumer wants potatoes that Pales, Elizabeth Oxton, Ruth Star- by giving some rules on 'How to stay
Mrs. Waldo MacFarland after a
CORK FLAKES kelloccs 3 PKGS 19<
may be prepared without undue ,
Evelyn Smith. Irene Simmons, married, which follows:
"Don't speak to any of the girls on visit with her mother, Mrs. Carrie
1 waste and are highly palatable when Leona Jones. Another humorous
Morse and sister, Mrs. Wardell Mac
25 LB BAG 39<
SALT
CIANDMOTHEBS
cooked. She can judge relative prep sketch. “Family Disturbance1' will be the set.
"Don't speak to any girls off the Farland. has returned to South
aration waste by inspection and by given by Virginia Moody, Bertha
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF ««»19c
Bristol.
1 grade, but little can be said to help Anderson, Charotte Moore. Edward set.
"Don't speak to any girls.
Llewellyn Oliver entertained guests
< her select potatoes which will have Wilson, Clyde Saunders, Paul Oxton,
CATSUP
PACKER'S LABEL
2, bots 25c
"Don't
talk
to
your
wife
about
your
Wednesday
night at his home. A
Howard
Borneman.
Raymond
Jen

the desired cooking qualities. A
light luncheon was served and a
cooking test is the only certain way kins. Musical selections and a tap leading lady.
KIRKMAN'S SOAP
6... 25c
"Don't talk to your wife about any pleasant evening passed.
dance will be presented also, followed
to ascertain cooking quality.
Mrs. Randall Condon was in Rock
ladies.
by
the
Christmas
tree.
For
this
en

The authors give hints on cooking
IONA TOMATO PUREE
«.5«
"Don't take your wife to your pre land last Tuesday on business.
potatoes so as to make the resulting tertainment a collection will be
view. i Many a wife has gone home to The Methodist Ladies’ Aid went
taken, for use at the school.
product tasty and economical.
CAN 15<
SHRIMP
WET PACK
Officers elected
at
Crescent mother after seeing her husband on "over the top” at its annual fair and
The
bulletin
ends
with
a
number
of
NO
m
BRER RABBIT
supper held recently at the vestry.
less common recipes using potatoes Temple, P. S. Friday night were: Most the screen).
cans25«
MOLASSES CREEN LABEL
"Don’t introduce your wife to any Supper was served by Gertrude
Copies of the bulletin are available excellent chief. Miss Doris Hyler;
senior,
!Mrs.
Edith leading man. (This is more than Oliver, assisted by Helen Simmons,
free on request to the University of excellent
COCONOC
CAN
Olivia Hoffses and Jane Murphy.
Maine Extension Service, Orono, Hastings; excellent junior, Mrs. fatal, if you're a comic).”
•
•
•
•
Other committees were: Coffee, Hat
Abbie
Stickney;
manager.
Mrs.
Shir

Maine.
IONA LIMA BEANS
CAN
Greta Garbo, who feels she is be tie Lawry; pies and cakes. Mattle
ley Bowley; mistress of records and
correspondence, Mrs. Mabel Mills; coming identified*with costume pic Simmons; solicitors, Helen Simmons,
KIDNEY BEANS SULTANA
CANS
MATINICUS
mistress of finance, Mrs. Mary Rey tures, will do a modern screen story Hattie Wotton, Ida Wotton, Lavinia
following “Beloved," in which she Whitney, Olive Noyes and Mattle
RED BEANS
SULTANA
LGE CAN 1
Mr. and Mrs. Orren Ames have nolds; protector, Mrs. Mildred Star
portrays
Marie Walewska . . . Gary Simmons; tables, Mrs. Lewis; wait
rett;
outside
guard.
Mrs.
Mildred
closed their home here and will spend
AKK PACE BEAKS
LGE CAN
Cooper
will
play the lead in Doug resses, Abbie Stevens, Ida Wotton,
Gammon;
past
chief,
Mrs.
Regina
the winter in Albion.
Robinson; representative to the Fairbanks' picture, "Marco Polo" . . . Carrie MacFarland, Lillian Burns,
Barbara Thompson who has been
SPECIAL COMMONS nbc PKG
Grand Temple. Mrs. Alice Gray; al Robert Montgomery will be Joan Katherine Jameson, Geneva Thomp
in the Children's Hospital in Port
ternate, Mrs. Helen Gray. The date Crawford's leading man in “The Last son. Eda Lawry, Betty Winchenpaw,
land for surgical treatment, has re
PKG 31c
ASST. DELUXE
NBC
of the Installation will be announced of Mrs. Cheyney' . . . Following com Dorothy Burns and Miss Meyers;
turned home.
CAMPFIRE
The Fire Department was called pletion of "Waikiki Wedding," Para fancy work. Adella Jameson, Lavinia
MARSHMALLOWS LARGE PKG 19c
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Joyce of Massa twice Tuesday—ln the morning to mount will star Bing Crosby in an Whitney, Eva Russell, Hattie Lawry,
chusetts are visiting relatives here. the home of William Barrett and at original story entitled “Fly By Night" Sue Wotton; parcel post articles,
CHRISTMAS
LUX TOILET SOAP WRAPPED
CAKES 25<
Norman Thompson and Lermond noon to David Hills’, West Warren. ... James Stewart and Simone Simon Hattie Wotton, Eva Russell and
Thompson were business callers in
A covered dish supper was served have been given the leads in “Sev Hattie Lawry. Miss Geneva Simmons
Rockland and Portland recently.
at Mystic Rebekah Lodge. Monday enth Heaven," the story which had played a piano solo as the final num
Dalton Raynes has entered Knox under the direction of Mrs. Ilda Rus-1 Janet Gaynor and Charlie Farrell in ber of a delightful occasion. The
TRY A CRISS-CROSS PIE MADE WITH
sell, Mrs. Chiste Trone, and Miss i the leading roles in the silent days. president of the Ladies’ Aid is ap
Hospital for surgical treatment.
preciative of (the widespread and
School closed here Dec. 11 for a Mildred Spear. Following the meet-, Eleanor Powell, the famous dancer,
generous assistance.
ing
a
Christmas
tree
was
enjoyed,
has
a
girl
who
does
nothing
but
break
two weeks' vacation. On the after
POUND TIN
3 LB TIN
Mr. Wardwell of Rockland was a
noon of the closing day the children in charge of Mrs. Anna Starrett. Miss in her 54B shoes.
QUEEN
4 St
business
caller Monday In town.
•
•
•
•
had a prettily decorated Christmas Evelyn Berry, and Mrs. Hazel Bow
ANN PKG |
Kenneth Lewis, Robert Lash and
Travis Banton. Paramount's leading
tree and furnished an entertainment ers. The cast of the play, "The Med
dlesome Maid," will be supper guests fashion authority, is introducing Llewellyn Oliver attended the bas
of recitations and dialogues.
PKGS
FOUR SEASON
monogramed zippers on a dress for ketball game Friday in Thomaston.
There will be a tree .at the church of the lodge Dec. 28.
Tlie Girl Scouts served a public
The sermon topic 'Sunday morning Carole Lombard.” On a black light
Christmas Eve with everyone invited
supper at the K. of P. hall Wednes
at
the
Congregational
Church
will
be
weight
wool
street
dress
silver
zippers
to participate in the festivities.
GRAPEFRUIT
KOOL
Capt. and Mrs. E. P Cooper of “One Birthday.” A Christmas con with monogramed plaques prove ex day with good results.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Miller, son
17c
PKG 15c Juice
Cigarettes
Wollaston, Mass., who have been cert by the Sunday School primary ceedingly smart.
Earl and daughter Maryin of Thom
department will be presented at 5
ANN PAGE
visiting
friends
here
have
returned
ENCORE QUEEN
MLB,
Errol Flynn, who sold his story aston were callers Monday at the
o'clock under the direction of Mrs
home.
Baking Powder CAN 13c Olives
■ 11c
Anna Starrett and Mrs. Laura Jame “Beam Ends" to Cosmopolitan Maga home of Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
IONA
Oliver.
Farmer-owned co-operative pur son. This will include music, recita zine, is devoting his spare time to
2 LB CAN 17c SPARKLE — EXCEPT COFFEE
Cocoa
Paul Wotton and Sherman Wotton
further
writings
on
his
South
Sea
ad

tions,
and
the
Christmas
pantomime,
chasing
associations
are
most
numer

SUNNYFIELO
Dessert
4 pkgs 15c
of
Lynn, Mass,, passed the weekend
venture
.
.
Robert
Taylor,
who
left
ous in the midwest, the northwest, “Christmas Story," and will be in
Com Flakes LGE PKG 10c GROUND
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
medical
school
because
he
didn't
want
terspersed
with
carol
singing
by
the
New
York,
and
California.
Approxi

RAJAH PREPARED
HLB 15c
JAR 9C BlBCk P<?Pf>Cr
mately a million farmers belong to choir, with accompaniment by the to become a doctor, rose to a screen Walter Wotton
Mustard
At the close of the Loyal Workers
stardom playing doctor roles.
piano and organ.
these associations.
CANNED
PUMPKIN PIE
service Friday, the group adjourned
2 CANS 21c Spice
9c
Crapefruit
“If you is jes' a little tadpole.
to the parsonage and tendered a
Don’t try to be a frog;
shower to the new pastor of the Ad
If you is Jes' de tail,
vent Church. Rev. M. H LeGrow and
Don't try to wag de dog.
Mrs. LeGrow.
You can always pass de plate
Mrs. E. H. Lawry and daughter
If you can't exhort an' preach;
Eda were Rockland visitors Thursday.
If you is jes’ a pebble,
Mrs. Allie Cushman is in ill health.
Don't try to be a beach."
Rev. Samuel Clark is in Philadel-

The Lowly Spud Holds Im
portant Place and Is Not
Fattening

phia where he will spend the winter
with relatives.
Edgar Libby of Thomaston and
Harvey Brown of this town were
callers Sunday at the home of Frank I

.

GIFTS

Every Woman will be
(flail to Get

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-L1TES

COFFEE MAKER—4, 6.
and 8-cup capacity; glass
bowl with red, black or
chromium plated trim
mings—$4.95 up

complete

SAVINGS ’

cally;

2

SPRY’
5 9<
MINCE MEAT
SALT

13<

“COOKING'S EASY WITH
SOCONY BURNING OIL

DOUBLY U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
THIS
U. S.
AND

THE FLAME'S SO HOT AND CLEAN"

MEANS
A&P
MEATS
ARE
INSPECTED
BY AN
GOVERNMENT INSPECTOR ONCE AT THEIR SOURCE
AGAIN AT
A&P'S
MEAT PLANT IN
PORTLAND.

DA A CT
KUAj 1

BONELESS

HEAVY STEER BEEF
BONED and rolled
IF DESIRED

LAMB EADCC
WKED
RIB corned BEEF

» J
DOGA
L0

Mackerel
lb 25c
Swordfish,
Smelts
2 LBS 25c

4 TO 6 LB. AVERAGE
Fresh Shoulders

LB

HEN YOU WANT a hot, uniform
flame tocookon...one that burns
cleanly, without smoke or smudge...
fill your kitchen range with Socony
Burning Oil. For prompt delivery...

29«

W

IB 12V2C

27c

lb
LB

19c

LB

19c

FRESH GROUND

Hamburg Steak
Fat Salt Pork

LB

17c

AtP -food Stores

Here’s a novel Christmas tree of frosting that will blaze merrily at your
holiday party. It’s sure to be a triumph with this magic recipe that never
fails. Blend
sweetened condensed milk and 2 tablespoons vanilla thorough
ly. Add 2*4 cups confectioners <4X) sugar, sifted, gradually until right con
sistency to spread. Outline tree with tiny candies or squeeze chocolate
frosting put through pastry tube

call 115
SOCONY BURNING OIL
SOCONY-VACUUM

OIL

COMPANY,

INC.

meals,

meat,

dessert.

automati

vegetables and

Also bales bread,

pies, coolioSyetc.

Ideal for

the light housekeeper or for

summer cooking.

Comet

in

two sizes, 6 qt. and 11 qt„
priced respectively at $15.45
and $22.50 with inset dishes

included.

Broiling attachment

unit for the large size roaster
$3.50.

COLONIAL PERCOLA
TOR—Makes perfect drip
coffee automatically—the
water drips as it heats.
7 cup capacity—$7.95;
others as low as $4.95.

2

15c
5c
13c
0«
1 Oc
19c

NESCO ROASTER—Will cool

PATRICIAN COFFEE
URN SET—Ultra-modern
9-cup urn; sugar, creamer
and tray—distinction for
the table—pride for the
hostess—and good coffee
for all—$14.50.

HAIR DRYER—For moth
er or daughter it’s a gift
that’s ideal—$5.95 up.

CURLING IRONS—
Curls ihe hair with a pro
fessional touch. A fine
gift at a reasonable price
—$1.00 up.

UNIVERSAL TOASTER—
Handsome, modern
chromium plated toaster
with black trim; fne
quality—$3.25.

WAFFLE IRON —Mod
ernistic design, chrome
finish; .cast aluminum
grids will mot stick. Heat
indicator tells when ready
for baking—$4.95 ap.

CASSEROLE — Cooks
soups and stews, roasts
meats, bakes beans, cooks
any casserole d i s h—
$4.95.

FOOD MIXER — The new
Hamilton Booth• Food Mixer
maintains constant, controlled
speed of the beaters in heavy
or light mixture at high or
low speeds. No slowing down
as the mixture becomes heav
ier when "folding-in” — no
speeding up as the mixture
thins when adding millc or
water. $19.90, juice extractor
$2.75 extra.

TOASTMASTER "JUN
IOR"—New, streamlined
toaster. Current turns on
when you press lever
down. Another press of
lever pops toast out and
turns current off—$7.50.

AINE

MPAHY
ORES

BRITAIN’S NEW KING

An Outline Sketch of the New
Ruler of The "Far-Flung
Empire”
Britain’s new monarch is known as
a practical, home-loving man, seri
ous and conservative, and studious
without being a scholar. Though
educated for the sea, he became the
chief worker of the House of Wind
sor in preaching co-operation among
all classes in industrial Britain.
As a prospective ruler, his own
brother, Edward vni. when he was
Prince of Wales, made this solemn
pronouncement:
"My brother Bertie would make a
better king than I would.’’
"Bertie,’’ as the new king has been
known in hls family, takes his fiyst
name—and, many say, his serious
ness—from his great-grandfather,
Prince Albert consort of Queen Vic
toria.
He w’as born Dec. 14, 1895. in York
cottage. Sandringham. Queen Vic
toria was still on the throne and Dec
14 was sacred to her as the anniver
sary of the death of her husband.
The new prince was given the
names Alfred Frederick Arthur I
George.
With his brother, Edward VHI.
who was less than 18 months his
senior, he was given the early edu
cation of a well-bred English boy be
fore he faced a naval career.
That began when he was 13 and
lasted until the end of 1917. In 1916
he took part in the Battle of Jutland,
serving in a fore turret of the “Col
lingwood" and she shelled German
destroyers and the "Derfflinger.”
Illnesses, which resulted in opera
tions for appendicitis and duodenal
ulcer, terminated his sea-going am
bitions.
• • • •
Britain was still at war and the
young Prince turned to the new arm.
aviation, into which many r.aval
officers were being drafted. He
served in Prance with the Independ
ent Air Force and after the armistice
won his wings.
With the coming of peace, he went
to Trinity College, Cambridge, with
his brother Henry,, later Duke of
Gloucester, to complete his education,
riding a bicycle to lectures like any
student.
While he studied history, civicif.
and economics he was also called
upon as a member of the royal family
to undertake official engagements.
Sometimes he deputized for his
father, but more often it was for his
busy brother, the Prince of Wales.
His title as “The Industrial Prince”
grew out of the work in which he
specialized almost from the begin
ning—touring factories, sponsoring
youth organizations, preaching co
operation among the classes, and
supporting the medical betterment of
the nation.
His chief organ in this work was
the Industrial Welfare Society, of
which he was long president, and his
most notable innovation was the
founding of what came to be known
as "The Duke of York’s Camp."
In the camp he annually brought
together for a two-week vacation 200
boys from the factories of the land
and 200 from the elite preparatory
schools to live and play together.
Prince Albert was created Duke of
York in 1920 and took his seat in the
House of Lords, but he was little in
terested in politics and seldom at
tended the sessions to listen to the
debates.
His marriage to Lady Elizabeth
Bowes-Lyon, a commoner, daughter
of the Earl and Countess of Strath
more, took place April 26, 1923. in
Westminster Abbey.
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MYSTERIOUS CHINA HOST

Famous Cartoonist Does
Some Clever Stunts At
Rockland High School

TO MARINES SINCE 1900

Rockland High School is having
a series of entertainments by speci
alized men in various fields of activi
TO
CALIFOANIA1
ty—science, music, theatre and art.
Friday. Pitt Pessendbrt Parker, of
Boston, the man responsible for this
jsc toar *
series, entertained the school not in
p/sfM&ACtfp •
AMP cecssff t
the capacity of a manager, however,
ceurgAi AAtfhfB /
w/c/
/
but as a nationally known cartoonist,
and a contrlbuter to many of the
widely known newspapers.
His talk was based on “yours and
the other fellows point of view."
interspersed with various bits of
philosophy and humor, which formed
suitable interpretations for his draw
ings.
OCEAN
Mr. Parker's first illustration was
a perfect circle with charcoal com
pleted with one sweep of the hand.
To fully appreciate this one must re
call the story of Gioth. the famous
Italian painter. The Pope wanted a
A*-* FM AAtCPFCAFT
certain piece of work done, and sent
CC.VrPCCA''C&
SANTOS
a messenger to ask Gioth for some
of his work that he might judge if he
were clever enough. Gioth took one
I
Although China's political and economical life has been a continuous struggle for centuries, the native
piece of white paper, and with some
charm and exotic power of the country cannot bc forgotten once it has been visited. Towering pagodas,
black crayon drew a perfect circle. !
the ever-changing river scenes and roadside shrines mix with tlie hustle and bustle of modern China, to
He received the commission. Return
provide a never-ending variety of subjects for the camera. These pictures show U. S. Marines sightseeing,
ing
to
the
subject,
Mr.
Pitt
trans

fTsf- CHAtiesroAF °
sbc. goer
OCEAN
while some of their comrades patrol the Whangpoo River, at Shanghai, and the Mounted Detachment
TOM CMtM
formed lt into that whioh ls lm- !
at Peiping, lines- up for inspection.
perfect—the world. Then the gist of
Af
PCAFT ret 6Cl AT
it all was disclosed: two men in a
TO Ba rxeeucH
31CA/T op AfAOCUM
boat, one looking ahead, expectant
Spreading more than 4.600.000 reaches of the Yangtze River. This ln Shanghai as the outstanding ath
and assured of conquering, the other
new duty was given to Uncle Sam's letic organization to ever visit
looking backward on past misfor square miles over southeastern Asia
sea soldiers after river pirates had Chinese soil. To date they have won
Route of
»|
LIGIN3
tunes and disappointments — hope lie6 China, land of mystery and host attacked several ships flying the practically every title listed in the
tChACiesrov Rwts « USS fM*atesTON ••
Secretary Root to »i
less.
to the United States Marines who American flag. Surely there is no Shanghai sports records books and
I TOOK Oi/TJ/Of
Sturt OP Cm^AN Was»«,P
—
i PAftAtP
For those who are aiming high. have been guarding American lives river in the world which has so much their trophy room at the Marine Bar
Pan American Conference
G«Acr Lin»
•“
Mr. Parker had a word. In acquir and property in that far-off coun’rv to offer in variety of scenery as has racks looks like a silversmith's shop
in 19 06
\\
Munson L.nF .
—
ing and developing an education, since the Boxer Rebellion 'n 1900.
hulVA »OutO
the Yangtze, with hundreds of boats. before on auction. They hold the
aw Present Day Travel
\m
your surroundings will influence your , With her history anted**ing the Dying the flags of many nations, sail tennis, golf, most of the track and
Pan Axes-** AiauNt
—
Pan Awsican Gkmi A«kay» —
future morally, physically, and Birth of Christ by more than 2.000 ing her broad yellow bosom
field, baseball, Rugby and several
Facilities by U.S. Routes
spiritually. This was demonstrated years. China was once the h^me of
t?AH»OAP»
Although the Marines are station swimming championships at the
by pictures of a chore woman, be the world's finest contemporary civ ed in China primarily to protect present time. Sports are encouraged
When Secretary of State Cordell American Conference in Rio de Ja bara. Today, the Munson Line servei
fore and after affected by environ ilization Although China is a coun American lives and property, they in China primarily because of ite
Hull (inset), now attending tbe Pan neiro. After the conference. Secretary the east coast, while Grace liners
ment. Next a pastel view of Niagara try peopled by a passive and philo also have found time to participate great aid in bolstering the morale of
provide
regular
passenger
service
to
Root
circled
South
America
on
a
tour
American Conference in Buenos
Fails, showing more than anything sophical race. The Boxer Uprising in in all manner of athletic events, both the men who serve so far from their
Aires, sailed for South America it was of good will by the cruiser Charles the west coast in addition to these
aboard an American passenger liner ton. a Chilean warship, train across modern passenger lines. Pan Ameri
else his perfect color combinations— 1900 was the first, in a now long at Peiping and Shanghai.
native land.
Panama as the Panama Canal was can-Grace Airways form a virtual
Mr. Hull and the entire American still
the result of many years study. series of internal revolts which today
in thr dream stage, and thence network over South America. Instead
However. It is only fair to say, that
At
Peiping
the
American
Embassy
Diplomatic Corps sailed aboard tbe to the United States by the U. S. S. of months. Grace and other lines have
Some of his pictures were drawn up are further occasioned by native war Guard, vies with men from other this enigmatic land that is Chine,
Munson liner American Legion. But Columbia. Three years ago Secretary brought South America within days
side down and with either the left or lords.
30 yearr ago it was a different story Hull became the second secretary to of the United States. Pressed for time.
nations stationed near the Forbidden fragrant with lotus blossoms, and
right hand.
There were no American passenger circle South America—but on modern President Roosevelt sailed to South
When hordes of fanatical Chinese City for athletic honors. Against the dotted with wayside shrines and tem
lines then and Secretary of State passenger liners ol the American America for the present conference
To show the difference in point of rose in arms at the turn of the English and Scots the Marines play ples. has a strange and romantic
Elihu Root (seated above) had to fleet. He returned from the west coast aboard the U. S. S. Indianapolis on a
views, he instructed one of the boys i twentieth century, determined to Rugby; line up in opposition to the power to hold those who have visited
travel aboard the cruiser U. S. S. to New York via the Panama Canal combination fishing trip and diplo
to place five dote on any portion of wipe out the foreigners, American Japanese in America's national pas her shores.
Charleston to attend the third Pan aboard the luxurious S. S. Santa Bar matic mission.
the
paper.
Some
wonder if soldiers and marines were sent there time. baseball; and shoot in rifle and
China has long beckoned to Uncle
George Wood really did have a defin to aid our nationals, then living in pistol tournaments against all-coin- Sam's wandering nephews, the
FOUR-MASTER SOLD
They have also been on a number of
ite object in mind when he drew China.
United States Marines." and the
ers.
missions to European capitals.
them. Anyhow the result was "The
Today, there are about 590 Marines
The Fourth Marines are recognized marines still answer the call.
Boothbay Harbor's Idle Fleet Has
In their .home circle, with two
Man on the Flying Trapeze,' Later. stationed in the ancient Chinese city
Been Lessened By One
young daughters, they lived quietly.
Elizabeth Till's five dots became of Peiping, guarding the American
Thelr London home was 145 Picca
“Romeo Pleading His Cause."
Embassy there and keeping a watchFLORIDA
I have been reading Dads diary
The four-masteeb schooner Herbert
dilly. across Green Park from Buck
Mr. Parker then related a story of ' ful eye on Chinese and Japanese
with
ite
account
of
doings
on
the
ingham palace, while their country
L. Rodding, which has been been ly a dinner where he was a guest of
military maneuvers in North China.
Maine seacoast in December 1886 and
home was in Windsor Great Park
ing at Boothbay Harbor the past four noted cartoonists. Each demon The only Mounted Detachment in
by
that
could
trace
my
wanderings
With the death of the duke’s
strated his ability, but one stood the Marine Corps is stationed at
New
Hampshire
and five years, has been sold and will oe
father, George V, and the accession around
towed to Perth Amboy N. J. this above the rest—a Roumanian artist Peiping to patrol the outlying sec
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern ln every way.
Vermont
where
I
was
traveling
at
of Edward VTII. the duke became
who in a half hour's work completed tions around the walled-city, where
week.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
heir presumptive and to him fell the the time.
a masterpiece of color, ingenuity, and many American missionary schools
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
Dad mentioned having received ■ Tlie Rodding has been bought by
bulk of the duties Edward had car
technique. It was the "Retreat of are located.
New
York
parties
and
will
be
com

mail from me postmarked Concord,
ried out as Prince of Wales.
the Russian Army.” Later Mr. Par
Another internal and civil uprising
N. H., Haverhill, N. H„ Tilton. N. H., pletely overhauled at Perth Amboy.
Booklet
June ta
ker had a chat with this fellow whose in 1927 brought the Fourth Regiment
She
was
formerly
owned
by
Crowell
and Moncpelier. Vt. (As goes Maine,
Octobee
on
only
interest
it
seems
was
in
the
"MOST DRUNKEN NATION”
j
of
Marines
to
Shanghai.
Known
to

and
Thurlow
of
Boston.
She
was
so goes Vermont—two good States.)
Application
then- present Russian crisis. Six day as the Fourth Marines, more
Hotel
I spent Christmas Day there sliding I built at Stockton in 1919.
Maselynn
Methodist
Executive,
Addressing
months
later,
after
much
traveling,
than
1.000
sea
soldiers
stand
ready
in
The
Rodding
is
one
of
eight
down a mile-long hill across the m ' j»
Stamford
Convention So Charges United
Mr. Parker reproduced his own ver | that cosmopolitan city to extend a
Corner Second Street
H. H. Mase
DeL Co.
street and hy the eapitol. For a schooners that have been anchored
States
sion of "Napoleon's Retreat from protecting arm to our nationals.
N. T.
Manager
and First Avenne
stranger in a strange land I had a off McFarland's Point for the la3t
Moscow." He revived this for us in
During tbe Sino-Japanese imbrogvery good time. I was never in few years. Clustered in a group with
Moderate Ratea
A statement that the United States Montpelier again. New Hampshire I their naked masts pointing skyward, charcoal, complete with ail its poign j lio in 1932. officers and men of the
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
ancy
and
dejection.
The
faint
mem

Fourth Marines acquitted themselves
is on the way to being “the most was my summer and fall vacation- the old ships give one the impres
ory of that Roumanian's genius in with distinction when the situation
sion that it is a ship's graveyard.
drunken nation in the world” was land for years.
was ripe for further international
The other seven schooners are: fluenced his future life greatly.
The roads w’ere blocked three times
made by Dr. Ernest H. Cherrington,
The second portion of the after entanglements.
during the month according lo the , The Courtney C Hauck, the Helen
executive secretary of the Board of
noon began with clay modeling. This
More recently members of the fam
record. Other news items announced Barnett Ging. the Harry' G Deering.
Temperance, Prohibition and Public that there had been a meeting at I the Maud Maury, the Freeman, tho was no specially mixed or plastic clay ous Fourth have been stationed on
Morals, of the Methodist Episcopal tended by 140. The collection am Zebedee Cliff and the Edna D. Mc- but common clay. While pitching American boats plying along the
small bits of clay onto the easel, the
ounted to $10.70.—John Doe and Knight. The Houck is a five-master,
Church.
observation was made that we are
one
of
the
few
left,
and
the
others
Dr. Cherrington, reporting to the Richard Roe were sentenced for rob
all basically the same, but it de
bing Sam Lamson's house (terms not are four-masters. All are owned by
board in its annual meeting, said
pends upon how we are molded while
Crowell
and
Thurlow,
Boston
ship
given).—Dec. 28. Benjamin Sumner
still pliant. Pitching clay is done to
tfhat the post-repeal years had seen died. (How many remember him?)— brokers.
• • » •
prevent it falling off as it would if
widespread increase in crime.
The Mutual Benefit Society had an
placed on in one piece; if thrown in
The marriage of a prince in direct
VITAL STATISTICS
X MIAMI
“During that period," he said, “law entertainment in Fuller’s hall.—Dec.
one lump it would knock over the
line to the throne to one of his
enforcement agents of the United 31. And so expires the year 1886.
father's subjects was unusual though
The mere knnwlcdqe lhal al the Cnlumbus. you are indeed al the
Dr. George H. Coombs, director of easel.
Enjoyed very good health, had had
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
Mr. Parker molded an African
not unprecedented and in the na States have been compelled to shoot considerable work, met with no ac the State Bureau of Health, said
social and qeoqraphical center id Ihinqs lends a sense ol well beinq
tionalism which had followed the 1.200 desperate law violators who re cidents. Plenty to supply all our Tuesday that births in October ex showing the result of environment,
that enhances your entire slay llul Cnlumbus charm is ranted deep in
war and the peace-time rehabilita sisted arrest. The minimum cost of wants and I bless God for all His ceeded by 117 the number of deaths. next a Mongolian, a Japanese, Irish
practical foundations in quiet luxury’ ul appointments, in proficiency
men,
German.
Frenchman
and
crime
in
the
United
States,
which
tion it was highly popular.
mercies of the past and trust Him Births for that period totaled 1000.
in providing Ihe creature comforts, in superior service. Two entire
Their first child. Princess Elizabeth has been place at $15,000,000,000 an for the future.
with 883 deaths, he said. Dr. Coombs Hebrew were molded by certain deft
finals ol public roams, individual decoraltuns. halhs with both tub and
strokes on various parts of the face.
Alexandra Mary, was born, April 21, nually, is only the beginning of the
Boze
said 102 of the deaths were caused
shower, complete soil water plant, steam heat, unique seventeenth
cost.
”
These
were
all
very
realistic,
and
1926, and their second. Princess Mar
Somerville. Mass., Dec. 16
by pneumonia.
floor dininq room—added to centralized convenience to every
American history. Dr. Cherrington
brought much applause. The enter
garet Rose, Aug. 21, 1930.
business and recreational artivily-these are foremost among the
said,
failed
to
show
“
anything
like
tainment
was
very
interesting,
The Duke, meanwhile, though he
many factors that curilributc tu complele vacation enjoyment in
especially for those who have interest
bore his share in fulfilling the en such an overwhelming rush by men,
for drawing.
Miami's Finest HoteL
gagements of the royal family, was women and youth toward the in
Malissa Bostick
diffident and remained in the back creased use of alcoholic beverages and
A Justus Rejenaltotu are aJtwhlc, Write or IVrnr fiiiry
the worship of beverage alcohol in
ground as much as he could.
AT LAST WE KNOW
by JOHN BARCLAY, Heating Expert
His difficulty was stammering. terest as dictators of style habit, cus
Hard consonants were the greatest tom, etiquette and policy of govern
hurdles which faced him and he fre ment as that which characterized the
Just How Bad the Flood Was in the
quently embarrassed himself and his last three years—the first three years
United States Election Zone
fresh
coal
into
the
hollow,
being
Bank Fire Only With
under repeal.”
careful to leave a spot of live
listeners through his inability to
coals exposed in front to act as a
Fresh Coal — Never
utter what he wanted to say.
The final official count of the to
“hot spot” in igniting the gases
DEER ISLE
Specialists one after another were
tal
vote in the Presidential election
Smother It With Ashes
given off by the fresh coal, pre
baffled and it remained for a young
is 45,814,377, the Associated Press
venting puffs and explosions.
or Cinders
George M. Dodge is ill with grippe.
Australian. Lionel Logue to effect a
says. The count was completed
Allow sufficient time for these
AND UP
Capt.
Alfred
Dunham
has
returned
here
is no mystery about how
gases to be exhausted before
cure. Under Logue's guidance, the
Tuesday when announcement of
Your
Old
Range Taken in
RATES:
to bank a fire for the night.
banking the fire. When this is
duke embarked upon a two-year pro from a few days’ visit in Blue Hill.
Rhode Island's official vote added
Exchange
I’d like to give
done, close
Jingle
Ji»
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Horace
Dunham
of
Swan's
Island
gram of training which brought him
2222 to ite unofficial tally. The rec
you the easi
the Ashpit
Atlantic Ranges are available in
0oukl«,3»-(<»4l»
is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Courtney
est, simplest
Damper, open
fluent speech.
ord-breaking total was cast as fol
Black and All Enamel Finishes
method I
the Check
AU ROOMS WITM »AT«
The first real test came May 9, 1927 Eaton.
lows:
know of, so
500 Rooms
Damper, leav
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
Speeai wacUy rata*
when he opened the new Parliament
Roosevelt
,
.........................
27.752.309
Mrs. P. J. Eaton was a visitor in
that you will
ing the Turn
building of the Australian common Bangor recently.
have no trou
Landon .............................. 16.682.524
Damper as
RADIO
ble getting
nearly closed
wealth in Canberra—and he spoke
Others ............................ 1.379,565
Capt. Leslie Gray is making repairs
SERVIDOR
abundant
as possible.
Roosevelt’s plurality ........ 11.069.785
without faltering
Thenceforward, at the home of Mrs. Josephine Fi
heat in the
TUB -.SHOWER
Never leave
The figures certified by election
though his natural reserve continued field.
morning.
the firedoor
TEL
9s0
open after the
To make
to give him the reputation for being
officials in every state included the 313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Joseph V. Gray died sut^enly Sun
«li4«
fire is banked
roomforfresh F)«e
in
«hwt
following minor party votes:
the quietest member of the House of day night at his home here. •
47-tl
for the night.
coal, shake
Lemke (Union Party) ........ 892,793
Windsor, his exceptional shyness
George Sylvester is home from
There you
« NORTH STATION
the grates
*4 STEP'f’romyoar TRAIN” leyeuf ROOM"
have the simple procedure. Fol
Thomas (Soc.) ..................... 187.342
gently until you see the first red
fated.
Spruce Head Island where Mr and
low it, and your fire will stay
glow in the ashpit! Then pull the
Browder (Com.) ................... 80,096
Tlie tour of Australia and New Mrs. Ed Wood of Stonington are as
in for the night, quickly deliver
live coals toward the front, using
Colvin (Prohib'st) ............... 37.609
Zealand was his most extensive im- sistant caretakers for the winter.
ing all the heat you require the
a shovel or a hoe, so that the bed
Aiken (Soc-Lab'te) ............. 12.793
next morning after you open the
peritf trip but in 1924-25 the duke Their daughter Miss Mildred Wood
slopes downward from the edge
drafts.
(5) ' Scattering and Void ............ 168,911
of the firedoor to the back. Shovel
and duchess visited East Africa. is with them.
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